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Introduction
Stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) are simply PDEs with �noise�. Just as
there are many different types of PDEs, there are at least as many different types of SPDEs.
In this lecture we will only be interested in semilinear parabolic SPDEs, which are of the
form

@tu=�u+ f(u;ru)+ g(u;ru)�; u(0)= u0; (1)

where u:R+�Rd!R with (t; x)2R+�Rd and � is the noise. The equation is called
parabolic because if d= 1 and if we interpret the highest order differential operators as
polynomials and ignore the nonlinearities (i.e. @t! t and �=@xx!x2), then the identity
t=x2 describes a parabola. It is called semilinear because it depends linearly on the highest
order derivatives and the nonlinearities only involve lower order derivatives.

We will learn two approaches to SPDEs. First we discuss the classical approach from
Walsh's Saint Flour notes [51]. This is based on an extension of Itô calculus to multiple
parameters. We construct Itô integrals

R
0

tR
Rd
'(s; x)�(ds; dx) using the same ideas as for

the construction of the Itô integral
R
0

t
HsdBs for a Brownian motion B. This will allow us

to solve SPDEs with space-time white noise (which we will define) in dimension d=1 as
long as f and g do not depend on ru. We can also solve linear equations (linear f and
g=1) in d> 1. If the noise is less singular than white noise (sufficiently �correlated� and
not �white�), then we can treat equations in any dimension with Walsh's approach.

Then we will be interested in certain equations with white noise and f depending on
ru in d=1, or nonlinear f in d> 1, or in equations with a noise which only depends on
space but which is constant in time. For these equations our previous tools break down.
Therefore we will learn a pathwise approach to SPDEs which overcomes this problem. To
understand the philosophy of the pathwise approach we will first learn some basic rough
path theory, a pathwise approach to stochastic ordinary differential equations. Then we will
extend the ideas of rough paths to higher dimensions, in the framework of paracontrolled
distributions from [22], which combine techniques from Fourier analysis with the rough
path philosophy and apply this to SPDEs.
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1 Some motivating examples

Example 1. (Interface growth) SPDEs arise naturally as scaling limits of microscopic
systems, similarly as Brownian motion arising as scaling limit of random walks. Consider
for example an exclusion process on Z, i.e. a system of particles which perform continuous
time independent random walks with rate p (resp. 1− p) of jumping to the right (resp.
the left), but which are not allowed to jump on top of each other; each site has at most
one particle.

Figure 1. Simple exclusion process

If the random walks are symmetric, i.e. p= 1

2
, then on large scales this particle system

resembles (converges to) the SPDE

@tu=
1
2
@xxu+ @x�;

on R+�R, where � is a space-time white noise (roughly speaking �(t; x) is independent of
�(s; y) whenever (t; x)=/ (s; y)) and where @x is the derivative in the sense of distributions
(we will learn how to interpret that). This equation is called the infinite-dimensional
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. If we take a small perturbation around the symmetric jump
rates and consider p= 1

2
+�", with �2R and "! 0 as we scale out, then the scaling limit

is given by the stochastic Burgers equation

@tu=
1
2
@xxu+�@xu2+ @x�:

Since formally @xu2= 2u@xu, this equation is of the type (1), with a very singular noise
�~= @x�.

One motivation for studying this particle system is that it corresponds to a simple
interface model: We can imagine a piecewise linear curve (h(t; k): t> 0; k2Z) over Z, such
that h(t; k+1)− h(t; k) = 1 if there is a particle at site k, and h(t; k+ 1)− h(t; k) =−1
otherwise. We can convince ourselves that then local maxima become local minima with
rate p, and local minima become local maxima with rate 1− p.

*

''

Figure 2. Simple exlusion as interface model
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The oscillations of this random interface could for example be a toy model for snow
crystals piling up on a windshield (see Figure 3). Except in that case up and down are not
symmetric, so we would not expect to have p= 1

2
but rather p< 1

2
. On the other hand if

there is some melting, we also would not expect to have p= 0. The large scale behavior

for p2
�
0;

1

2

�
is very difficult and not well understood yet. But if we take p= 1

2
− " (�slow

growth�), then the scaling limit for the interface is the KPZ equation

@th=
1

2
@xxh− (@xh)2+ �:

By formally differentiating h in x we see that its derivative should solve the stochastic
Burgers equation with �= 1

2
, which is not surprising given how we constructed the interface.

[Kardar et al., 1986]. For a continuous surface h(x, t) in
three-dimensional space it reads

@

@t
h x; tð Þ ¼ nr2h x; tð Þ þ ljrh x; tð Þj2 þ x x; tð Þ: ð2Þ

Time is denoted by t and the gradient by r. The individual
terms in (2) can be attributed to particular surface processes:
The term x(x, t) = h0 + h(x, t) constitutes the mass supply. It
includes a deterministic growth velocity h0 and a fluctuating
term h(x, t) which is zero-mean, Gaussian white noise in
space and time. The diffusion term in (2) includes local
surface relaxation processes. Most important for the relation
of the KPZ equation to BD is the non-linear term of strength
l. It is the leading-order term for growth normal to the
surface [Barabási and Stanley, 1995] which is the analog of
an overhang in BD.
[7] From the description of a settling snow crystal given

in the introduction it is clear that a minimal model of snow
deposition should at least include two effects: 1) sticking
(which covers both, sintering and interlocking) as the origin
of excess pore space and 2) the stochastic nature of the
deposition mass flux. Both models, BD and KPZ include
these effects. Since we focus on implications and applica-
tions of these effects on snow structure we will apply either
of them likewise. Obvious limitations of the model can in
principle be investigated within extensions of BD/KPZ: the
influence of imperfect sticking (e.g., as a consequence of
crystal shapes) can be addressed by competitive growth
models [Braunstein and Lam, 2005]; non-uniform particle
shapes or sizes have been studied by Silveira and Reis
[2007]; oblique particle incidence (e.g. as a result of steady,
low winds) has been studied byMeakin and Krug [1992]. In
contrast, the dynamical evolution of the ice structure below
the surface (metamorphism, stress induced re-arrangement)
cannot easily be regarded as a generalization of BD/KPZ.

3. Surface Roughness

[8] In general, surface roughness can be characterized
by studying temporal and spatial correlations of the height
h(x, t) of a growing surface in terms of its dynamic, two-
point correlation function [Barabási and Stanley, 1995]

G x; tð Þ :¼ h x0 þ x; tð Þ � h x0; tð Þð Þ2: ð3Þ

Here, x, x0 denote two-dimensional position vectors on the
substrate. Assuming statistical homogeneity and isotropy of
the growth process G(x, t) is independent of x0 and solely a
function of the magnitude x:= jxj. The overbar in (3)
denotes an ensemble average over realizations of the depo-
sition process. For illustration, the correlation function (3)
for BD/KPZ type growth is schematically plotted as a
function of x in Figure 1b). Such a behaviour on a double
logarithmic scale implies that G(x,t) follows the dynamic
scaling form G(x, t) 
 x2a g(x/t1/z) [Barabási and Stanley,
1995; Meakin, 1998]. Here g(s) is a scaling function which
is constant for s � 1 and decreases algebraically g(s) 

s�2a for s � 1. This implies that G(x, t) 
 x2a is
independent of t if x � t1/z and approaches a constant
G(x, t) 
 t2a/z for x � t1/z when plotted as a function of x
(cf. Figure 1b)). The exponents a, z are universal and
commonly referred to as roughness- and dynamic exponent,
respectively.
[9] The origin of scaling is the combination of random

deposition events with a nearest neighbor sticking rule:
Initially, different parts of the surface are uncorrelated. After
time t regions of correlated surface heights have formed
within a spatial extent x* 
 t1/z from the sticking rule (1) or,
likewise, by the non-linear term in (2). Typical numerical
estimates for the scaling exponents a,z for KPZ and BD are
found to be in a range 0.3 < a < 0.4 and 1.36 < z < 1.65 [cf.
Katzav and Schwartz, 2004, and references therein].

4. Measurements of the Snow Surface

[10] Quantitative roughness measurements of snow sur-
face outlines at different times were carried out by means of
digital photography during several snowfalls in winter
2006/07. Pictures were taken using a 7.0 megapixel digital
camera and a scaled target which was carefully inserted
within the snow (see Figure 2 for an example). In order to
avoid the formation of roughness due to i) wind-induced
snow erosion, ii) anomalous deposition processes due to a
predominant wind direction, or iii) finite size geometry
effects, images of the snow surface outlines were taken
during snow falls in the absence of wind, starting from a flat
solid surface with dimensions significantly larger than the
largest resolved scale which is 20 cm. The snow rough-
ness measured in these experiments can thus be regarded (in
good approximation) solely as the result of the deposition
process. From each image, roughness outlines were identi-

Figure 1. Ballistic deposition: (a) Nearest neighbor stick-
ing for deposition at site i creates an overhang and thus
excess pore space which remains inaccessible for other
particles. (b) Schematic plot of the correlation functionG(x, t)
(see equation (3)) for different times t = 1,10,100,1000
(arbitrary units).

Figure 2. Examples of images taken to estimate snow
roughness elevations showing (a) an early and (b) a later
stage of the evolution. Estimated outlines are displayed in
red. The magnification nicely displays an overhang.

L21507 LÖWE ET AL.: EVOLUTION OF THE SNOW SURFACE DURING SNOWFALL L21507
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Figure 3. Snow crystals. Löwe et al., Geophys. Res. Letters, Vol. 34, L21507, 2007.

Example 2. (Filtering) Let B;W be independent Brownian motions and consider a
signal given by the solution to the SDE

dXt= b(Xt)dt+ dBt; X0� p(x)dx;

where p is a probability density on R. We would like to know the current state of Xt, but
unfortunately we cannot observe X directly, but only

Yt=

Z
0

t

f(Xs)ds+Wt:

Our aim is to compute the conditional probability distribution of Xt given the entire
observation until now, (Ys)s2[0;t]. That is, we want to compute E['(Xt)j(Ys)s2[0;t]] for all
continuous and bounded test functions '. One can show that this conditional expectation
is given by

E['(Xt)j(Ys)s2[0;t]] =
R
R
u(t; x)'(x)dxR
R
u(t; x)dx

;

where u solves the Zakai equation

@tu=
1
2
@xxu− @x(bu)+ fu@tY ; u(0)= p:

By a Girsanov transform we can construct an equivalent probability measure under which
Y is a Brownian motion, we write W~ , and then the equation becomes

@tu=
1
2
@xxu− @x(bu)+u�; u(0)= ';

where formally �(t; x)= f(x)@tW~ (t).
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Example 3. SPDEs also arise as scaling limits of population models: Consider indepen-
dent continuous time random walkers on Zd, which can branch into new particles or die,
according to a random landscape. More precisely, let (�(x))x2Zd be an i.i.d. family of
centered random variables with sufficiently many moments. If a particle is at site x and
�(x) is positive, then we interpret this as a favorable environment and the particle can
reproduce with rate �(x)+=max f�(x); 0g. If the reproduction event happens, then the
particle splits into two new independent particles, which both follow the same dynamics
as the other particles. If however �(x)< 0, then the environment is unfavorable and the
particle is being killed with rate �(x)−. On large scales and for large numbers of particles
this system approaches the parabolic Anderson model

@tu=
1
2
�u+u�;

on R+�Rd, where � is a space white noise and independent of time.

Conventions and notation Throughout these notes, (
; F ; (Ft)t>0; P) is a filtered
probability space satisfying the usual conditions. We write a. b if there exists a constant
C > 0, independent of a and b, such that a6Cb. Similarly for & and '. For example,
it follows from Hölder's inequality that (x+ y)p6 2p−1(xp+ yp) for p> 1 and x; y > 0,
so we would write (x + y)p . xp + yp. If we want to stress that the implicit constant
depends on one of the (unimportant) variables, we denote it with a subscript. For example
(x+ y)p.pxp+ yp.

1 Classical approach to SPDEs
Here we present the approach of Walsh [51]. It is based on a multi-parameter extension of
Itô calculus, in which the time variable plays a distinguished role because it gives rise to
the flow of information (filtration) and to the martingale structure.

1.1 Gaussian martingale measures and stochastic integration
Our first task is to mathematically model the noise appearing in the SPDEs. For simplicity
we restrict our attention to noise on R+�Rd, but we could replace Rd by any Polish space
(S; S) (for example if we want to solve an equation on a domain D�Rd we could take
(D;B(D)).

Recall that a signed measure K is the difference of two (positive) measures K+; K−,
that isK=K+−K−, where at least one of the two is finite (we cannot have bothK+(Rd)=
K−(Rd)=1, because then K(Rd) would not be defined).

Definition 1.1. Let K be a signed measure on (Rd�Rd;B(Rd)
B(Rd)). We say that K
is symmetric if K(A�B) =K(B �A) for all A;B 2B(Rd). K is positive definite if for
each bounded measurable function f for which the integral makes sense we haveZ

Rd�Rd

f(x)f(y)K(dx; dy)> 0:

If K is symmetric, positive definite, and �-finite, and if there exists a symmetric, positive
definite, and �-finite positive measure jK j with jK(A�B)j6 jK j(A�B), then we call K
a covariance measure and we define

(f ; g)K :=

Z
Rd�Rd

f(x)g(y)K(dx; dy); kf kK := (f ; f)K
p

:

Classical approach to SPDEs 5



We define AK = fA 2 B(Rd):K(A�A)<1g. AK is a ring of sets (closed under finite
unions and A;B 2AK)A nB 2AK), but this will not be important for us.

Remark 1.2.

i. If K is a positive measure, we can take jK j=K. Similarly, if −K is a positive
measure (so K+=0), then we can take jK j=−K.

ii. In general jK j will not be the total variation of K, because the total variation is
not necessarily positive definite.

iii. The measure jK j will be needed for the construction of the stochastic integral below.
If we were not interested in stochastic integration, we could remove the assumption
that jK j exists.

iv. For A;B 2AK we have

K(A�B)= (1A;1B)K

by definition.

v. Since (f ; g) 7! (f ; g)K is a symmetric and positive definite bilinear form, it satisfies
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the triangle inequality for the (semi-)norm:

(f ; g)K6 kf kKkgkK ; kf + gkK6 kf kK+ kgkK:

If this is not clear to you, you should prove both of these. You could use the same
proof as in Rn.

Question: Can you interpret a covariance matrix in Rn�n as a covariance measure, if
we take a different measurable space than Rd in the definition of covariance measures?

Recall that a real valued stochastic process (Xi)i2I is called Gaussian if for all �1; :::;
�n2R and i1; :::; in2 I the random variable �1Xi1+ ���+�nXin is normally distributed.

Definition 1.3. Let K be a covariance measure. A centered Gaussian process

(Wt(A): (t;A)2R+�AK)

is called a Gaussian martingale measure with covariance K if for all A;B 2AK:

i. W0(A)= 0;

ii. (Wt(A))t>0 is a continuous martingale in the usual augmentation (Ft)t>0 of

Ft�= �(Ws(B): s6 t; B 2AK);

iii. E[Ws(A)Wt(B)] = (s^ t )K(A�B ) for all s; t> 0.

Lemma 1.4. Let K be a covariance measure. Then there exists a Gaussian martingale
measure with covariance K and its law is unique.

Proof. We know from Stochastics II or III that if I is any index set and Γ:I�I!R is any
positive definite covariance function, then there exists a Gaussian process with covariance
Γ and its law is unique. Here we have I =R+�AK and

Γ((s;A); (t;B))=s^ tK(A�B )=
Z
R+

�Z
Rd�Rd

1[0;t](r)1[0;s](r)1A(x)1B(y)K(dx;dy)

�
dr:

Therefore,

6 Section 1



X
i;j=1

n

�i�jΓ((ti; Ai); (tj ; Bj))

=

Z
R+

0@Z
Rd�Rd

X
i;j=1

n

�i�j1[0;ti](r)1[0;tj](r)1Ai(x)1Aj(y)K(dx; dy)

1Adr
=

Z
R+

 Z
Rd�Rd

 X
i=1

n

�i1[0;ti](r)1Ai(x)

! X
i=1

n

�i1[0;ti](r)1Ai(y)

!
K(dx; dy)

!
dr> 0:

So let (W~t(A))t>0;A2AK be the Gaussian process with covariance Γ which we obtain from
Kolmogorov's extension theorem. Then we have for s 6 t and for all p > 1, using the
Gaussianity of W~t(A)−W~s(A):

E[jW~t(A)−W~s(A)jp] =E[jX jp]E[jW~t(A)−W~s(A)j2]p/2=E[jX jp]jt− sjp/2kIAkK
p

for a standard normal random variable X. So by Kolmogorov's continuity criterion the
process (W~t(A))t>0 has a continuous modification (Wt(A))t>0. Moreover, for any r1; :::;
rn2 [0; s] and B1; :::; Bn2AK we have

E[(Wt(A)−Ws(A))Wri(Bi)] = (t^ ri− s^ ri)K(A�Bi)= 0;

so by Gaussianity Wt(A)−Ws(A) is independent of (Wr1(B1); :::;Wrn(Bn)). A monotone
class argument shows that Wt(A)−Ws(A) is even independent of Fs and therefore the
martingale property follows. �

Question: Which p could we use for Kolmogorov's continuity criterion in the proof?
Which Hölder regularity does the process (Wt(A))t>0 have?

Note that point iii. of the definition implies that W (A) is a multiple of a Brownian
motion, more precisely W (A) has the same distribution as K(A�A)

p
B for a Brownian

motion B.

Lemma 1.5. Let W be a Gaussian martingale measure with covariance K. Let (An)n2N�
AK be disjoint sets with

S
nAn2AK. Then for all t> 0:

Wt

�[
n

An

�
=
X
n

Wt(An);

where the series on the right hand side converges in L2(P).

Proof. Exercise 1.1. �

Remark 1.6. We could call Wt an L2-valued measure. But in general it is not true that
Wt(!; �) is a measure for fixed !. Indeed, even if

P
nWt(An) converges almost surely and

not only in L2(P) (which we did not show), the identity

Wt

�[
n

An

�
=
X
n

Wt(An)

is only true outside of a null set. And the null set may depend on the sequence (An), of
which there are uncountably many. In most cases of interest there exists no modification
of W which is a measure.

Remark 1.7. We formally have

E[Wt(x)Ws(y)] = t^ sf(x; y);

Classical approach to SPDEs 7



where f(x; y) is the density of K with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Of course, K
does not have to be absolutely continuous and Wt(x) does not have to be defined for single
points x. But if we ignore that and proceed formally, assuming that Wt(x) is continuous
in x, then we get with the ball B(x; r)= fy: jx− y j<rg:

E[Wt(x)Ws(y)]= lim
r!0

1
jB(x; r)j2E[Wt(B(x; r))Ws(B(y; r))]

= lim
r!0

1

jB(x; r)j2t^ sK(B(x; r)�B(y; r)):

If K has a continuous density f with respect to the Lebesgue measure, then the right hand
side indeed converges to t^ sf(x; y).

Example 1.8.

i. Consider n independent one-dimensional Brownian motions B1; :::;Bn and let �1; :::;
�n2Cb(Rd) be such that for each k either �k(x)> 0 for all x2Rd, or �k2L1(Rd).
Then

Wt(A) :=

Z
Rd
1A(x)Wt(x)dx; Wt(x) :=

X
k=1

n

�k(x)Bt
k;

is a Gaussian martingale measure (Exercise 1.2).

ii. The most important example for us is K(dx; dy) = jK j(dx; dy) = �x(dy)dxdy for
the Dirac delta

�x(A) :=

�
1; x2A;
0; else:

We mostly write
K(dx; dy)= �(x− y)dxdy

and interpret �(x− y) as the �density� of K (which of course does not exist, but
formally it is 1 if x= y and 0 otherwise). In that case we call W a space-time
white noise (or rather the formal derivative @tWt is called space-time white noise).
Heuristically, we have

E[@tWt(x)@sWs(y)]= @t@s(s^ t)�(x− y)= �(t− s)�(x− y);

i.e. @tWt(x) and @sWs(y) are independent unless s= t and x= y (and in that case the
variance is infinite). So space-time white noise is completely decorrelated, the noise
is independent in any two distinct space-time points. More rigorously, whenever

[s1; t1]�A1\ [s2; t2]�A2= ;;

then Wt1(A1)−Ws1(A1) is independent of Wt2(A1)−Ws2(A1).

iii. We will see later that we can define Wt(f) for f with kjf jkjK j<1 by an extension
argument. For now we take this for granted and use it to define a mollified space-
time white noise: Let W be a space-time white noise and let �2Cc1(Rd;R) be a
positive function with

R
Rd
�(x)dx= 1. Then we define the mollification of W as

follows: Let W be a space-time white noise and let for �(A)<1 (� is Lebesgue
measure)

Vt(A) :=Wt

�Z
A
�(x− �)dx

�
;

which should be formally interpreted asZ
A

�Z
Rd
�(x− y)Wt(y)dy

�
dx=

Z
A
(� �Wt)(x)dx:
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Vt(A) is well defined because��������Z
A
�(x− �)dx

��������
jK j

2

=

Z
Rd�Rd

��������Z
A
�(x− y1)dx

����������������Z
A
�(x− y2)dx

���������(y1− y2)dy1 dy2
=

Z
Rd

�Z
Rd
1A(x)�(x− y1)dx

�
2

dy1

6
Z
Rd

Z
Rd
1A(x)

2�(x− y1)dxdy1=�(A);

where we applied Jensen's inequality which is allowed because �(x − y1)dx is a
probability measure. This new Gaussian martingale measure has the covariance

(f ; g)K=

Z
Rd

�Z
Rd
f(x)�(x− z)dx

��Z
Rd
g(y)�(y− z)dy

�
dz

=

Z
Rd�Rd

f(x)g(y)(�� �~)(x− y)dxdy;

where �~(x)= �(−x) and a � b(x)=
R
Rd
a(x− z)b(z)dz. Since

(f ; f)K=

Z
Rd

�Z
Rd
f(x)�(x− z)dx

�
2

dz> 0;

K is positive definite. We can take jK j=K, since K is positive.

iv. For �2 [0; d) the fractional kernel

jK j(dx; dy)=K(dx; dy)= jx− y j−�dxdy

is positive definite (Exercise 1.2).

Next we want to construct stochastic integrals against Gaussian random measures. We
take the same approach as in the construction of the usual Itô integral: We first define the
integral for simple integrands, then prove Itô's isometry, and then extend the integral to
general integrands by a continuity argument.

Definition 1.9. The bounded elementary processes bE are all processes of the form

H(s; x)=
X
k=0

n−1 X
`=0

Lk

hk;`I(tk;tk+1]�Ak;`(s; x);

where n2N, Lk2N, 06 t0< ::: < tn, hk;`2L1(Ftk), Ak;`2B(Rd).
The predictable �-algebra P is the smallest �-algebra on 
�R+�Rd with respect to

which all H 2 bE are measurable. A stochastic process is predictable if it is measurable with
respect to P.

Definition 1.10. Let W be a Gaussian martingale measure with covariance K. We define
for a predictable process H:

kHkW2 =E

�Z
0

1
kjH(s; �)jkjK j2 ds

�
=E

�Z
0

1Z
Rd�Rd

jH(s; x)jjH(s; y)jjK j(dx; dy)ds
�
;

and we write

L2(W )= fH predictable s.t. kHkW <1g:
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One can show that after identifying predictable H;H~ 2L2(W ) with kH −H~ kW =0 the
space L2(W ) is a Banach space; see Exercise 2.5 in [51]. We will see in the Itô isometry
that the norm

E

�Z
0

1Z
Rd�Rd

H(s; x)H(s; y)K(dx; dy)ds

�
would be more canonical, but for proving the Banach space property and for showing the
following density statement it is convenient to replace K!jK j and H!jH j.

Since H 2 bE could involve sets Ak with K(Ak�Ak)=1 it is not necessarily true that
bE �L2(W ). But we can simply intersect with L2(W ):

Lemma 1.11. The set bE \L2(W ) is dense in L2(W ).

Proof. See Walsh [51], Proposition 2.3. �

Definition 1.12. For H 2 bE \L2(W ) we defineZ
[0;t]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx) :=
X
k=0

n−1 X
`=0

Lk

hk;`(Wtk+1^t(Ak;`)−Wtk^t(Ak;`)); t> 0:

Since Wt(A[B) =Wt(A) +Wt(B) for disjoint A;B (by Lemma 1.5), it is not hard to
check that this definition is independent of the specific representation

H(s; x)=
X
k=0

n−1 X
`=0

Lk

hk;`I(tk;tk+1]�Ak;`(s; x)

of H .

Proposition 1.13. (Itô isometry) Let H 2 bE \L2(W ). Then

Mt=

Z
[0;t]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx); t> 0;

is a continuous square-integrable martingale with quadratic variation

hM it=
Z
0

t

kH(s; �)kK2 ds=
Z
0

tZ
Rd�Rd

H(s; x)H(s; y)K(dx; dy)ds:

In particular, Itô's isometry holds:

E

��Z
R+�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx)

�
2
�
=E

�Z
0

1
kH(s; �)kK2 ds

�
6 kHkW2 :

Proof. To simplify notation let us write W k;`=W (Ak;`). M is a finite sum of usual
Itô integrals with respect to the martingales W k;`. Therefore, it is a continuous local
martingale and its quadratic variation is

hM it=
X

k1;k2=0

n−1 X
`1=0

Lk1 X
`2=0

Lk2 �Z
0

�
hk1;`1I(tk1;tk1+1](s)dWs

k1;`1;

Z
0

�
hk2;`2I(tk2;tk2+1](s)dWs

k2;`2

�
t

=
X
k=0

n−1 X
`1;`2=0

Lk Z
0

t

hk;`1hk;`2I(tk;tk+1](s)K(Ak;`1�Ak;`2)ds

=

Z
0

t

kH(s; �)kK2 ds;
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where we used that the intervals (tk1; tk1+1] and (tk2; tk2+1] are disjoint unless k1=k2. Since
kHkW <1 by assumption, we get that E[hM it] is bounded in t> 0 and therefore M is a
uniformly integrable and square-integrable martingale and Itô's isometry holds. �

Let Mc
2 be the family of uniformly integrable continuous martingales M such that

M0=0 and E[M1
2 ]<1:

Here we identify two martingales if they are indistinguishable. We know from the stochastic
analysis lecture (based on Doob's L2-inequality) that Mc

2 is a Hilbert space with inner
product

(M;N)Mc
2=E[M1N1] =E[hM;N i1]:

We have just shown that for H 2 bE \L2(W )Z
[0;�]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx)


Mc

2

6 kH kL2(W ):

Hence, the map

JW : bE \L2(W )−!Mc
2;

H 7−!
Z
[0;�]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx);

is Lipschitz continuous, and it is linear by construction

Theorem 1.14. (Itô integral) There is a unique continuous linear map

L2(W )3H 7!
Z
[0;�]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx)2Mc
2

which extends JW from bE \L2(W ) to all of L2(W ). We call
R
[0;�]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx)

the stochastic integral or Itô integral of H with respect to W.

Proof. By Lemma 1.11 we know that bE \L2(W ) is dense in L2(W ). So let H 2L2(W )
and let (Hn)� bE \L2(W ) be such that kH −HnkL2(W )! 0. Then by the Itô isometry
(
R
[0;�]�RdH

n(s; x)W (ds; dx))n is a Cauchy sequence in Mc
2 and therefore it converges to

a limit
R
[0;�]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx) 2Mc
2. Using once more the isometry we see that the

definition of
R
[0;�]�RdH(s; x)W (ds; dx) does not depend on the specific sequence (Hn),

and any other approximating sequence gives the same limit. Linearity, Itô isometry and
Lipschitz continuity of H 7!

R
[0;�]�Rd

H(s;x)W (ds; dx) are inherited from the linearity, Itô

isometry and Lipschitz continuity of the map on bE \L2(W ). �

Let us formulate more explicitly what the previous theorem says:

Corollary 1.15. For all H 2 L2(W ), there is a sequence (Hn)� bE \L2(W ) such that
Hn!H in L2(W ). And for any approximating sequence Hn!H in L2(W ), we haveR
[0;�]�Rd

Hn(s;x)W (ds; dx)!
R
[0;�]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx) inMc
2. Moreover, Itô's isometry

holds: For all t2 [0;1] we have

E

��Z
[0;t]�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx)

�
2
�
=E

�Z
0

t

kH(s; �)kK2 ds
�
6 k1[0;t]H kW2 :

It is possible to localize the integral using stopping times, but we will not need this.
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Theorem 1.16. (Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality) For all p > 0 there exists a
constant Cp> 0 such that for all H 2L2(W ) and for all t2 [0;1]:

1
Cp

E

��Z
0

t

kH(s; �)kK2 ds
�
p/2
�
6E
"

sup
s2[0;t]

��������Z
[0;s]�Rd

H(r; x)W (dr; dx)

��������p
#

6CpE
��Z

0

t

kH(s; �)kK2 ds
�
p/2
�
;

where it may happen that one (and then both) of the terms is infinite.

Proof. This is just the usual Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality for the continuous mar-
tingaleMt=

R
[0;t]�Rd

H(s;x)W (ds;dx)with quadratic variation hM it=
R
0

tkH(s; �)kK2 ds. �

Question: Assume you wanted to localize the stochastic integral to extend it to more
general H. How would you go about it (without working out the details)?

1.2 Weak and mild solutions
Let W be a Gaussian martingale measure. Our aim is to solve the SPDE

@tu=�u+ f(u)+ g(u)@tW ; u(0)=u0; (1.1)

where purely formally we interpret @tW (t; x) as the density of W with respect to Lebesgue
measure, i.e. Z

R+�Rd

H(s; x)W (ds; dx)=

Z
R+�Rd

H(s; x)@sW (s; x)dsdx:

If this is confusing, you can just see (1.1) as notation and our aim is to find a rigorous
interpretation now.

As for stochastic (ordinary) differential equations we could try to interpret (1.1) as an
integral equation:

u(t; x)= u(0; x)+

Z
0

t

�u(s; x)ds+

Z
0

t

f(u(s; x))ds+

Z
0

t

g(u(s; x))W (ds; x);

for all x2Rd. But there are two problems with this: First of all, the stochastic integral on
the right hand side looks weird, it is not of the formZ

[0;t]�Rd
H(s; x)W (ds; dx)

like the integrals which we constructed. And as mentioned before, in general W is not
actually of the formW (�;x)dx (absolutely continuous in x). Moreover, we will see later that
in most interesting examples the solution u to our equation is not actually differentiable,
so �u makes no sense. The solution to both these problems is to consider weak solutions:

Definition 1.17. A predictable stochastic process u is called a weak solution to ( 1.1) if
for all '2Cc1(Rd) all of the following integrals are well defined andZ

Rd

u(t; x)'(x)dx =

Z
Rd

u(0; x)'(x)dx+

Z
0

tZ
Rd

u(s; x)�'(x)dxds

+

Z
0

tZ
Rd
f(u(s; x))'(x)dxds

+

Z
[0;t]�Rd

g(u(s; x))'(x)W (ds; dx):

(1.2)
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Note that if u(s; �)2C2, then integration by parts givesZ
Rd
�u(s; x)'(x)dx=

Z
Rd
u(s; x)�'(x)dx;

and this motivates why we moved the Laplacian to � in the definition. Indeed, if we
formally assume that W (dt; dx) = @tW (t; x)dx and that u and @tW are smooth in space
and time, then the definition becomesZ

0

tZ
Rd
(@su(s; x)−�u(s; x)− f(u(s; x))− g(u(s; x))@sW (s; x))'(x)dxds=0

for all '2Cc1(Rd), and this would then imply that

@su(s; x)−�u(s; x)− f(u(s; x))− g(u(s; x))@sW (s; x)= 0

for Lebesgue-almost all (s; x) (and thus for all (s; x) if u 2 C1;2(R+ �Rd)). So weak
solutions (formally) generalize classical solutions.

The intution behind the definition is that we �test� the solution u against the test
function ', and the result has to show the right behavior. For example we could imagine
u as a temperature and ' as a thermometer which picks up the average temperature in
some region.

Weak solutions make intuitive sense and the definition is more permissive than the
classical definition and in particular we will see that, under appropriate conditions, weak
solutions exist and are unique. But to show this, we will use an equivalent charaterization
of weak solutions.

Example 1.18. Consider the equation

@tv=�v; v(0)= v0:

By differentiating the following expression we see that

v(t; x)=Ptv0(x)=E[v0(x+ 2
p

Bt)] =

Z
Rd
p(t; x− y)v0(y)dy= pt � v0(x);

where

p(t; x)= (4�t)
−d

2e
− jxj

2

4t

satisfies @tp=�p and

p(0; �) � v0(x) := lim
t!0

p(t; �) � v0(x)= v0(x)

if v0 is continuous. Therefore, we formally get for �nice� f :

@t

Z
0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)f(y)dy=

Z
Rd
p(0; x− y)f(y)dy+

Z
0

tZ
Rd
@tp(t− s; x− y)f(y)dy

=f(x)+�

�Z
0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)f(y)dy

�
:

In other words, w(t; x)=
R
0

tR
Rdp(t− s; x− y)f(y)dy solves

@tw=�w+ f ; w(0)=0:

Moreover, u= v+w solves

@tu=�v+�w+ f =�u+ f ; u(0)= v0:

This is essentially the variation of constants formula from ODE theory, only applied in a
more complicated context.
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For the remainder of this section we use the notation

p(t; x)= (4�t)
−d

2e
− jxj

2

4t

and

Ptf(x)= pt � f(x)=
Z
Rd
f(x− y)p(t; y)dy;

and we call (Pt)t>0 the semigroup generated by �.

Definition 1.19. A predictable stochastic process u is called a mild solution to ( 1.1) if
all of the following integrals are well defined and

u(t; x) =

Z
Rd
p(t; x− y)u0(y)dy+

Z
0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)f(u(s; y))dyds

+

Z
[0;t]�Rd

p(t− s; x− y)g(u(s; y))W (ds; dy):
(1.3)

Remark 1.20. Under appropriate assumptions one can show that mild solutions and
weak solutions are equivalent: u is a weak solution if and only if it is a mild solution. See
for example the proof of Theorem 3.2 in Walsh [51], or Proposition 3.2.2 in Pardoux [44].

Question: We formally have Pt= et�. Replace � by a bounded linear operator (say
multiplication with a2R) and convince yourself, that then

@tu= au+ f ; u(0)=u0

is equivalent to

u(t)= etau0+

Z
0

t

e(t−s)af(s)ds:

This is just the usual variation of constants formula.

1.3 A general existence-uniqueness result
Based on the mild formulation (1.3) we can now prove the existence and uniqueness of
solutions to (1.1), under appropriate conditions.

Definition 1.21. A predictable stochastic process u is called locally L2-bounded if for all
T > 0

sup
t2[0;T ];x2Rd

E[u(t; x)2]<1:

Similarly, (v(x))x2Rd is called L2-bounded if supxE[v(x)2]<1.

Definition 1.22. Let K be covariance measure. For �>0 we write K 2K� if for all T >0
there exists C(T )> 0 with

sup
x2Rd

Z
Rd�Rd

p(t; x− y1)p(t; x− y2)jK j(dy1; dy2)6C(T )t−�; t2 [0; T ]:

We will see that we can solve (1.1) as long as K 2K� for some �2 [0;1) (and of course
under appropriate conditions on f and g and u0).
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Example 1.23.

i. Let K(dy1; dy2)= �y1(dy2)dy1 (i.e. the covariance measure of the space-time white
noise). Then K= jK j andZ

Rd�Rd
p(t; x− y1)p(t; x− y2)jK j(dy1; dy2)=

Z
Rd
p(t; y)2dy

=

Z
Rd
(4�t)−de

− jyj
2

2t dy

=(2�t)d/2(4�t)−d' t−d/2:

So K 2Kd/2, and d/2< 1 only for d=1.

ii. For the mollified space-time white noise we have jK j=K =(� � �~)(y1− y2)dy1dy2
and Z

Rd�Rd
p(t; x− y1)p(t; x− y2)jK j(dy1; dy2)

6k� � �~k1
Z
Rd�Rd

p(t; y1)p(t; y2)dy1dy2

=k� � �~k1;

so K 2K0.
iii. For the �finite-dimensional noise�

Wt(A)=
X
k=1

n Z
Rd
1A(x)�k(x)dxBt

k

we have jK j(dy1; dy2)=
P

k=1
n j�k(y1)�k(y2)jdy1 dy2, and therefore jK j(dy1; dy2).

dy1dy2, which as in the previous example yields K 2K0.
iv. The fractional kernel K(dy1; dy1) = jy1− y2j−�dy1dy2 with � 2 (0; d) is in K�/2

(Exercise 2.1).

For our existence and uniqueness proof we need the following simple bound:

Lemma 1.24. For all �2 [0; 1) there exists a constant C =C(�) such that for all �> 0:Z
0

t

e2�s(t− s)−�ds6Ce2�t��−1; t> 0:

Proof. We have Z
0

t

e2�s(t− s)−�ds=e2�t
Z
0

t

e−2�ss−�ds

=e2�t��
Z
0

t

e−2�s(�s)−�ds

=e2�t��−1
Z
0

�t

e−2ss−�ds;

so that we can take C =
R
0

1
e−2ss−�ds<1 (here we need �< 1, otherwise the singularity

in s=0 is non-integrable). �

Theorem 1.25. Let �2 [0;1) and letW be a Gaussian martingale measure with covariance
measureK2K�. Let u0 be F0
B(Rd)-measurable and L2-bounded. Let f and g be Lipschitz
continuous. Then there exists a unique predictable process u which is locally L2-bounded
and which is a mild solution to ( 1.1).
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Proof. For simplicity we assume that C(T ) from the definition of K� is uniformly bounded
in T , so that for all t > 0:

sup
x2Rd

Z
Rd�Rd

p(t; x− y1)p(t; x− y2)jK j(dy1; dy2)6Ct−�:

For �2R we define the Banach space

M�=
�
u predictable s.t. kukM�= sup

t>0;x2Rd

e−�tE[ju(t; x)j2]1/2<1
�
:

We will prove the theorem by a Picard iteration in M� for suitable �> 0: Define

(�(u))(t; x) :=

Z
Rd
p(t; x− y)u0(y)dy+

Z
0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)f(u(s; y))dyds

+

Z
[0;t]�Rd

p(t− s; x− y)g(u(s; y))W (ds; dy):

We first have to show that � maps M� to M�. The first thing to show would be that �(u)
is predictable, which can be done by an approximation argument and which we skip. Next,
we have to show that �(u) has the right growth for its L2-norm. Let L> 0 be a Lipschitz
constant for both f and g. Since p(t; x− y)dy is a probability measure, Jensen's inequality
applied to the first term and the Itô isometry applied to the third term yield

E[j(�(u))(t; x)j2]

.E
���������Z

Rd
p(t; x− y)u0(y)dy

��������2�+E

���������Z
0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)f(u(s; y))dyds

��������2�
+E

���������Z
[0;t]�Rd

p(t− s; x− y)g(u(s; y))W (ds; dy)

��������2�
6 sup
y2Rd

E[ju0(y)j2] +E

���������Z
0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)(jf(0)j+Lju(s; y)j)dyds

��������2�
+E

�Z
0

tZ
Rd�Rd

p(t− s; x− y1)p(t− s; x− y2)g(u(s; y1))g(u(s; y2))K(dy1; dy2)ds
�
:

We treat the last two terms on the right hand side separately. For the middle term we
apply Minkowski's inequality to pull the L2(P) norm inside the integral:

E

���������Z
0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)(jf(0)j+Lju(s; y)j)dyds

��������2�
6
�Z

0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)(jf(0)j+Lku(s; y)kL2(P))dyds

�
2

6
�Z

0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)(jf(0)j+LkukM�e

�s)dyds

�
2

6(tjf(0)j+LkukM�C�
−1 e�t)2. e2�t;

if �> 0; here we used Lemma 1.24. For the stochastic integral we use that K 2K� and
obtain

E

�Z
0

tZ
Rd�Rd

p(t− s; x− y1)p(t− s; x− y2)g(u(s; y1))g(u(s; y2))K(dy1; dy2)ds
�

.
Z
0

tZ
Rd�Rd

p(t− s; x− y1)p(t− s; x− y2)jK j(dy1; dy2)(jg(0)j2+L2e2�skukM�

2 )ds

.
Z
0

t

(t− s)−�(jg(0)j2+L2e2�skukM�

2 )ds. jg(0)j2t1−�+L2kukM�

2 ��−1e2�t. e2�t;
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where we again applied Lemma 1.24 and we used that �> 0. So for all �> 0 we have �:
M�!M�. Next we will see that � is a contraction for large enough �, and therefore the
claim follows from the Banach fixed point theorem.

Indeed, the same argument as above shows that

E[j�(u)(t; x)−�(v)(t; x)j2]

.E
���������Z

0

tZ
Rd
p(t− s; x− y)(Lju(s; y)− v(s; y)j)dyds

��������2�
+

Z
0

tZ
Rd�Rd

p(t− s; x− y1)p(t− s; x− y2)E[Z(s; y1; y2)]K(dy1; dy2)ds;

where

E[Z(s; y1; y2)]=E[(g(u(s; y1))− g(v(s; y1)))(g(u(s; y2))− g(v(s; y2)))]6e2�sL2ku−vkM�

2 :

As above, this yields

E[j�(u)(t; x)−�(v)(t; x)j2].L2ku− vkM�

2 �−2e2�t+L2ku− vkM�

2 ��−1e2�t:

If � > 0 is large enough (depending on � and L) we can bound the right hand side by
ce2�tku− vkM�

2 for some c< 1, and thus

k�(u)−�(v)kM�< c
p ku− vkM�;

i.e. � is a contraction.
Strictly speaking this only proves the existence and uniqueness of solutions in M�, but

there might be a locally L2-bounded solution which grows too fast as t!1 and is therefore
not in M�. But to rule out that possibility we could simply restrict to a compact time
interval [0; T ] and use that any locally L2-bounded predictable process restricted to [0; T ]
is in M�([0; T ]) (with its obvious definition). Then we would get uniqueness on [0; T ] and
since T > 0 is arbitrary we get uniqueness on R+. �

Question: Why did we need �2 [0; 1)? What goes wrong for �> 1?

Example 1.26. This result does not cover any of the examples which we discussed in the
introduction: For the KPZ equation

@th=
1
2
@xxh− (@xh)2+ �:

we have the term −(@xh)2 which does not fit into Theorem 1.25. For the Zakai equation

@tu=
1
2
@xxu− @x(bu)+u�

we have the term−@x(bu) which does not fit into Theorem 1.25. For the parabolic Anderson
model

@tu=
1
2
�u+u�;

the space white noise � does not depend on time, so it does not correspond to a Gaussian
martingale measure.

i. However, things are not as bad as they look. For the KPZ equation we can use a
trick: For simplicity we normalize the coefficients of the equation (set them all equal
to +1), and we assume that

@th= @xxh+(@xh)2+ �: (1.4)

Let us pretend that h and � are smooth functions of space and time. Then

u= eh

Classical approach to SPDEs 17



solves

@tu= e
h@th=u(@xxh+(@xh)

2+ �);

and

u@xxh= @xxu−u(@xh)2;
leading to

@tu= @xxu+u�:

Now recall that � is a space-time white noise, so we can interpret the equation for
u using Theorem 1.25 as

@tu=�u+ u@tW ; u:R+�R!R:

So f =0 and g(u)=u are Lipschitz continuous functions, and we are indeed in the
setting of Theorem 1.25 as long as

sup
x2R

E[u0(x)
2] = sup

x2R
E[e2h0(x)]<1:

(And in fact it is possible to extend Theorem 1.25 to allow for much more general
initial conditions, see Theorem 2.4 in [48]). One can then show that almost surely
u(t; x)> 0 for all t; x, and therefore we could define h := logu.

The map h 7!u= eh is called the Cole-Hopf transformation and it was applied
to the KPZ equation already by Bertini and Giacomin in [7]. This approach is not
completely satisfactory, because through the transformation we avoided talking
about what we mean by a solution to (1.4). The intrinsic solution theory to KPZ is
much younger and it goes back to Hairer [27]. We will learn later in the course about
Hairer's approach, for now let us just mention that while the Cole-Hopf transform
does not define an equation for h but only the solution, it turns out that it indeed
gives the �physically meaningful� solution.

ii. The Zakai equation can be covered by slightly generalizing Theorem 1.25 and
allowing for an additional term:

@tu(t; x)=�u(t; x)+ f(x; u(t; x))+r�h(x; u(t; x))+ g(x; u(t; x))@tW ;

see Exercise Sheet 3.

iii. But for the PAM there is nothing we can do, it is completely outside the realm of
Theorem 1.25.

(Difficult) question: Consider the �14 equation:

@tu=�u−u3+ @tW ;

where u:R+�R!R and @tW is a space-time white noise. Can you solve this equation
with Theorem 1.25? If not, do you have any ideas how we could try to �locally� solve the
equation?

1.4 Regularity of the solutions
Let us study the space-time regularity of the solution. To simplify the computations we
restrict to g=1 and f =0. But the result remains valid for general Lipschitz continuous f
and g, as long as u0 is Lq-bounded for all q> 1 (see [51], Corollary 3.4). Note that in our
special case the solution is explicit:

u(t; x)= (p(t) �u0)(x)+
Z
[0;t]�Rd

p(t− s; x− y)W (ds; dy):
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Since p2C1((0;1);Rd) (with a singularity at t=0) we have

@t
�@x
�(p(t) �u0)(x)= (@t

�@x
�p(t) �u0)(x);

and therefore (p(t)�u0)2C1((0;1);Rd) (with a singularity at t=0 unless u02C1(Rd)).
Therefore, the regularity is dictated by the stochastic term

Z(t; x) :=

Z
[0;t]�Rd

p(t− s; x− y)W (ds; dy); (t; x)2R+�Rd;

which we also call the stochastic convolution.
The compute the regularity of Z we need the following simple observation, which is

often useful, not just in this section.

Lemma 1.27. (Interpolation) Let 06 a6min fb; cg. Then we have for all �2 [0; 1]:

a= a�a1−�6 b�c1−�:

Lemma 1.28. Let K 2K� for �2 [0; 1). Then Z is a Gaussian process and we have for
all q> 1, � 2 (0; 1−�), and T > 0:

E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t; x)jq]1/q. s�/2+ jy j�; (t; x); (s; y)2 [0; T ]�Rd:

Proof. We only consider the special case K(dz1; dz2) = �z1(dz2)dz1 in d= 1, for which
�= 1− �= 1

2
. The general case follows from similar arguments, but the computations

become even more involved; see Appendix A.
Z is the stochastic integral of W against the deterministic function p, and therefore

it is Gaussian (if we replace p by a deterministic bounded elementary function then this
follows from the Gaussianity of W , and it extends to p by a limiting argument). Since
Z is centered Gaussian, the q-th moment is bounded by the q/2-th power of the second
moment and we get

E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t; x)jq]1/q.E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t+ s; x)j2]1/2

+E[jZ(t+ s; x)−Z(t; x)j2]1/2:

In the nonlinear case with nontrivial f ; g we would use the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy
inequality instead of Gaussianity. The first term on the right hand side is bounded by

E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t+ s; x)j2]

=

Z
0

t+sZ
R
(p(t+ s− r; x+ y− z)− p(t+ s− r; x− z))2dzdr

=

Z
0

t+sZ
R
(p(r; z+ y)− p(r; z))2dzdr:

(1.5)

By a Taylor expansion together with Exercise 2.3 we have for c> 1:

jp(r; z+ y)− p(r; z)j=
��������Z

0

1

rp(r; z+�y)�yd�
��������

.r−1/2jy j
Z
0

1

p(cr; z+�y)d�:

On the other hand we also have the trivial bound

jp(r; z+ y)− p(r; z)j6 p(r; z+ y)+ p(r; z);
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and therefore by interpolation with � 2 [0; 1]:

jp(r; z+ y)− p(r; z)j

.(r−1/2jy j)�
�Z

0

1

p(cr; z+�y)d�

�
�

(p(r; z+ y)+ p(r; z))1−�:

We plug this back into (1.5) and obtain

E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t+ s; x)j2]

.
Z
0

t+sZ
R

�
r−1/2jy j

Z
0

1

p(cr; z+�y)d�

�
2�

(p(r; z+ y)+ p(r; z))2−2�dzdr

.
Z
0

t+s

r−� jy j2�
�Z

R

�Z
0

1

p(cr; z+�y)d�

�
2

dz

�
�
�Z

R
(p(r; z+ y)+ p(r; z))2dz

�
1−�

dr;

where we applied Hölder's inequality with m=
1

�
and m0=

1

1− � . Now recall thatZ
R
p(t; z)2dz. t−

1

2;

and therefore

E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t+ s; x)j2].
Z
0

t+s

r−� jy j2�r−
1

2dr. (2T )1−�−
1

2jy j2�. jy j2� ;

if �+ 1

2
< 1, i.e. � < 1

2
. Similarly, we get for the time difference:

E[jZ(t+ s; x)−Z(t; x)j2]

=

Z
0

sZ
R
p(r; z)2dzdr+

Z
0

tZ
R
(p(r+ s; z)− p(r; z))2dzdr

.
Z
0

s

r
−1

2 dr+

Z
0

tZ
R

�
s
r

Z
0

1

p(c(r+�s); z)d�

�
2�

(p(r+ s; z)+ p(r; z))2−2�dzdr

.s
1

2 +

Z
0

t� s
r

�
�
�Z

R

�Z
0

1

p(c(r+�s); z)d�

�
2

dz

�
�

�
�Z

R
(p(r+ s; z)+ p(r; z))2dz

�
1−�

dr

.s
1

2 +

Z
0

t

s�r
−�−1

2dr.T
1

2
−�
s�+T

1−�− 1

2s�. s�:

This concludes the proof. �
Question: Why did we get less space regularity than time regularity?

Remark 1.29. Note the difference between the time regularity and the space regularity: Z
is �twice as regular� in the space variable (�-regularity as a function in Lp) as in the time-
variable (�

2
-regularity). If we trace back where this difference comes from, we see that it

is due to the fact that by Exercise 2.3 for all c> 1:

j@xip(t; x)j. t
−1

2p(ct; x); j@tp(t; x)j. t−1p(ct; x):
So taking a time derivative gives us a singularity which is twice as bad as the singularity
we get by taking a space derivative. Intuitively, this makes sense: convolving against p in
space-time essentially means that we invert the operator @t−�, taking (@t−�)−1. And
this should gain us two space derivatives, but only one time derivative. So time derivatives
should �count twice as much� as space derivatives. Alternatively, we also see from the
identity @tp=�p that one time derivative �counts two space derivatives�.

This also motivates the definition of the �parabolic distance� in Remark 1.32 below.
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To obtain almost sure sample path properties from the moment bound in Lemma 1.28,
we need a multi-parameter version of the Kolmogorov continuity criterion:

Theorem 1.30. Let (Xt)t2Rn be a stochastic process indexed by Rn and assume that for
all m> 0 there exists a constant C(m)> 0 such that

E[jXt−Xsjp]1/p6C(m)jt− sj�; jsj; jtj6m;

where �p > n. Then X has a continuous modification X~ such that for all m> 0 and all
 2
�
0; �− n

p

�
:

sup
jsj;jtj6m

jX~t(!)−X~s(!)j
jt− sj 6C~m(!); ! 2
:

Proof. See [51], Theorem 1.2. �

The theorem remains true if t=(t1; :::; tn)2R+�Rn−1.

Corollary 1.31. Let K 2K�. Then the solution u to

u(t; x)= (p(t) �u0)(x)+
Z
[0;t]�Rd

p(t− s; x− y)W (ds; dy)

restricted to (0;1)�Rd has a continuous modification which is almost surely in

Cloc
/2

((0;1)�Rd) :=ff 2C((0;1)�Rd): f�2C/2((0;1)�Rd)8�2Cc1((0;1)�Rd)g;

for all  < 1−�.

Proof. As discussed above we have p(t) �u02C1((0;1)�Rd), so we only have to deal
with Z. Lemma 1.28 yields for s; t2 [0;m] and jxj; jy j6m and p> 1:

E[jZ(t; x)−Z(s; y)jp]1/p. jt−sj�/2+ jx− y j�. jt−sj�/2+ jx− y j�/2. j(t;x)− (s; y)j�/2;

for any � < 1 − �. For p� /2> d+ 1 we get a locally �

2
− d+1

p
− " Hölder continuous

modification, and since p> 1 is arbitrary the claim follows. �

Remark 1.32. In the corollary we �threw away� some space regularity of the Lp norm of
Z, by estimating

E[jZ(t; x)−Z(t; y)jp]1/p. jx− y j�. jx− y j�/2

for x; y in a bounded set. We could introduce the following parabolic metric:

d((t; x); (s; y)) := jt− sj1/2+ jx− y j:

With this metric we would get

E[jZ(t; x)−Z(s; y)jp]1/p. d((t; x); (s; y))�;

and then a slight refinement of Kolmogorov's continuity criterion would yield almost surely

ju(t; x)− u(s; y)j. d((t; x); (s; y)) ;

locally uniformly in (t; x); (s; y) and for all  < 1−�.

Question: How would you define the equivalent of the parabolic distance if we would
consider the SPDE

@tu=�2u+ @tW?
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Remark 1.33. In the specific example of the space-time white noise in d=1 we get local
1

2
− " Hölder continuity in space and local 1

4
− " Hölder continuity in time. Therefore, for

fixed x2R the process

(u(t; x))t>0

is more irregular than a typical semimartingale path (which would be locally 1

2
− " Hölder

continuous like the Brownian motion). And in fact this process is not a semimartingale, and
in particular we cannot apply Itô's formula to f(u(x; t)). This is a problem for applications,
but there are some alternative change of variable formulas which may be useful in different
contexts. See Bellingeri [6] for various such results.

While (u(t; x))t for fixed x is not a semimartingale, (
R
R
u(t; x)'(x)dx)t>0 is a semi-

martingale for any '2Cc1(R) because u solves the weak formulation (1.2) of the SPDE.

Question: How can it be that Z is a stochastic integral but not a local martingale?

1.5 A glimpse into the variational approach

Example 1.34. Let us consider again the filtering problem which lead us to the Zakai
equation, but now we allow the observation noise to be correlated with the noise in the
signal dynamics:

dXt= b(Xt)dt+ �1dBt+�2dWt; X0� u0(x)dx;

Yt=

Z
0

t

f(Xs)ds+Wt;

where �12+�22=1 and �12>0 (so �22<1) and where we recall that B andW are independent
Brownian motions. In that case we still have

E['(Xt)jFtY ] =
R
R
'(x)u(t; x)dxR
R
u(t; x)dx

;

but now u solves a more complicated version of the Zakai equation:

@tu=
1
2
@xxu− @x(bu)+ (fu−�2@xu)@tY ; u(0)=u0;

which under an equivalent probability measure becomes

@tu=
1
2
@xxu− @x(bu)+ (fu− �2@xu)@tV ;

for a one-dimensional Brownian motion V . Let us set b= f =0, because we already know
how to deal with those terms. Then we remain with

@tu=
1
2
@xxu+�@xu@tW;

where for simplicity of notation we now write −�2! � and V !W , and where we recall
that �2< 1 which will be important later. If we try to solve this equation with the Walsh
approach, we immediately run into a serious problem: For u2M�, where M� was defined
in the proof of Theorem 1.25, the natural definition of �(u) is

�(u)(t; x)=p(t) �u0(x)+
Z
0

t
�Z

R
p(t− s; x− y)@xu(s; y)dy

�
dWs

=p(t) �u0(x)+
Z
0

t
�Z

R
@xp(t− s; x− y)u(s; y)dy

�
dWs;
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where we used thatW does not depend on the space variable. But then Itô's isometry gives

E

��Z
0

t
�Z

R
@xp(t− s; x− y)u(s; y)dy

�
dWs

�
2
�

=

Z
0

t

E

��Z
R
@xp(t− s; x− y)u(s; y)dy

�
2
�
ds

.
Z
0

t
�Z

R
k@xp(t− s; x− y)u(s; y)kL2(P)dy

�
2

ds

.
Z
0

t
�Z

R
j@xp(t− s; x− y)jdy

�
2

kukM�

2 e2�sds:

By Exercise 2.3 we haveZ
R
j@xp(t− s; x− y)jdy. (t− s)−

1

2

Z
R
p(c(t− s); x− y)dy=(t− s)−

1

2;

and this estimate is sharp up to multiplication by a constant (you can check that by
explicitly writing out @xp). So we getZ

0

t
�Z

R
j@xp(t− s; x− y)jdy

�
2

kukM�

2 e2�sds.
Z
0

t

(t− s)−1kukM�

2 e2�sds=1:

And unfortunately, all of our estimates were quite sharp. The only possibly non-sharp
estimate was when we pulled the L2(P) norm inside the time integral. Instead of doing
that we could write a double integral. Then we could get a smaller upper bound if we were
able to say that E[u(s; y1)u(s; y2)] becomes small when jy1− y2j�1. But it seems unclear
how to obtain such information about u, so we are stuck.

If on the other hand we knew a priori that E[j@yu(t; y)j2] is bounded, then we would not
have to move the derivative @x onto p and could instead write the integral as

R
0

t
(
R
R
p(t−

s; x − y)@yu(s; y)dy )dWs. This suggests that an approach which directly analyzes the
regularity of u and not just the �amplitude� E[ju(t; x)j2] might be more suitable for this
equation.

We take Example 1.34 as motivation to have a brief look into another method for solving
SPDEs, the so called variational approach, which is exposed in the monograph [32] and a
very accessible introduction is given in the lecture notes [44]. We limit our discussion to our
example of the Zakai equation for correlated noise. To make it even simpler, we consider
the equation on a bounded domain with periodic boundary conditions:

Definition 1.35. The d-dimensional torus is Td=(R/Z)d=Rd/Zd. We can identify any
function f :Td!R with a 1-periodic function f :Rd!R, i.e. an f for which

f(x+ k)= f(x); k 2Zd:

Conversely, any 1-periodic function f :Rd!R is canonically associated with a function f :
Td!R by setting

f(x) := f([x]);

where [x] 2 [−1

2
;
1

2
)d �Rd is the unique representative of x that is in [−1

2
;
1

2
)d. In the

following we will not distinguish between f and f. In that way we define for k 2N0:

Ck(Td)= ff 2Ck(Rd): f is 1-periodicg:
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For integration purposes it is useful to identify Td with [−1

2
;
1

2
)d. We thus write

Lp(Td)=

�
f 2Lp([−1

2
;
1
2
)d; dx); extended to a 1-periodic function on Rd

�
:

Then one can show that the Fourier monomials

ek(x) := e
2�ik�x; k 2Z;

form an orthonormal basis of L2(Td;C) (i.e. with values in C), which is equipped with the
inner product

hf ; giL2 :=
Z
Td
f(x)g(x)dx;

where g(x) is the complex conjugate of g.

Question: Show that for f ; g 2C1(Td):
R
Td
@xif(x)g(x)dx=−

R
Td
f(x)@xig(x)dx (inte-

gration by parts without boundary terms).

Example 1.36. Let us consider again equation

@tu=
1
2
@xxu+�@xu@tW ; u(0)=u0;

where W is a one-dimensional Brownian motion, and for now we do not make any restric-
tion on �. To simplify the discussion, we consider the equation on T, i.e. u:R+�T!R.
Assume that u0 only has finitely many Fourier coefficients, i.e. there exists N 2N0 with

u0(x)=
X
jk j6N

ek(x)û0(k); û0(k)= hu0; ekiL2=
Z
T
u0(x)e

−2�ik�xdx:

Since

@xek=2�ikek; @xxek=−(2�k)2ek;

and since W does not depend on the space variable, we formally get

u(t; x)=
X
jkj6N

ekû(t; k); û(t; k)= hu(t; �); ekiL2;

where integration by parts yields (there are no boundary terms due to the periodicity of u):

@tû(t; k)=

Z
T
u(t; x)@xxek(x)dx−�

Z
T
u(t; x)@xek(x)@tW

=−(2�k)2û(t; k)+�2�ikû(t; k)@tW:

This is a decoupled family of linear ordinary stochastic differential equations, which we
can solve explicitly, and if E[ku0kL22 ]<1, the solution satisfies

max
jk j6N

E
�
sup
t6T

jû(t; k)j2
�
<1:

Since the equations for the Fourier coefficients are decoupled it is principle not even nec-
essary to assume that u0 only has finitely many non-zero Fourier coefficients. But then we
should make sure that our candidate solution

u(t; x)=
X
k2Z

ek(x)û(t; k)

still lives in a reasonable function space.
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This is the starting point of the variational approach to SPDEs: Assume again that
û0(k)= 0 for jk j>N . We just saw that there exists a unique solution, such that u(t; �) is
in C1(T) for all t> 0 because it is a finite sum of Fourier monomials. Now we want to
derive energy estimates for u which do not depend on N . For that purpose we define a
�Gelfand triple� consisting of three Hilbert spaces

H−1(T)�L2(T)�H1(T);

where

H1(T)= ff 2L2(T): f is weakly differentiable and @xf 2L2g;
with norm

kf kH1
2 := kf kL22 + k@xf kL22 ;

and where H−1 is the dual space of H1. Recall that a function g 2L1(T) is called a weak
derivative of f and we write @xf := g if for all ' 2 C1(T): hg; 'iL2=−hf ; @x'iL2. If
f 2C1(T), then the weak derivative is just the usual derivative, and the weak derivative
is always unique as an element of L1(T).

We apply Itô's formula to the L2 norm (the �energy�), and we write [X] for the quadratic
variation, to avoid confusion with h�iL2:

dkukL2(T)2 =

Z
T
dju(t; x)j2dx=

Z
T
2u(t; x)du(t; x)dx+

Z
T
d[u(t; x)]dx

=

Z
T
u(t; x)@xxu(t; x)dxdt+2�

Z
T
u(t; x)@xu(t; x)dxdWt+�

2

Z
T
j@xu(t; x)j2dxdt

=−(1−�2)
Z
T
j@xu(t; x)jdxdt+2�

Z
T
u(t; x)@xu(t; x)dxdWt

=−(1−�2)kukH1
2 dt+(1−�2)kukL22 dt+2�

Z
T
u(t; x)@xu(t; x)dxdWt;

where we applied integration by parts to move one of the derivatives from the Laplacian
(and again we used that there are no boundary terms because u is periodic). Note thatZ

T
u(t; x)@xu(t; x)dx=

1
2

Z
T
@xu(t; x)

2dx=0

by the periodic boundary conditions, and therefore the stochastic integral vanishes. If the
stochastic integral would have a less peculiar form, we could introduce the stopping times
�n := infft>0:ku(t)kH1>ng and derive bounds for the stopped process u�n, before sending
n!1 to derive bounds for u. The point is that after stopping, the stochastic integral is
a true martingale, so its expectation vanishes. We do not carry out the stopping argument
but directly use that the stochastic integral vanishes and therefore

E[ku(t)kL22 ] + (1−�2)
Z
0

t

E[ku(s)kH1
2 ]ds=(1− �2)

Z
0

t

ku(s)kL22 ds+E[ku0kL22 ]:

If �2 6 1, the two terms on the left hand side are positive, and therefore Gronwall's
inequality gives us the a priori �energy estimate�

sup
t6T

E[ku(t)kL22 ] + (1−�2)
Z
0

T

E[ku(s)kH1
2 ]ds.T E[ku0kL22 ]:

If u0 does not have finitely many Fourier coefficients, we define

u0
N :=

X
jkj6N

ekû0(k);
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so that

ku0NkL22 =
X
jk j6N

jû0(k)j26
X
k2Z

jû0(k)j2= ku0kL22 ;

and therefore for the solution uN with initial condition u0N:

sup
t6T

E[kuN(t)kL22 ] + (1−�2)
Z
0

T

E[kuN(s)kH1
2 ]ds.T E[ku0kL22 ]:

If (1−�2)>0, this is sufficient to pass to the limit and to construct a unique weak solution
u 2C([0; T ]; L2(
; L2(T)) \ L2([0; T ]; L2(
;H1(T))) for any T > 0, where Lp(X; Y ) are
the Lp functions from X!Y . This is the main idea of the variational approach and the
strategy works in much more general situations, see [32, 44].

Question: Formally derive similar energy estimates for u:R+�Td!R,

@tu=�u+ f(u)+ g(u)@tW ; u(0)=u0;

where W is a one-dimensional Brownian motion and f and g satisfy the weak coercivity
condition

2f(u)u+ g2(u). 1+u2:
Note that this condition seems useful for treating our previous example f(u)=−u3.

Example 1.37. What goes wrong in Example 1.36 if �2=1 or even �2> 1? For �2=1
we can find the solution explicitly: If u02C2(T), then

u(t; x) :=u0(x+ �Wt)

solves by Itô's formula

du(t; x)=
�2

2
@xxu(t; x)dt+�@xu(t; x)dWt; u(0)=u0;

which is our equation (since �2=1). Note that u(t; �) is exactly as regular as u0, which is
very different from what we observed for the case �2< 1, where we had an H1-estimate
for u depending only on the L2-norm of u0. This was due to regularization coming from
the Laplacian, which we now lost. This becomes more clear if we write our equation in
Stratonovich form:

du(t; x)=
1
2
@xxu(t; x)dt+ �@xu(t; x) � dWt−

�
2
d[@xu(�; x);W ]t

=

�
1
2
− �2

2

�
@xxu(t; x)dt+�@xu(t; x) � dWt:

So we see that for �2=1 the Laplacian disappears (and this is why we no longer see any
regularization), and for �2>1 the factor in front of the Laplacian becomes negative, which
should ring all alarm bells. Indeed, this would be like solving the heat equation backwards
in time, which in general is a severely ill-posed problem: The forward heat equation maps
any bounded measurable initial condition to C1 at any positive time, so going backwards
in time would mean that the solution has to become more and more irregular and it might
stop being a function or even a generalized function.

Question: Define v(t; x) := u(t; x− �Wt) and show that at least formally

dv(t; x)=

�
1
2
− �2

2

�
@xxv(t; x)dt:

So for �2> 1 v would indeed be a solution to the backward heat equation.
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1.6 Restrictions of our solution theories

Example 1.38. (KPZ equation) Consider again the KPZ equation

@th= @xxh+�(@xh)
2+ @tW ;

whereW is a space-time white noise. Let us try to solve it now without applying the Cole-
Hopf formula. In the Walsh approach there is no built in regularity analysis of h, but
maybe we could try a different method that is better suited for regularity analysis, such
as the variational approach?

Unfortunately not: If �= 0 then the equation is well posed, and by the regularity
analysis of Remark 1.33 we have h(t; �) 2 Cloc

1/2−" for all " > 0, and this is sharp, the
solution is not better than that. For �=/ 0 we do not expect to gain any regularity from
the nonlinearity, so @xh would be the derivative of a non-differentiable function. We could
try to make sense of it as a generalized function (we will discuss this more precisely later
in the lecture), but then we would not be allowed to take the square. So we are stuck.

Example 1.39. (Distributional regularity of SPDEs in d>1) Consider the stochatic
heat equation with additive noise

@tZ =�Z + @tW ; Z(0)=0;

where @tW is a space-time white noise. As we discussed, the solution should be given by

Z(t; x)=

Z
[0;t]�Rd

p(t− s; x− y)W (ds; dy);

but this is not defined if d>1 becauseW has a covariance measure inK−d/2 and−d/26−1
for d>2. However, we could try to make sense of Z as a generalized function: We formally
define for '2Cc1

Z(t)(') :=

Z
Rd
Z(t; x)'(x)dx :=

Z
[0;t]�Rd

�Z
Rd
'(x)p(t− s; x− y)dx

�
W (ds; dy):

We verify that the right hand side is well defined: Since p(t− s; �) is a probability density,
Jensen's inequality givesZ

0

tZ
Rd

��������Z
Rd
'(x)p(t− s; x− y)dx

��������2dyds6Z
0

tZ
Rd

Z
Rd
j'(x)j2p(t− s; x− y)dxdyds

=tk'kL22 :

On Sheet 4 you will use this point of view to show that almost surely Z(t)2Cloc
1− d

2
−"

for
all t > 0 and all "> 0, where Cloc

−� is a space of generalized functions or distributions.

Example 1.40. (�d4 equation) Consider now the �d
4 equation

@t�=��− �3+ @tW; �(0)= �0

where �:R+ �Rd!R and where @tW is a space-time white noise. This equation is
for example of interest in quantum field theory, and it arises as scaling limit of certain
Ising type particle systems. As for the KPZ equation we do not expect that � has better
regularity than the solution Z to the linear equation, so we expect �(t)2Cloc

1−d/2−" for all
t>0. If d>2 this regularity is negative, and therefore the interpretation of the nonlinearity
�3 is dubious.

Example 1.41. (PAM, once again) The parabolic Anderson model

@tu=�u+u�;
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where � is a space white noise, is problematic for similar reasons: We will see that almost
surely � 2Cloc

−d/2−", and therefore the meaning of the product u� is unclear: In general, we
can only multiply distributions with C1 functions, and the solution u will not be in C1.

In all these examples we have problems because there is a lack of regularity. This is
somewhat similar to the problem that we had when constructing the Itô integral: Since
the Brownian motion is not of finite variation, it was not immediately clear how to make
sense of

R
0

t
HsdBs. But then we were able to use the flow of information generated by

the underlying filtration together with the martingale structure of B to make sense of
the integral for adapted H. But in our SPDE examples the irregularity is always in the
space variable, and there does not seem to be any useful flow of information in space.
So martingale arguments seem quite useless here. Instead, we will find regularity based
pathwise arguments to make sense of our equations. For that purpose we have to go well
beyond what we could usually do in analysis and find new arguments and techniques to
deal with very irregular equations (because we want to study very irregular noise). To learn
the philosophy of the pathwise approach, it is easier to first study it on stochastic ordinary
equations, where it is just Lyons's rough path theory [33].

2 A very short introduction to rough paths

Here we give a very brief introduction to the main ideas and techniques of Terry Lyons's
rough path theory [33]. We use Gubinelli's approach [21], which is beautifully exposed in
the monograph [18], see also [34] for nice lecture notes on rough paths.

2.1 Young's integral and Young equations
Brownian motion is the most important example among a class of Gaussian processes called
fractional Brownian motions. A continuous and centered Gaussian process (Bt)t>0 with
B0=0 is called a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H 2 (0;1) if it has the
covariance

E[BsBt] =Γ(s; t) :=
1
2
(s2H+ t2H − jt− sj2H):

It is not entirely trivial to see that Γ is indeed a covariance function (i.e. positive definite),
but one can show that

Γ(s; t)=

Z
R
�(s; r)�(t; r)dr;

for

�(s; r)=
1

(H +1/2)

(
(s− r)+

H−1/2− (−r)+
H−1/2�

;

and from that representation we easily obtain that Γ is indeed positive definite.
We would like to solve stochastic differential equations

dXt= b(Xt)dt+ �(Xt)dBt; X0=x: (2.1)

If B is a Brownian motion (H =1/2), then of course we can do this by Itô calculus. But
if H =/ 1/2, then B is no semimartingale and therefore we cannot use Itô calculus and the
meaning of the integral Z

0

t

�(Xs)dBs
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is unclear (one can also show that B is almost surely not of finite variation, for any
H 2 (0;1)). However, there is a way to define such integrals in a pathwise sense if B is not
of finite variation, at least if �(X) and B have �compatible regularities�.

Lemma 2.1. If B is a fractional Brownian motion of Hurst index H, then almost surely
(Bt)t2[0;T ]2C�([0; T ]) for all �2 (0; H) and all T > 0, where

C�([0; T ]) =C�([0; T ];R)=

(
f 2C([0; T ]): kf k�= sup

06s<t6T

jf(t)− f(s)j
jt− sj� <1

)
is the space of �-Hölder continuous functions.

Proof. We have

E[jBt−Bsj2] =Γ(t; t)+Γ(s; s)− 2Γ(s; t)= t2H+ s2H − (s2H+ t2H − jt− sj2H)= jt− sj2H:

Since B is Gaussian we get

E[jBt−Bsjp]1/p'E[jBt−Bsj2]1/2= jt− sjH

for all p> 0. For p>1/H we thus obtain that B has an �-Hölder continuous modification
for any � 2 (0; H − 1/ p). Since B itself is continuous, it is indistinguishable from this
modification, and thus B is a.s. �-Hölder continuous for any �2 (0;H − 1/p). Since p> 0
is arbitrary, the claim follows. �

For H > 1/2 will make use of this regularity to solve SDEs like (2.1) with the help of
Young integration. For H 6 1/2 this no longer works and in that case we will use rough
path integration (at least if H> 1/3). Both rough path integration and Young integration
rely on the following fundamental result:

Theorem 2.2. (Sewing lemma) Let X be a Banach space with norm k�k, let T > 0 and
let �: [0; T ]2!X be continuous and such that �t;t= 0 for all t 2 [0; T ]. We assume that
there exist C; "> 0 such that for all 06 s<u< t6T:

k��s;u;tk := k�s;t−�s;u−�u;tk6C jt− sj1+":

Then there exists a unique function I�: [0; T ]!X with I�0=0 and such that

kI�s;t−�s;tk.C jt− sj1+"; 06 s< t6T ; (2.2)

where we use the notation

ys;t := yt− ys:
Moreover, I� is continuous and

I�t= lim
n!1

X
k=0

Kn−1

�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t; t2 [0; T ]; (2.3)

where the convergence is uniform in t and f0= t0n< t1n< ���<tKn
n =T g is any sequence of

partitions with mesh size going to 0, i.e. maxk jtk+1n − tknj! 0.

Proof.

1. Construction of I�: We define with tk
n= k2−nT

Itn=
X
k=0

2n−1

�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t:
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Since tk
n= t2k

n+1<t2k+1
n+1 <t2k+2

n+1 = tk+1
n , we have

kItn−Itn+1k

=

X
k=0

2n−1 (
�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t−�t2kn+1^t;t2k+1n+1 ^t−�t2k+1n+1 ^t;t2k+2

n+1 ^t
�

6
X
k=0

2n−1 �t2kn+1^t;t2k+2n+1 ^t−�t2kn+1^t;t2k+1n+1 ^t−�t2k+1n+1 ^t;t2k+22n ^t


=
X
k=0

2n−1 ��t2kn+1^t;t2k+1n+1 ^t;t2k+2
n+1 ^t


6
X
k=0

2n−1

C(T2−n)1+".CT 1+"2−n";

and the right hand side does not depend on t and it is summable in n. Therefore,
(In)n is a Cauchy sequence in C([0; T ];X ) (continuity of In follows from continuity
of � and since �s;s= 0), and thus it converges to a limit I�2C([0; T ];X ). This
essentially concludes the main part of the proof. Everything which follows now is
only needed for proving that I� satisfies (2.2).

2. We can slightly improve the estimate above by noting that for k with tk
n> t we have

�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t−�tkn^t;t2k+1n+1 ^t−�t2k+1n+1 ^t;tk+1n ^t=0;

and therefore we only have to sum d2nt/T e terms and this gives the bound

kItn−Itn+1k6
�
2nt
T

�
C(T2−n)1+".CtT "2−n"

whenever 2nt

T
>1/2. Similarly we get for s<t with 2njt− sj

T
>1/2 (,2njt−sj>T /2)

kIs;tn −Is;tn+1k.C jt− sjT "2−n": (2.4)

3. I� satisfies (2.2): Let 06s<t6T and let n2N be maximal such that 2−nT > jt−sj
(so in particular 2−nT < 2jt− sj, 2njt− sj>T /2). Then

kI�s;t−�s;tk6kI�s;t−Is;tn k+ kIs;tn −�s;tk:

We treat the two terms on the right hand side separately. For the first one we apply
the bound (2.4) and obtain

kI�s;t−Is;tn k6
X
k=n

1

kIs;tk+1−Is;tk k.
X
k=n

1

C jt− sjT "2−n".C jt− sj1+";

where we applied the simple lemma which follows after this proof. To bound the
remaining term we note that if k is such that s2 (tkn; tk+1n ], then t2 (tkn; tk+2n ) and
thus

kIs;tn −�s;tk=k�tkn;tk+1n ^t+�tk+1n ^t;t−�tkn;s−�s;tk
6k�tkn;t−�tkn;tk+1n ^t−�tk+1n ^t;tk+ k�tkn;t−�tkn;s−�s;tk
=k��tkn;tk+1n ^t;tk+ k��tkn;s;tk
.C jt− s+2−nT j1+".C jt− sj1+":

Therefore, I� satisfies (2.2).
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4. Finally we show that (2.2) uniquely characterizes I� as the limit in (2.3). Indeed,
we have I�t− X

k=0

Kn−1

�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t

6X
k=0

Kn−1 I�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t−�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t


.C
X
k=0

Kn−1

jtk+1n ^ t− tkn^ tj1+"

6Cmax
k
jtk+1n − tknj"

X
k=0

Kn−1

jtk+1n − tknj

=Cmax
k
jtk+1n − tknj"T ;

and by assumption the right hand side converges to zero as n!1. This concludes
the proof.

�

Lemma 2.3. Let �> 0. Then for all n2NX
k=0

n

2k�=
2(n+1)�− 1
2�− 1 ' 2n�;

X
k=n

1

2−k�=2−n�
X
k=0

1

2−k�=
2−n�

1− 2−� ' 2
−n�:

Question: Show that ��s;u;t� 0 for all s<u<t if and only if there exists a function f :
[0; T ]!X such that �s;t= ft− fs.

Remark 2.4. If � was given by the increments of a function, i.e. �s;t=xt−xs for some x:
[0; T ]!X , then we would have �s;t=�s;u+�u;t, so we could call � an additive function.
In that case ��s;u;t=xs;t−xs;u−xu;t=0 and Itn=xt−x0 for all n and thus I�t=xt−x0.

So k��s;u;tk measures �how far � is from being an additive function�. If k��s;u;tk.
jt − sj1+", then in general � is not an additive function, but the sewing lemma shows
that there exists a unique (up to addition of constants) additive function I� such that
kI�s;t−�s;tk. jt− sj1+". This additive function is obtained by �sewing together� �, since
I�t= limn!1

P
k=0
Kn−1�tkn^t;tk+1n ^t.

Exercise 2.1. Show that if x: [0; T ]!R is �-Hölder continuous for � > 1, then x is
constant: xt= x0 for all t2 [0; T ].

Corollary 2.5. (Young integral) Let T > 0 and let �; � 2 (0; 1] be such that �+ � > 1.
Let x2C�([0; T ]) and y 2C�([0; T ]). Then the Young integralZ

0

t

xsdys= lim
n!1

X
k=0

2n−1

xtknytkn^t;tk+1n ^t; tk
n= k2−nT ;

exists and it is the unique function such that for all [s; t]� [0; T ]:��������Z
s

t

xrdyr−xsys;t
��������. kxk�kyk� jt− sj�+�: (2.5)

Moreover, Z
0

�
xsdys


�

. (1+T�)(jx0j+ kxk�)kyk�: (2.6)
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Proof. We define

�s;t := xs(yt− ys);

which is continuous in (s; t), satisfies �t;t= xt(yt− yt)=0, and

j��s;u;tj=jxs(yt− ys)−xs(yu− ys)− xu(yt− yu)j
=j(xs− xu)(yt− yu)j
6kxk�kyk� ju− sj�jt− uj�
6kxk�kyk� jt− sj�+� ;

and since �+ � > 1 we can apply the sewing lemma. To prove (2.6) we use (2.5) and the
�-Hölder continuity of y:��������Z

s

t

xrdyr

��������6��������Z
s

t

xrdyr− xsys;t
��������+ jxsys;tj

.kxk�kyk� jt− sj�+�+ jx0;sys;tj+ jx0ys;tj
6T�kxk�kyk� jt− sj�+ kxk�T�kyk� jt− sj�+ jx0jkyk� jt− sj�
.(1+T�)(jx0j+ kxk�)kyk� jt− sj�:

�

Question: Let yt=Bt(!) for a typical sample path of a Brownian motion. Which x can
we integrate using the Young integral? Is xt= f(Bt(!)) for a smooth function f ok? Or
xt=Xt(!), where X solves the Itô SDE dXt= b(Xt)dt+ �(Xt)dBt?

Remark 2.6. If y is of finite variation (e.g. Lipschitz continuous), then by definition the
Young integral agrees with the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral

R
0

�
xsdys (since both are limits

of the same sums).

Remark 2.7. Let X ;Y be Banach spaces and let L(X ;Y) be the space of bounded linear
operators from X to Y . Then for x2C�([0; T ]; L(X ;Y)) and y 2C�([0; T ];X ) the Young
integral

R
0

�
xsdys2C�([0; T ]; Y) can be constructed in the same way and it satisfies the

same estimates.

If we want use Young integration to solve the equation

dxt= b(xt)dt+�(xt)dyt

for y 2 C�([0; T ]) (for example y =B(!) for a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst
index H >�), then we should assume that �(x)2C�([0; T ]) with � > 1−�. We will see
that for nice functions � the path �(x) has the same regularity as x, and therefore we
need x 2C�([0; T ]). Then

R
0

�
�(xs)dys2C�([0; T ]), and since

R
0

�
b(xs)ds is Lipschitz, also

x2C�([0; T ]) and this means that we need to take �=� and then we require �> 1−�
or equivalently �> 1/2. This is what we call the Young regime.

Essentially we have everything we need to solve linear equations. But to handle non-
linear equations we need to understand how nonlinearities interact with Hölder regularity.
To state the result we need the following function space and norm:

Cb
(Rd;Rn) := ff 2Cbc(Rd;Rn): kf kCb<1g;

where

kf kCb :=
X

j�j6bc
k@�f k1+ max

j�j=bc
sup
x=/ y

j@�f(x)− @�f(y)j
jx− y j−bc

:
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In words, Cb
(Rd;Rn) is the space of functions which are bc times continuously differen-

tiable with bounded partial derivatives, and the partial derivatives of order bc are −bc
Hölder continuous. For =1 this means that f is Lipschitz continuous. For = bc this
means that the partial derivatives of order bc are continuous. We also write

kxkCb� := kxk�+ kxk1
for �2 (0; 1] and x2C�([0; T ]).

Lemma 2.8. Let �2 (0;1] and let x;x~2C�([0; T ];Rd). Let � 2Cb1(Rd;Rn). Then �(x)2
C�([0; T ];Rn) and

k�(x)k�6 k�kCb1kxk�:
For � 2Cb2(Rd;Rn) we have

k�(x)− �(x~)k�. k�kCb2(1+ kx− x~k1)kx− x~k�:

Proof. The first bound is easy:

j�(x)s;tj6 k�kCb1jxs;tj6 k�kCb1kxk�jt− sj
�:

The bound for the difference is a bit more technical. Taylor's formula gives

j�(x)s;t−�(x~)s;tj=
��������Z
0

1

r�(x~t+�(xt−x~t))�(xt−x~t)d�−
Z
0

1

r�(x~s+�(xs−x~s))�(xs−x~s)d�
��������

6
��������Z
0

1

[r�(x~t+�(xt−x~t))−r�(x~s+�(xs− x~s))]�(xt− x~t)d�
��������

+

��������Z
0

1

r�(x~s+�(xs− x~s))�(xs;t− x~s;t)d�
��������

6k�kCb2jx~t+�(xt− x~t)− (x~s+�(xs−x~s))jkx− x~k1
+2k�kCb1kx− x~k�jt− sj

�

.k�kCb2kx− x~k�kx− x~k1jt− sj
�+ k�kCb1kx−x~k�jt− sj

�

.k�kCb2(1+ kx− x~k1)kx−x~k�jt− sj
�:

�

Question: Show that for � 2Cb1 and x2C� we have

j�(x)s;t− � 0(xs)xs;tj6 k�kCb2kxk�
2 jt− sj2�:

Deduce that for �> 1

2
we have

�(xt)= �(x0)+

Z
0

t

� 0(xs)dxs:

Theorem 2.9. (Young equation) Let �2 (1
2
;1], let y2C�([0; T ];Rn) and let b2Cb1(Rd;

Rd) and �2Cb2(Rd;Rd�n). Then for all x02Rd there exists a unique solution x2C�([0;T ];
Rd) to the Young integral equation

xt=x0+

Z
0

t

b(xs)ds+

Z
0

t

�(xs)dys;

:=x0+

Z
0

t

b(xs)ds+
X
j=1

n Z
0

t

��;j(xs)dys
j ; t2 [0; T ]:
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Moreover, x depends locally Lipschitz continuously on (x0; y): If x~ solves the same equation
for x~0; y~, then there exists K > 0 depending only on b; �; T and jx0j; jx~0j and kyk�; ky~k�,
such that for all �02 (1

2
; �):

kx−x~k�06K(jx0−x~0j+ ky− y~k�):

Proof.

1. We use a Picard iteration on a small time interval. Let �02 (1
2
; �). For � 2 (0;1^T ]

we consider

B� := fx2C([0; � ];Rd):x(0)= x0; kxk�06 1g;

where we write kxk�0 and kyk� for the norms restricted to [0; � ]. For x2B� we define

�(x)t := x0+

Z
0

t

b(xs)ds+

Z
0

t

�(xs)dys; t2 [0; � ]:

2. We first show that � leaves B� invariant if � > 0 is sufficiently small. We have
�(x)0=x0 and by the bound (2.6) for the Young integral

k�(x)k� 0 .
(2:6)

�1−�
0kbk1+(1+ ��)(j�(x0)j+ k�(x)k�0)kyk�0

.
Lem.2:8

�1−�
0kbk1+(1+ ��)(k�k1+ k�kCb1kxk�0)kyk�0

.
(2:7)

�1−�
0kbk1+ ��−�

0k�kCb1kyk�;

where we used that

kyk�0= sup
06s<t6�

jys;tj
jt− sj�0

6 sup
06s<t6�

jys;tj
jt− sj� sup

06s<t6�

jt− sj�
jt− sj�0

= kyk���−�
0
; (2.7)

and also that �61 so any positive power of � can be bounded by 1. So if � 2(0;T ^1]
is small enough (depending only on b;�; y but not on x0), then � leaves B� invariant.

3. Next, we show that � is a contraction on the complete metric space (B� ; k�k�)
(possibly after further decreasing the value of �). Note that k�k� is only a seminorm
because kck�=0 for any constant function c. But since in B� we fix the initial value
x0, k�k� becomes a norm. Using the completeness of Rd it is not difficult to show
that (B� ; k�k�) is indeed complete.

To see the contraction property of �, note that �+�0> 1 by assumption (since
�;�0>

1

2
), and therefore the bound for the Young integral below is justified:

k�(x)−�(x~)k�06
Z

0

�
(b(xs)− b(x~s))ds


�0
+

Z
0

�
(�(xs)−�(x~s))dys


�0

6�1−�0kb(x)− b(x~)k1+ ��−�
0
Z

0

�
(�(xs)−�(x~s))dys


�

.
(2:6)

� 1−�
0kb(x)− b(x~)k1+ ��−�

0
(1+ ��)k�(x)−�(x~)k�0kyk�

.
Lem.2:8

� 1−�
0kbkCb1kx− x~k1+ ��−�

0k�kCb2(1+ kx− x~k1)
�kx−x~k�0kyk�

6�1−�0kbkCb1�
�0kx−x~k�0+ ��−�

0k�kCb2kx−x~k�0kyk�
.(� kbkCb1+ �

�−�0k�kCb2kyk�0)kx−x~k�0;
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where we used that since x and x~ both start in x0:

kx−x~k16 ��
0kx−x~k�0. 1:

So if � is sufficiently small, then � is indeed a contraction and there exists a unique
fixed point.

4. The length � of the interval on which � is a contraction does not depend on x0, so
now we can interate the construction on [� ;2� ], then on [2� ;3� ], etc., until we reach
[0; T ]. This concludes the proof of existence and uniqueness of solutions. However,
so far we only showed that the solution x is in C�

0
([0; T ];Rd). To show that x is

even �-Hölder continuous we use the fact that x solves the equation and that the
right hand side of the equation is in C� for any x2C�0.

5. The continuous dependence of x on (x0; y) will be shown on Sheet 5.

�

Question: C�([0; T ];Rd) is compactly embedded in C�
0
([0; T ];Rd) for all �0<�. Use

this to show existence of solutions to Young equations under the assumption that � 2Cb1
(instead of � 2Cb2).

Corollary 2.10. Let (Bt)t2[0;T ] be an n-dimensional fractional Brownian motion of Hurst
parameters H >

1

2
(i.e. the components (B1; :::; Bn) are i.i.d. and each component is a

fractional Brownian motion). Let b2Cb1(Rd;Rd) and � 2Cb2(Rd;Rd�n) and let x02Rd.
Let �2 (1

2
; H) Then there exists a unique (up to indistinguishability) process X such that

almost surely (Xt)t2[0;T ]2C�([0; T ];Rd) and

Xt=X0+

Z
0

t

b(Xs)ds+

Z
0

t

�(Xs)dBs;

where the integral against B is a Young integral which is well defined almost surely.
If (Bm)m2N� C1([0; T ];Rd) is a sequence of paths such that almost surely kB −

BmkCb�! 0, then X = limm!1X
m, where

@tXt
m= b(Xt

m)+�(Xt
m)@tBt

m; X0
m=X0:

Remark 2.11. In this result we first freeze the realization B(!) of the noise, and then we
do deterministic analysis with this given path. This is very different from Itô stochastic
differential equations, which do not make sense for a fixed ! and for which the solution is
only defined �modulo null sets�. Also, if here we take the canonical probability space


=C�([0; T ];Rn);

for � 2 (1
2
; H), then the map ! 7!X(!) is continuous. While for Itô SDEs it is only

measurable.

Our theorem excludes exactly the most interesting case H =
1

2
, which corresponds to

the Brownian motion. On Exercise Sheet 5 we will see that the conditions on the Young
integral are sharp. So to treat the Brownian case with a similar philosophy and to cover
the case H <

1

2
we need to do more. The solution is to �enrich� the path y by equipping it

with more information. In that way we can construct a continuous pathwise integral which
applies to paths of regularity <1

2
.
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2.2 Idea and definition of a rough path
To be able to treat the Brownian motion, we would like to extend the theory of Young
equations to driving signals y2C�([0;T ];Rn) with �6 1

2
. Unfortunately this is not possible.

Example 2.12. Consider the case d=n=2 and

xt
1=

Z
0

t

dys
1; xt

2=

Z
0

t

xs
1dys

2; (2.8)

with initial condition y(0) = 0. This equation has the explicit solution x1= y1 and x2=R
0

�
y1dy2. For m2N we set

yt
m=

0@ 1

m
cos(m2t)

1

m
sin(m2t)

1A:
From Sheet 5 we know that (ym) converges to 0 uniformly and in C� for all �< 1/2, and
that xt

2;m! t

2
as m!1. But of course, the solution to (2.8) with y� 0 is equal to (0; 0)

and not (0; t/2), and therefore x does not depend continuously on y in C�-norm if �<1/2.
The problem is that the fast oscillations of ym interact with the nonlinearity in our

integral equation and this interaction creates nontrivial effects, even though the amplitude
of ym is very small.

Note that all paths involved in this example are smooth (C1), so the problem is not
the lack of regularity but the topologies in which the (ym) converge. In the following we
will introduce rough path topologies which help us to overcome this lack of continuity.

We could imagine two possible approaches for doing so. The naive one would be to
try to find a better suited function space, which contains Brownian paths and paths of
solutions to SDEs and in which the integral

R
0

�
xsdys becomes a continuous functional (i.e.

not to work with Hölder norms). However, this is impossible! A counterexample by Lyons
shows that there cannot exist a Banach space X of real-valued functions on [0;1] such that
X contains almost all sample paths of the Brownian motion and such that there exists a
continuous functional X 23 (x; y) 7! I(x; y) with I(x; y) =

R
0

1
xs@sys whenever y 2C1; see

Section 1.5.1 of [34].
The second approach is to accept this lack of continuity, and to enhance the path y

to make the map y 7! x continuous. To understand this philosophy, let us consider the
following trivial example:

Example 2.13. The map f :R!R,

f(x)=

�
−1; x < 0;
+1; x> 0;

is obviously discontinuous in 0. The problem is that we can approach 0 from the left or from
the right, and R is not rich enough to encode the information �from where we are coming�.
To obtain a continuous map, we could enhance the input space to encode the information
whether we approach 0 from the left or from the right. More precisely, we consider

X := ((−1; 0)�f−g)[ (f0g� f−;+g)[ ((0;1)�f+g)�R�f−;+g

instead, where R�f−;+g is equipped with the product topology (and f−;+g is equipped
with the discrete topology). Note that R�X , i.e. there exists a (non-canonical) injection
� from R to X by setting �(x)= (x;+) if x> 0 and �(x)= (x;−) if x< 0. We define

g(x;+)=+1; g(x;−)=−1:
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Then g is continuous, and we have
f(x)= g(�(x)):

In other words, we have decomposed f as the concatenation of the continuous map g with
the discontinuous and non-canonical map �.

X

¥
..

Figure 2.1. Commuting diagram.

Example 2.14. To understand how we should enhance our path space let y2C1([0;T ];Rd)
and let us try to construct

R
0

1
f(ys)dys in a way that depends continuously on y in C�

topology for �<1/2, where f :Rd!L(Rd;R) is a smooth bounded function with bounded
derivatives. Since y and f(y) are both Lipschitz continuous, we have along a sequence of
partitions with mesh size going to zero:Z

0

1

f(ys)dys= lim
n!1

X
k

f(ytkn)ytkn;tk+1n :

But we would like to control this using only the C�-norm of y, and for that purpose we
want to apply the sewing lemma. With �s;t= f(y(s))ys;t we get

j��s;u;tj= j−f(y)s;uyu;tj6 kf kCb1kyk�
2 jt− sj2�:

Since �< 1/2, this is not good enough to apply the sewing lemma, and therefore we are
stuck. But we can try to improve the approximation:Z

0

1

f(ys)dys=
X
i=1

d Z
0

1

fi(ys)dys
i

=
X
k

 X
i=1

d Z
tk
n

tk+1
n

fi(ytkn)dys
i+
X
i=1

d Z
tk
n

tk+1
n

(fi(ys)− fi(ytkn))dys
i

!

=
X
k

24X
i=1

d

fi(ytkn)ytkn;tk+1n
i +

X
j=1

d

@jfi(ytkn)
X
i=1

d Z
tk
n

tk+1
n

(ys
j− ytkn

j )dys
i

35
+
X
k

X
i=1

d Z
tk
n

tk+1
n

0@fi(ys)− fi(ytkn)−X
j=1

d

@jfi(ytkn)(ys
j − ytkn

j )

1Adysi:
For the last term on the right hand side we expect to getX

k

X
i=1

d Z
tk
n

tk+1
n

O(jtk+1n − tknj2�)dysi=
X
k

O(jtk+1n − tknj3�)6max
k
jtk+1n − tknj3�−1;

which converges to 0 if �> 1

3
(we have not shown fully rigorously that this term is really

of order O(jtk+1n − tknj3�), but it can be justified).
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On the other hand, for the second term on the right hand side we expect to have

X
k

X
i=1

d Z
tk
n

tk+1
n X

j=1

d

@jfi(ytkn)(ys
j− ytkn

j )dys
i=
X
k

O(jtk+1n − tknj2�);

and if �6 1

2
, then this is not negligible (unlike for the Young case �> 1

2
). This suggests

to consider a different � in the sewing lemma, namely

�s;t := f(ys)ys;t+Df(ys)Ys;t;

where Df =

0BB@ @1f
���
@df

1CCA is the derivative of f and

Ys;t :=

Z
s

t

(yr− ys)
 dyr=
�Z

s

t

(yr
i − ysi)dyr

j

�
i;j=1;:::;d

2Rd
d:

and

Df(y)Y=
X
i=1

d

@if(y)Y
i;�=

X
i;j=1

d

@ifj(y)Y
i;j; Y2Rd
d:

Then

��s;u;t=−f(y)s;uyu;t+Df(ys)(Ys;t−Ys;u)−Df(yu)Yu;t; (2.9)

and

Ys;t−Ys;u=

Z
s

t

(yr− ys)
 dys−
Z
s

u

(yr− ys)
dyr

=

Z
u

t

(yr− yu)
dyr+ yu
 yu;t− ys
 ys;t+ ys
 ys;u

=Yu;t+ ys;u
 yu;t:

Therefore, we obtain in (2.9)

j��s;u;tj 6j−f(y)s;uyu;t+Df(ys)ys;u
 yu;tj+ j−Df(y)s;uYu;tj
6kf kCb2kyk�

3 jt− sj3�+ k�kCb2kyk�kYk2�jt− sj
3�=O(jt− sj3�): (2.10)

So if �> 1

3
, we can apply the sewing lemma to bound the integral in terms of f , y, and

Y. In other words, the knowledge of the simple functional Y allows us to construct the
integral

R
f(y)dy for all f 2Cb2(Rd; L(Rd;R)) � as a continuous functional of (y;Y). As

we will see soon, it also allows us to solve differential equations driven by (y;Y) and that
the solution depends continuously on the signal.

Question (difficult): What could we do if �2 (1
4
;
1

3
]?

Notation 2.15. Since y is more complicated to type than Y, we will always write Y for
the iterated integrals. For consistency we also write Y for the path, instead of y.

Let us write �T = f(s; t)2 [0; T ]2: s6 tg and

C2
2�(�T ;R

d
d) := ff :�T!Rd
d: kf k2�<1g;
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where

kf k2� := sup
06s<t6T

jfs;tj
jt− sj2� :

Definition 2.16. (Rough path) Let �2 (1
3
;
1

2
] and d2N. A d-dimensional �-rough path

is a pair (Y ;Y) =:Y with Y 2C�([0; T ];Rd) and Y2C22�(�T ;R
d
d), such that Chen's

relation

�Ys;u;t=Ys;u
Yu;t (2.11)

holds for all 06 s6u6 t6T. We define

9Y 9� := kY k�+ kYk2�
p

:

We say that a sequence of �-rough paths (Y m) converges to Y in �-rough path topology if

lim
m!1

9Y m−Y 9� := lim
m!1

(
kY m−Y k�+ kYm−Yk2�

p �
=0:

Remark 2.17.

i. We think of Y as postulating �iterated integrals� of Y ,

Ys;t=

Z
s

tZ
s

r1

dYr2
 dYr1=
Z
s

t

Yr
 dYr−Ys
Ys;t:

Since Y 2C� for �6 1

2
, the right hand side is not well defined in general, so the left

hand side should be read as its definition.

ii. The space of rough paths is not a linear space, because Chen's relation (2.11) is not
preserved under linear operations. Intuitively, knowing

R
s

t
Yr
 dYr and

R
s

t
Y~r
 d Y~r

does not mean that we know
R
s

t
(Yr+Y~r)
 d(Yr+Y~r).

iii. Also, 9Y 9� is of course not a norm. The reason for considering kYk2�
p

rather
than kYk2� is that the natural dilation on rough path space is (Y ;Y) 7! (�Y ;�2Y).
Indeed, Z

s

t

(�Y )r1
 d(�Y )r1− (�Y )s
 (�Y )s;t=�2Ys;t:

So by taking kYk2�
p

, we make 9�9� homogeneous under dilations.

Lemma 2.18. Let � 2 (1
3
;
1

2
] and d2N. An alternative definition of a d-dimensional �-

rough path is as follows: It is a pair (Y ; I) with Y 2C�([0; T ];Rd), I 2C�([0; T ];Rd
d),
such that

sup
(s;t)2�T

jIs;t−Ys
Ys;tj
jt− sj2� <1: (2.12)

The link with Definition 2.16 is

Is;t=Ys;t+Ys
Ys;t:

Proof. If (Y ; I) are as claimed, then the function Ys;t := Is;t− Ys
 Ys;t satisfies Chen's
relation:

�Ys;u;t=�s;u;tI −Ys
Ys;t+Ys
Ys;u+Yu
Yu;t
=0+Ys;u
Yu;t;
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since I is an additive function. By assumption, Y2C22�.
Conversely, if (Y ;Y) is an �-rough path, then we define

It :=Y0;t+Y0
Y0;t:
Then

Is;t=Y0;t+Y0
Y0;t− (Y0;s+Y0
Y0;s)
=

Chen
Ys;t+Y0;s
Ys;t+Y0
Y0;t−Y0
Y0;s

=Ys;t+Ys
Ys;t;

and therefore jIs;t−Ys
Ys;tj. jt− sj2�. �

Question: Show that if B is a d-dimensional Brownian motion, thenBs;t :=
R
s

t
Bs;r
dBr

(Itô integral) andB~ s;t :=
R
s

t
Bs;r
�dBr (Stratonovich integral) both satisfy Chen's relation.

Example 2.19. Let �2 (1
3
;
1

2
).

i. Let � > 1

2
and Y 2C�([0; T ];Rd). Then we could define

It :=

Z
0

t

Ys
 dYs;

and by the estimate (2.5) for the Young integral we have

jIs;t−Ys
Ys;tj. kY k�2 jt− sj2�6T 2(�−�)kY k�2 jt− sj2�:

Therefore, (Y ; I) is an �-rough path in the sense of Lemma 2.18. However, while
I=

R
0

�
Ys
dYs is a canonical choice, it is by far not the only option: Indeed, for any

Z 2C2�([0; T ];Rd
d) we could also define

It :=

Z
0

t

Ys
 dYs+Zt:

Indeed, since Z 2C2� this I obviously still satisfies the estimate (2.12).

ii. More concretely, let us take d=2 and Y � 0. Then a possible choice for I would be
It� 0, but we could also take

It=

0@ 0
t

2

− t

2
0

1A:
If we consider

Yt
m=

0@ 1

m
cos(m2t)

1

m
sin(m2t)

1A; It
m=

Z
0

t

Ys
m
 dYsm;

then Y m! Y in C� and by Example 2.12 Itm! It for all t 2 [0; T ]. In fact one
can strengthen this result and show that (Y m) converges to Y in �-rough path
topology. So by keeping track of It, we remember that we approximated Y � 0 by
the oscillatory paths (Y m). This is reminiscent of Example 2.13, where by enhancing
the state 0 to (0;−) and (0;+) we could keep track whether we had approached 0
from the left or from the right, respectively.

Lemma 2.20. Let f 2Cb2(Rd; L(Rd;R)) and let Y be a d-dimensional �-rough path for
�2 (1

3
;
1

2
]. Then for all t2 [0; T ] the integralZ

0

t

f(Ys)dYs := I�t; for �s;t := f(Ys)Ys;t+Df(Ys)Ys;t;
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is well defined, and it is the unique function such that��������Z
s

t

f(Yr)dYr− f(Ys)Ys;t−Df(Ys)Ys;t
��������. kf kCb2(kY k�3 + kY k�kYk2�)jt− sj3�

for all (s; t)2�T. If (Y m)m2N is a sequence of �-rough paths converging to Y in rough
path topology, then Z

0

t

f(Ys
m)dYs

m−!
Z
0

t

f(Ys)dYs:

Proof. For the first part of the statement it suffices to combine the sewing lemma, The-
orem 2.2, with the estimate (2.10). To obtain (2.10) we did not use that Y was a smooth
path, but only that its iterated integrals satisfy Chen's relation.

For the continuity statement we note that
R
0

t
f(Ys

m)dYs
m−

R
0

t
f(Ys)dYs=I�tm, where

�s;t
m =(f(Ys

m)Ys;t
m+Df(Ys

m)Ys;t
m− f(Ys)Ys;t−Df(Ys)Ys;t);

and therefore as in (2.10)

j��s;u;tm j6j−f(Y m)s;uYu;t
m+ f(Y )s;uYu;t+Df(Ys

m)Ys;u
m 
Yu;tm−Df(Ys)Ys;u
Yu;tj

+ j−Df(Y m)s;uYu;t
m +Df(Y )s;uYu;tj:

By using a Taylor expansion and rebracketing like ab− cd= a(b− d)+ (a− c)d we obtain
that

j��s;u;tm j.kf kCb2(kY k�
2 + kY mk�2)kY −Y mk�jt− sj3�

+(kYmk2�+ kYk2�)kf kCb1kY −Y
mk2�jt− sj3�

+ kf kCb1(kY k�+ kY
mk�)kY−Ymk2�jt− sj3�;

and the right hand side converges to 0 as m!1. �

Example 2.21. As an application, we obtain that in the setting of Example 2.19

lim
m!1

Z
0

t

f

�
1
m
cos(m2s)

�
m cos(m2s)ds= lim

m!1

Z
0

t

f(Ys
m;1)dYs

m;2= lim
m!1

Z
0

t

F (Ys
m)dYs

m;

where F (y)= (
0 f(y1)

�, i.e. F (y)y= f(y1)y2. Now observe that with tk
n=

kt

n
:Z

0

t

F (Ys
m)dYs

m= lim
n!1

 X
k=0

n−1

F (Ytkn
m)Ytkn;tk+1n

m +O

�
1
n

�!

=
(�)

lim
n!1

X
k=0

n−1 (
F (Ytkn

m)Ytkn;tk+1n
m +F 0(Ytkn

m)Ytkn;tk+1n
m

�
=

Z
0

t

F (Ys
m)dYs

m;

where in (�) we used that m is fixed and thus Y m is smooth and Ytkn;tk+1n
m =O

�
1

n

�
. Since

Y m!Y in rough path topology, where Y $ (0; I) with It=

0@ 0
t

2

− t

2
0

1A, we get

lim
m!1

Z
0

t

f

�
1
m
cos(m2s)

�
m cos(m2s)ds=

Z
0

t

F (Ys)dYs:
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Let us compute the integral on the right hand side:
R
0

t
F (Ys)dYs= I�t, where

�s;t= f(Ys
1)Ys;t

2 + f 0(Ys
1)Ys;t

1;2=0=0+ f 0(0)
t− s
2

:

Therefore, Z
0

t

F (Ys)dYs=I�t= f 0(0)
t
2
:

Of course, it is possible to compute this limit directly. But with our technology it comes
out nearly for free.

Question: Let Zm!Z in C
1

2
+". Show that

R
0

t
f(Zs

m)m cos(m2s)ds! 0.

2.3 Controlled paths
Throughout this section we fix � 2 (1

3
;
1

2
] and T > 0. In the previous section we defined

rough paths and we showed that for any �-rough path Y we can construct the integralR
0

�
f(Ys)dYs as a continuous map in �-rough path topology. But ultimately our goal is to

solve integral equations

dXt= b(Xt)dt+ �(Xt)dYt;

and the integral
R
0

�
�(Xs)dYs is of a different form than

R
0

�
f(Ys)dYs, because the integrand

is not just a function of Ys.
A potential solution would be to enhance our rough path Y so that it also �contains

X�. This strategy works and Terry Lyons originally used it in [33], when he developed the
general theory of rough paths. Here we follow instead the later approach of Gubinelli [21],
who extends the integral

R
0

�
Xs dYs to more general integrands, while still keeping its con-

tinuity properties. The space of integrands should include functions Xs= f(Ys) for f 2Cb2,
and it should include �(Xs), where X solves our integral equation. So in particular it has
to contain functions of regularity C�. But as Example 2.12 shows, we cannot hope to have
a continuous integral

R
0

t
XsdYs for generic X 2C�.

So we need to impose some structure on X, and this structure should be richer than
just requiring sufficient regularity. To understand what we need, let us recall what we used
to derive the estimate (2.10) which allowed us to construct

R
0

�
f(Ys)dYs as a continuous map:

� f(Y );Df(Y )2C�;
� jf(Y )s;u−Df(Ys)Ys;uj. ju−sj2�;
� (Y ;Y) is an �-rough path (in particular Chen's relation holds).

So whenever similar conditions hold, we could hope to apply the sewing lemma. Note that
the second condition simply says that the increments of f(Y ) are well approximated by
the increments of Y , times a �derivative� Df(Ys). This motivates the following definition:

Definition 2.22. Let Y 2C�([0; T ];Rd). A path X 2C�([0; T ];Rm) is controlled by Y if
there exists X 02C�([0; T ]; L(Rd;Rm)), such that RX 2C22�([0; T ];Rm), where

Rs;t
X :=Xs;t−Xs0Ys;t:

In that case we write

(X;X 0)2DY
2�([0; T ];Rm)

or simply (X;X 0)2DY
2�, and we define

kX;X 0kX;2� := kX 0k�+ kRXk2�:
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DY
2� is a Banach space with respect to the norm jX0j+ jX0

0j+ kX;X 0kX;2�.

Question: Find an example where X is controlled by Y but X 0 is not unique, i.e. there
exist X 0=/ X~ 0 such that that (X;X 0); (X;X~ 0)2DY

2�. (Hint: what if Y is actually C2� and
not just C�)?

Notation. In the following we will often have estimates up to T-dependent constants. To
simplify the presentation we do not keep track of them explicitly and write .T instead.
But later it will be important to have a locally uniform control of the T-dependence, so by
convention a.T b means a6C(T )b for an increasing function C:R+!R+. For example,
jt− sj3�.T jt− sj2� for s; t2 [0; T ]

Theorem 2.23. Let Y be a d-dimensional �-rough path and let (X; X 0) 2DY
2�([0; T ];

L(Rd;Rm)). Then for all t2 [0; T ] the sewing integralZ
0

t

XsdYs := I�t; �s;t :=XsYs;t+Xs
0Ys;t

is well defined and satisfies��������Z
s

t

XrdYr−XsYs;t−Xs0Ys;t
��������. (kRXk2�kY k�+ kX 0k�kYk2�)jt− sj3� (2.13)

for all (s; t)2�T. Consequently, the map

DY
2�([0; T ]; L(Rd;Rm))3 (X;X 0) 7!

�Z
0

�
XsdYs;X

�
2DY

2�([0; T ];Rm)

is a continuous linear operator and satisfiesZ
0

�
XsdYs; X


X;2�

.T (kRXk2�kY k�+ kX 0k�kYk2�)+ kX 0k1kYk2�+ kXk�: (2.14)

Proof. Estimate (2.13) follows easily from the sewing lemma and we leave its proof as an
exercise (see also the derivation of (2.10)). Given (2.13), we get��������Z

s

t

XsdYs−XsYs;t
��������. (kRXk2�kY k�+ kX 0k�kYk2�)jt− sj3�+ kX 0k1kYk2�jt− sj2�;

and now we simply estimate jt−sj3�.T jt−sj2�. The estimate for the derivative is trivial:
kXk�6 kXk�. �

Question: Let Y =(Y ;Y) be an �-rough path and let Z 2C2�([0;T ];Rd
d) and Y~ =(Y ;
Y~ ) with Y~s;t=Ys;t+Zs;t. Let (X;X 0)2DY

2� and computeZ
0

t

XsdY~s−
Z
0

t

XsdYs:

Remark 2.24. In the setting of Theorem 2.23 let Y~ = (Y~ ;Y~ ) be another d-dimensional
�-rough path, and let (X~ ; X~ 0)2DY2�([0; T ]; L(Rd;Rm)). Define

��(Y ;Y~)= kY −Y~ k�+ kY−Y~ k2�;
dY ;Y~ ;2�(X;X

0; X~ ; X~ 0)= kX 0−X~ 0k�+ kRX −RX
~k2�;
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and M =max fkY k�; kYk2�; jX0
0j; kX;X 0kY ;2�; kY~ k�; kY~ k2�; jX~00j; kX~ ; X~ 0kY ;2�g. Set

(Z;Z 0)=

�Z
0

�
XsdYs;X

�
; (Z~ ; Z~ 0)=

�Z
0

�
X~sY~s;X~

�
:

You show in Exercise 7.1 that

dY ;Y~ ;2�(Z;Z
0; Z~ ; Z~ 0).TM(��(Y ;Y~)+ jX0

0−X~00j+ dY ;Y~ ;2�(X;X 0; X~ ; X~ 0)):

Question: Let (X;X 0)2DY
2�([0; T ];Rm) and let A2Rk�m. Show that AX is a con-

trolled path. What is its derivative?
We have shown that controlled paths are stable under integration against Y . When

solving an equation of the type

dXt= b(Xt)dt+ �(Xt)dYt;

we not only need to integrate against Y , but we also need to apply a nonlinear map �
to a controlled path. The next theorem shows that controlled paths are stable under the
application of nonlinear maps.

Theorem 2.25. Let Y 2C�([0; T ];Rd) and let (X;X 0)2DY
2�([0; T ];Rm). Let f 2Cb2(Rm;

Rn). Then

(f(X);Df(X)X 0)2DY
2�([0; T ];Rn);

and

kf(X);Df(X)X 0kY ;2�.T (1+M)kf kCb2(1+ kY k�)
2(jX0

0j+ kX;X 0kY ;2�); (2.15)

with M = jX0
0j+ kX;X 0kY ;2�. If (X~ ;X~ 0)2DY

2�([0; T ];Rm) is another controlled path with
jX~00j+ kX~ ;X~ 0kX;2�6M and if f 2Cb3, then

k(f(X);Df(X)X 0)− (f(X~);Df(X~)X~ 0)kY ;2�
.T ;M kf kCb3(1+ kY k�)

2(jX0−X~0j+ jX0
0−X~00j+ k(X;X 0)− (X~ ; X~ 0)kY ;2�):

(2.16)

Proof. We show (2.15). First, we control the derivative f(X)0=Df(X)X 0:

j(Df(X)X 0)s;tj6jDf(X)s;tXt
0j+ jDf(Xs)Xs;t0 j

6kf kCb2kXk�jt− sj
�kX 0k1+ kf kCb1kX

0k�jt− sj�

6kf kCb2kXk�jt− sj
�(jX0

0j+T�kX 0k�)+ kf kCb1kX
0k�jt− sj�

.T kf kCb2(1+ kXk�)(jX0
0j+ kX 0k�)jt− sj�:

To bound kXk� note that

jXs;tj6jXs;t−Xs;t0 Ys;tj+ jXs0Ys;tj
.T kRXk2�jt− sj�+ kX 0k1kY k�jt− sj�

.T(jX0
0j+ kX;X 0kY ;2�)(1+ kY k�)jt− sj�

.TM(1+ kY k�)jt− sj�:

Next, we show that f(X) is controlled with derivative Df(Xs)Xs
0:

jf(X)s;t−Df(Xs)Xs0Ys;tj6jf(X)s;t−Df(Xs)Xs;tj+ jDf(Xs)Xs;t−Df(Xs)Xs0Ys;tj
6(kf kCb2kXk�

2 jt− sj2�+ kf kCb1kR
Xk2�)jt− sj2�

.kf kCb2(1+M)(1+ kY k�)2(jX0
0j+ kX;X 0kY ;2�)jt− sj2�:
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The derivation of (2.16) is more involved. Conceptually it is similar to the proof of the
second estimate in Lemma 2.8, but technically it is more complex. See Lemma 7.3 in Friz-
Hairer [18]. �

Remark 2.26. In the setting of Theorem 2.25 let Y~ = (Y~ ;Y~ ) be another d-dimensional
�-rough path, and let (X~ ;X~ 0)2DY

2�([0; T ];L(Rm)). Let ��(Y ;Y~), dY ;Y~ ;2�(X;X
0;X~ ;X~ 0),

and M be as in Remark 2.24. Set

(Z;Z 0)= (f(X);Df(X)X 0); (Z~ ; Z~ 0)= (f(X~);DF (X~)X~ 0):

Then Theorem 7.5 of Friz-Hairer [18] shows that

dY ;Y~ ;2�(Z;Z
0; Z~; Z~ 0)6T ;M (��(Y ;Y~)+ jX0−X~0j+ jX0

0−X~00j+ dY ;Y~ ;2�(X;X 0;X~ ;X~ 0)):

We now have all the ingredients that we need in order to solve rough differential
equations of the type dXt= b(Xt)dt+ �(Xt)dYt, X0=x, where Y =(Y ;Y) is an �-rough
path and we look for solutions (X;X 0)2DY

2�. For simplicity of notation we will take b=0
from now on, but it is not difficult to adapt the arguments to include a drift b. By definition,
(X;X 0) solves the equation if

X 0= �(X); Xt=x+

Z
0

t

�(Xs)dYs; t2 [0; T ]:

From Theorem 2.23 we know that
R
0

�
�(Xs)dYs is the unique function which satisfies��������Z

s

t

�(Xs)dYs− �(Xs)Ys;t−D�(Xs)�(Xs)Ys;t
��������. jt− sj3�

for all (s; t)2�T , where we used that (�(X))0=D�(X)X 0=D�(X)�(X). In other words,
we have the following simple observation, which often is useful:

Lemma 2.27. Let Y = (Y ;Y) be a d-dimensional �-rough path, let � 2Cb2(Rm; L(Rd;

Rm)), and let x2Rm. Let X: [0; T ]!Rm. Then (X;�(X))2DY
2� and

Xt=x+

Z
0

t

�(Xs)dYs; t2 [0; T ];

if and only if X0= x and for all (s; t)2�T

jXs;t−�(Xs)Ys;t−D�(Xs)�(Xs)Ys;tj. jt− sj3�:

Question: How does this lemma look like in the Young case? Can you find a formulation
for classical ODEs which is equivalent to the formulation as a differential equation?

Theorem 2.28. Let Y = (Y ;Y) be a d-dimensional �-rough path, let � 2Cb3(Rm; L(Rd;

Rm)), and let x 2Rm. Then there exists a unique solution (X;X 0)2DY
2�([0; T ];Rm) to

the equation

Xt=x+

Z
0

t

�(Xs)dYs; Xt
0= �(Xt); t2 [0; T ]:

Proof. Now that we know that the maps (X; X 0) 7! (�(X); D�(X)X 0) and (�(X);
D�(X)X 0) 7! (

R
0

�
�(Xs)dYs; �(X)) are bounded and continuous, the proof is conceptu-

ally very similar to the one in the Young case (Theorem 2.9), although of course more
technical. See Theorem 8.4 of Friz-Hairer [18]. �
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Remark 2.29. One of the key results of rough path theory is the continuity of the Itô-
Lyons map: In the setting of Theorem 2.28, write

X =�(x;Y ):

It follows from Remarks 2.24 and 2.26 that if Y~ is another �-rough path and if x~2Rm, then

k�(x;Y )−�(x~;Y~)k�0.T ;M (jx−x~j+ ��(Y ;Y~));

where M =max fjxj; jx~j;9Y 9�;9Y~9�g. See Theorem 8.5 of Friz-Hairer [18].

Question: Let as in Example 2.19

Yt
m=

0@ 1

m
cos(m2t)

1

m
sin(m2t)

1A; It
m=

Z
0

t

Ys
m
 dYsm:

Let � 2Cb3(R2; L(Rd;R2)). Let

Xt
m=x+

Z
0

t

�(Xs
m)@sYs

mds; t2 [0; T ]:

Derive the equation that X = limm!1X
m solves.

2.4 Stochastic processes as rough paths
We have seen that if Y 2C�([0; T ];Rd), then there is no unique choice of a second order
process Y which turns (Y ;Y) into an �-rough path. Indeed it is not even obvious whether
such aY exists at all (by the Lyons-Victoir extension theorem it does, but we will not prove
this). However, if Y is a stochastic process, then there often is a canonical choice for Y.

2.4.1 Brownian motion

Let us start with the easiest example, where B is a d-dimensional standard Brownian
motion on [0; T ]. In that case we have almost surely B 2C�([0; T ];Rd) whenever �< 1/2,
and we define

Bs;t
Ito=

Z
s

t

Br
 dBr−Bs
Bs;t;

where the stochastic integral dBr is understood in the Itô sense; in particular, B is con-
tinuous. By construction we also have Chen's relation. It thus only remains to show that
almost surely jBs;tItoj. jt− sj2�. This is a consequence of the following result.

Theorem 2.30. (Kolmogorov's continuity criterion for rough paths) Let (X;X) be
a stochastic process which almost surely satisfies Chen's relation. Assume that there exist
p> 2, � > 1

p
, C > 0, such that for all (s; t)2�T

E[jXs;tjp]1/p6C jt− sj� ; E[jXs;tjp/2]2/p6C jt− sj2�:

Then there exists a modification X = (X~ ;X~ ) of (X;X) satisfying Chen's relation, and
such that

E[9X~9�p]1/p.C
for all �2 (0; � − 1

p
).

Proof. See Friz-Hairer [18], Theorem 3.1. �
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To apply this to (B;BIto) we only need to bound E[jBs;tItojp/2] for sufficiently large p.
We apply the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality twice to obtain

E[jBs;t
Itojp/2]'E

��Z
s

t

jBr−Bsj2ds
�
p/4
�
6E
�

sup
r2[s;t]

jBr−Bsjp/2
�
jt− sjp/4

'jt− sjp/4� jt− sjp/4= jt− sjp/2:

Moreover, E[jBs;tjp]' jt− sjp/2, by another application of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy
inequality or alternatively because B is Gaussian. Taking p> 6 we obtain that BIto=(B;

BIto) is almost surely an �-rough path for any �2 (1
3
;
1

2
− 1

p
), which is a non-empty interval

because p> 6. Note that we do not have to take a modification of (B;BIto), because the
pair is already continuous.

We also define the Stratonovich iterated integrals of B by

Bs;t
Strat :=

Z
s

t

(Br−Bs)
�dBr=Bs;t
Ito+

1
2
Id(t− s);

where Id is the identity matrix on Rd and �dBr denotes the Stratonovich integral. We set
BStrat=(B;BStrat).

Theorem 2.31. If (X;X 0) is an adapted process such that almost surely (X;X 0)2DB
2�,

then almost surelyZ
0

�
XsdBs

Ito=

Z
0

�
XsdBs;

Z
0

�
XsdBs

Strat=

Z
0

�
Xs � dBs;

where the left hand sides denote the rough path integrals of X with respect to BIto and
BStrat respectively, and the right hand sides denote the Itô and the Stratonovich integral
(for the Stratonovich integral we should also assume that X is a semimartingale).

Proof. By stopping in

�n= inf ft> 0: kX;X 0kDB
2�([0;t])>ng;

we may assume that E[kX;X 0kB;2�2 ]<1. For the Itô integral, we estimate

E

���������Z
s

t

XrdBr−XsBs;t−Xs0Bs;t

��������2�1/2=E

���������Z
s

t

(Xr−Xs−Xs0Bs;r)dBr
��������2�1/2

=E

�Z
s

t

jXr−Xs−Xs0Bs;r j2dr
�
1/2

6E[kX;X 0kB;2�2 ]1/2
�Z

s

t

jr− sj4�dr
�
1/2

'E[kX;X 0kB;2�2 ]1/2jt− sj
1

2
+2�

:

Since 1

2
+2�> 1, this gives for fixed t2 [0; T ] and with tk

n= kt/n:

E

"����������
Z
0

t

XsdBs−
X
k=0

n−1

(Xtk
nBtkn;tk+1n +Xtk

n
0 Btk

n;tk+1
n )

����������
2
#
1/2

.E[kX;X 0kB;2�2 ]1/2n
������ t
n

������12+2�! 0:

Therefore, In=
P

k=0
n−1 (Xtk

nBtkn;tk+1n +Xtk
n
0 Btk

n;tk+1
n ) converges in L2 to

R
0

t
XsdBs. But it also

converges almost surely to
R
0

t
XsdBs

Ito, and therefore almost surely
R
0

t
XsdBs=

R
0

t
XsdBs

Ito.
A priori the null set depends on t, but both processes are continuous, and therefore they
are indistinguishable.
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The Stratonovich integral can be rewritten in terms of the Itô integral, and this can be
used to establish the claim also follows in that case. See Section 5 of Friz-Hairer [18] for
details. �

Question: Let Xt=x+
R
0

t
�(Xs)dBs

Ito and determine which �Stratonovich equation� X
solves (i.e. derive an equation for X which involves only an integral against BStrat).

2.4.2 Fractional Brownian motion

What follows is not part of the videos and not relevant for the exam.
Recall that B is a d-dimensional fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter

H 2 (0; 1) if B0 = 0 and if the components of (B1; :::; Bd) are independent continuous
centered Gaussian processes with covariance

E[Bs
iBt

i] =
1
2
(t2H+ s2H − jt− sj2H); i2f1; :::; dg; s; t2 [0; T ]:

Our aim is to construct the interated integrals Bs;t= (
R
s

t
Bs;r
i dBr

j)i;j. First observe that
for i= j we could simply set Z

s

t

Bs;r
i dBr

i :=
1
2
(Bs;t

i )2:

This is the only possible choice under which we have the integration by parts rule from
classical calculus, and it satisfies Chen's relation on the diagonal::

1
2
(Bs;t

i )2− 1
2
(Bs;u

i )2− 1
2
(Bu;t

i )2=
1
2
(Bu;t

i Bs;u
i +Bs;u

i Bu;t
i )= (Bs;u
Bu;t)i;i:

Moreover, ��������12(Bs;ti )2
��������6 jt− sj2�2

kBk�2 ;
so we get the right regularity.

Remark 2.32. For any sequence of partitions (tk) of [0; t] we have

1
2
(Bt

i)2=
1
2

X
k

[(Btk+1
i )2− (Btk

i )2] =
X
k

Btk
i +Btk+1

i

2
Btk;tk+1
i ;

so our definition of
R
s

t
Bs;r
i dBr

i corresponds to Riemann sums taking the average of the
left point and the right point of the integrand. In the Itô case we can also take left-point

Riemann sums (replacing
Btk
i +Btk+1

i

2
by Btk

i ). We could try to do the same for H<
1

2
. The

difference between the two Riemann sums is 1

2

P
k (Btk;tk+1

i )2, which should converge to the
quadratic variation. But for H <

1

2
the quadratic variation does not exist, because

E
�X

k

(Btk;tk+1
i )2

�
=
X
k

jtk+1− tkj2H!1

if H <
1

2
.

The off-diagonal terms are more complicated.

Lemma 2.33. Let (Bt)t2[0;1] and (Wt)t2[0;1] be indepdendent one-dimensional fractional
Brownian motions with Hurst parameter H 2 (0; 1

2
). Define for n2N

In(B; dW )(t) :=
X
k=0

kt
n−1

B�knW�k
n;�k+1

n ; t2 [0; 1]
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where �k
n := k2−n and kt

n=max fk: �kn6 tg. Then for all t2 [0; 1] and p2 (1;1) we have

E[jIn+1(B; dW )(t)− In(B; dW )(t)j2]1/2. 2−n(2H−1/2) t
p
:

So for H >
1

4
the sequence (In(B; dW )(t))n converges in L2(
) to a limit I(B; dW )t.

Proof. Let us write In(t)= In(B; dW )(t). Then

In+1(t)− In(t)=−
X
k=0

kt
n−1

B�2k
n+1;�2k+1

n+1W�2k+1
n+1 ;�2k+2

n+1 ;

and therefore by independence of B and W

E[jIn+1(t)− In(t)j2]

=
X
k;`=0

kt
n−1

E[B�2k
n+1;�2k+1

n+1B�2`
n+1;�2`+1

n+1 ]E[W�2k+1
n+1 ;�2k+2

n+1W�2`+1
n+1 ;�2`+2

n+1 ]

6
X
k=0

kt
n−1

(2−n)2H(2−n)2H

+2
X
k=0

kt
n−1 X

`=0

k−1 (
E[jB�2kn+1;�2k+1n+1 j2]E[jB�2`n+1;�2`+1n+1 j2]

�
1/2jE[W�2k+1

n+1 ;�2k+2
n+1W�2`+1

n+1 ;�2`+2
n+1 ]j:

The first term on the right hand side is clearly bounded by .2nt2−n4H=(2−n(2H−1/2) t
p
)2.

To bound the second term we need the following estimate, which we leave as an exercise:

jE[Ws;s+hWt;t+h]j. (t− s)2H−2h2; 06 s< t; 0<h6 t− s:

This leads toX
k=0

kt
n−1 X

`=0

k−1 (
E[jB�2kn+1;�2k+1n+1 j2]E[jB�2`n+1;�2`+1n+1 j2]

�
1/2jE[W�2k+1

n+1 ;�2k+2
n+1W�2`+1

n+1 ;�2`+2
n+1 ]j

.2−n2H
X
k=0

kt
n−1 X

`=0

k−1

j�2k+1n+1 − �2`+1n+1 j2H−2j2−nj2. 2−n2H
X
k=1

kt
n−1 X

`=0

k−1

j(k− `)2−nj2H−2j2−nj2

=2−n4H
X
k=1

kt
n−1 X

`=0

k−1

jk− `j2H−2. 2−n4H
Z
1

kt
n−1Z

0

x−1
jx− y j2H−2dydx:

The integral on the right hand side is bounded byZ
1

kt
n−1Z

0

x−1
jx− y j2H−2dydx=

Z
1

kt
n−11− jxj2H−1

1− 2H dx. jktnj6 2nt;

and this completes the proof. �

Remark 2.34. The thresholdH>
1

4
does not appear because our estimates are inadequate.

For H 6 1

4
the sequence (In(B; dW )) does not converge (see [15]) and there is no known

canonical definition of
R
0

�
BsdWs. See [50, 43] for two non-canonical constructions based

on renormalization arguments (roughly speaking based on subtracting random diverging
counterterms from the diverging sequence In(B; dW )).
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So far we only control I(B; dW ) in L2(
). To show that it has sufficient regularity we
need the following deep result on moments of polynomials of Gaussian random variables.
Maybe later in the course we will see a proof in a special case.

Theorem 2.35. (Gaussian hypercontractivity) Let I be an index set and let (Xi)i2I
be a centered Gaussian process. Let P :Rm!R be a polynomial of degree n. Then for all
0< p<1 there exists a constant Cn;p> 0 (which is independent of m) such that

Cn;p
−1E[jP (Xi1; :::; Xim)jp]1/p6E[jP (Xi1; :::;Xim)j2]1/26Cn;pE[jP (Xi1; :::; Xim)jp]1/p:

Proof. See Janson [31], Theorem 3.50. �

Theorem 2.36. Let (Bt)t2[0;1] be a d-dimensional fractional Brownian motion with Hurst
index H 2 (1

3
;
1

2
). For i2f1; :::; dg we set Bs;t

ii :=
1

2
(Bs;t

i )2 and for i=/ j let

Bs;t
ij := I(Bi; dBj)s;t−BsiBs;t

j :

Then

E[jBs;tjp]1/p. jt− sj2H

for all p2 (0;1), and in particular we can apply Theorem 2.30 to obtain a modification
B~ of B such that (B;B~ ) is an �-rough path for all �2 (1/3;H).

Proof. Let i=/ j and 06 s< t6 1. Define

Jn(t) := In(Bi; dBj)(t)+B�ktn
n
i B�ktn

n ;�kt
n
n +t

j ;

where In is as in Lemma 2.33. Using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.33, one
can show that

E[j(Jn)s;t− I(Bi;dBj)s;tj2]1/2. 2−n(2H−1/2) t− s
p

:

The extra term in (2.36) makes the calculation longer but not more difficult; similarly
estimating the difference of the time increments is more technical but not more difficult
than estimating the difference at a fixed time.

Pick now n0 with 2−n0−16 jt−sj<2−n0. Using the same decomposition that appeared
in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we get

E[jI(Bi; dBj)s;t−BsiBs;t
j jp]1/p6E[jI(Bi; dBj)s;t− (Jn0)s;tjp]1/p+E[j(Jn0)s;t−BsiBs;t

j jp]1/p

.jt− sj2H ;

where the last step used Gaussian hypercontractivity. Now the claim follows from Kol-
mogorov's continuity criterion for rough paths. �

3 Besov spaces and paraproducts

To develop a similar �rough path type� approach for SPDEs we need some tools from
analysis, for example tempered distributions, notions of regularity for them, and results
which control the product of a distribution and a function in the case of compatible regu-
larities. An excellent reference for further reading is the monograph by Bahouri, Chemin
and Danchin [3], where much of the material here is taken from.
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3.1 Tempered distributions

Definition 3.1.

i. The Schwartz functions are

S = f'2C1(Rd;C): k'kk;S <18k 2N0g;
where

k'kk;S = sup
j�j6k

k(1+ j�jk)@�'k1:

ii. The (Schwartz) distributions or (tempered) distributions are the linear maps u:
S !C which satisfy

ju(')j6Ck'kk;S
for some C > 0 and k 2N0. In that case we write u2S 0.

iii. A sequence (un)�S 0 converges to u2S 0 if un(')!u(') for all '2S . One can
show that then there exist k 2N0 and C > 0 with jun(')j6Ck'kk;S for all n2N;
see [ 49], Theorem V.7.

Example 3.2. Clearly Lp=Lp(Rd)�S 0 for all p2 [1;1] if we identify u2Lp with the map
' 7!

R
Rdu(x)'(x)dx. Also, the space of finite signed measures on (Rd;B(Rd)) is contained

in S 0. Another example of a tempered distribution is ' 7!@�'(x) for �2N0d and x2Rd.
A continuous function u is in S 0 if and only if it has at most polynomial growth at infinity.

� Question: Find yet another example of a tempered distribution, which is not of the
same type as the ones above.
Using duality, we can define many linear maps on tempered distributions. If A:S !S

is such that there exists a linear map AT :S !S which satisfies for all ';  2SZ
Rd
(A')(x) (x)dx=

Z
Rd
'(x)(AT )(x)dx;

and such that for all m2N0 there exist km2N0, Cm> 0 with kAT'km;S 6Cmk'kkm;S .
Then we define for u2S 0 the tempered distribution Au via

(Au)(') := u(AT'):

Example 3.3.

i. We can differentiate distributions: For �2N0
d and A=@� we have AT =(−1)j�j@�.

ii. We canmultiply distributions with (very) nice functions: For f 2C1 with all partial
derivatives of at most polynomial growth and A'= f' we have AT =A.

iii. We can take the Fourier transform of distributions: For the Fourier transform

A'(z)=F'(z) := '̂(z) :=

Z
Rd
'(x)e−2�ix�zdx

we have AT =A. See Theorem 1.19 of [3].

iv. We can take the inverse Fourier transform of distributions: For the inverse Fourier
transform

A'(z)=F−1'(z)=

Z
Rd

'(x)e2�ix�zdx

we have AT =A.
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v. We can convolve distributions with nice functions: For �2S and the convolution

A'= �� '=
Z
Rd
�(� − y)'(y)dy

we have AT'=(�(−�)) � '. In this case one can show that � �u2C1\S 0 for all
u2S 0.

vi. We can rescale distributions: For �> 0 and �; � 2R and

A'(x)=��'(��x)

we haveAT (x)=��−�d (�−�x). More generally, if L2Rd�d is an invertible matrix
Rd and A'(x)= '(Lx), then AT (x)= jdetLj−1 (L−1x).

The main reason for considering test functions in S rather than the simpler space
Cc
1�S is that in this way we can define the Fourier transform by duality. Since Cc1 is

not closed under Fourier transformation (if '2Cc1, then in general F'2/ Cc1), this would
not be possible if we allowed only test functions in Cc1.
� Question: Check that if � is a finite measure on Rd, then

F�(z)=

Z
Rd

e−2�ix�z�(dx);

in the sense that (F�)(')=
R
Rd

F�(z)'(z)dz.

Example 3.4. Let u2S 0 and ';  2S . The following relations will be used all the time:

� F−1Fu=FF−1u=u for all u2S 0 (see Theorem 1.19 of [3]).

� Parseval's identity:

h';  iL2(Rd;C)=

Z
Rd
'(x) (x)�dx=

Z
Rd
'̂(x) ̂(x)�dx= h'̂;  ̂iL2(Rd;C)

where (�)� denotes complex conjugation. See Theorem 1.25 of [3] which proves the
identity for '=  ; apply polarization to deduce it for general ';  . By extension
we have u('�)= û('̂�).

� @�uc =(2�ix)�û (Proposition 1.24 of [3]), where (2�ix)�=(2�i)j�jx1
�1� :::� xd

�d.

� u'b = û � '̂ (Proposition 1.24 of [3]).

� u � 'd = û'̂ (Proposition 1.24 of [3]).

� supp(' �  ) � supp(') + supp( ) := fx + y: x 2 supp('); y 2 supp( )g (easy to
check).

Remark 3.5. The cited results in [3] sometimes have additional factors of 2�. This is
because in [3] the Fourier transform is defined as F'(z) =

R
Rd
'(x)e−ix�zdx. Including

the additional 2� in the exponential has the advantage that Parseval's identity and many
other results hold without factors. The only point where we see the 2� appear is in @�uc =
(−2�ix)�u, which would be @�uc =(−ix)�u with the definition in [3].

Definition 3.6. Sometimes we will talk about the support of u2S 0. If U �Rd is open,
then u vanishes on U if u(') = 0 for all '2S with supp(')�U. The union of all open
sets on which u vanishes is still an open set. The support supp(u) of u is the complement
of this open set (and therefore always closed).
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We will also constantly use the following fundamental inequalities:

Lemma 3.7. (Hölder's inequality) Let p; q; r 2 [1;1] be such that 1

p
+

1

q
=

1

r
. Then

kuvkLr6 kukLpkvkLq:

Proof. See [3], Proposition 1.1. �

Lemma 3.8. (Young's inequality for convolutions) Let p; q; r 2 [1;1] be such that
1

p
+

1

q
=1+

1

r
. Then

ku� vkLr6 kukLpkvkLq:

Proof. See [3], Lemma 1.4. �

We will refer to this as �Young's inequality�, omitting �for convolutions�. If we need
Young's inequality for products we will distinguish this by explicitly mentioning �for prod-
ucts�.
� Question: Check that the support of the Dirac delta �(')= '(0) is f0g.

Define U =Rd n f0g. If ' is such that supp(')�U , then '(0)= �(')= 0. On the
other hand the only larger open set U 0�U would be U 0=Rd, and it is not true that
'(0)=0 for all ' with supp(')�Rd. Therefore, U is the largest open set on which �
vanishes and thus supp(')= f0g.

3.2 Besov spaces
The main difficulty we encountered when trying to solve singular SPDEs like the KPZ
equation was that we had to multiply distributions. For u2S 0 and '2C1 with partial
derivatives of polynomial growth we can define the product u' by duality. But if v is a
non-smooth function or even a distribution, then the duality approach breaks down and
we need other arguments to define uv. If say u; v 2L2, then uv 2L1 is of course also well
defined, so we might hope to find another approach that makes sense of uv for all u;v2S 0.
But this is not possible:

Example 3.9. (Schwartz) In d=1 we can turn 1

x
into a tempered distribution via the

so called principal value. The details of that construction are not important for us, but
with it we formally obtain for the Dirac delta � (i.e. �(')= '(0))

0= (�� x)= (�� x)� 1
x
=/ ��

�
x� 1

x

�
= �� 1= �:

This example shows that a general extension of the product uv to distributions or
non-smooth functions v is not possible. But we will see that if we restrict both u and v to
suitable subspaces of S 0, then uv is canonically defined as a continuous extension of the
product of Schwartz functions. Of course, the example u; v2L2 from above works, but we
are interested in situations where at least one of u; v is a bona fide distribution and not
a function. The simplest solution is to require u and v to have compatible regularity. For
that purpose we need to introduce regularities on distribution spaces.

To measure the regularity of distributions we first note that if u2S 0 with supp(û)�K,
where K �Rd is a compact set, then there exists '2Cc1 with 'jK�1 and therefore

u=F−1(û)=F−1('û)= (F−1') �u:
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Since F−1' 2S we deduce that u 2C1. Moreover, if jz j ' � for all z 2 supp(û), then
essentially we can picture u as a sine-function with period (2��)−1 (imagine d= 1 for
simplicity). So if � is small, then u is smooth and oscillating slowly but if �� 1, then u is
very wild. This suggests that smooth functions have some decay in their Fourier transform.
It turns out that measuring the size of single Fourier coefficients does not provide enough
information and instead it is more useful to group the different frequency ranges into blocks.
More precisely, we would like to decompose

u=F−1(û)=F−1(1[0;1)(j�j)û)+
X
j>0

1

F−1(1[2j ;2j+1)(j�j)û)=�−1u+
X
j=0

1

�ju:

Then �ju is the projection of u onto its frequencies of order '2j. Since frequencies of
order 2j correspond to spatial scales of order 2−j, the sum

P
i6j�iu provides a description

of u up to the spatial scale 2−j. For a smooth function u this should already give a very
accurate picture of u, and therefore we expect �ju to rapidly decay as j!1. Measuring
the strength of that decay will provide us with a notion of regularity.

But there are two problems with the above formal decomposition: First of all it is not
even well defined, because we are multiplying û2S 0 with non-smooth indicator functions.
And even in situations where we can make sense of this product, it still turns out that
the operation u 7!�ju is quite badly behaved. For example, we would like to estimate
k�jukLp6 kF−1(1[2j ;2j+1)(j�j))kL1kukLp via Young's inequality, but the L1 norm on the
right hand side is infinite because while F−1(1[2j;2j+1)(j�j))2C1, it is not in L1.

Definition 3.10. A (smooth, dyadic) partition of unity consists of two positive and radial
functions �−1; �02Cc1(Rd;R) such that the support of �−1 is contained in a ball B�Rd,
the support of �0 is contained in an annulus A= fx2Rd: 0<a6 jxj6 bg, and with

�j := �0(2
−j�)

the following conditions are satisfied:

i.
P

j=−1
1 �j(x)=1 for all x2Rd;

ii. supp(�i)\ supp(�j)= ; if ji− j j> 1.

Such a partition of unity exists, see Proposition 2.10 of [3]. For the rest of these lecture
notes we fix one partition of unity (�j)j>−1.

Definition 3.11. For u2S 0 and j>−1 we define the Littlewood-Paley blocks of u as

�ju=F−1(�jû):

Notation. We write Kj=F−1�j, so that �ju=Kj �u. We also use the notation

�6ju=
X
i6j

�iu; �<ju=
X
i<j

�iu; �>ju=
X
i>j

�iu; �>ju=
X
i>j

�iu;

K6j=
X
i6j

Ki; K<j=
X
i<j

Ki:

The kernels Kj ; K<j ; K6j are all bounded in L1, uniformly in j. Moreover, for j > 0 we
have the scaling relation Kj=2jdK0(2

j�).

Note that no nice kernel exists for �>j, because we would need to take K>j= �−K6j,
where � is the Dirac delta and K6j is a smooth kernel.
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� Question: Check that kKjkL1= kK0kL1 for j> 0.
We have

Kj(x)=F−1�j(x)=

Z
Rd
�0(2

−jz)e2�ix�zdz=2jd
Z
Rd
�0(z)e

2�ix�2jzdz=2jdK0(2
jx);

and therefore Z
Rd
jKj(x)jdx=

Z
Rd
j2jdK0(2

jx)jdx=
Z
Rd
jK0(x)jdx:

We have

�6ju(')=
X
i6j

F−1(�iFu)(')=
X
i6j

(�iFu)(F−1')=u

 X
i6j

F (�iF−1')

!
;

and therefore

u=
X
j>−1

�ju= lim
j!1

�6ju

for all u2S 0.
If u2Lp, then by Young's inequality we have uniformly in j:

k�jukLp6 kKjkL1kukLp. kukLp:

As discussed above, we want to describe the regularity of u2S 0 by the decay (or growth) of
�ju. For that purpose we first have to decide how to measure the size of �ju. A canonical
choice is to consider the Lp-norm for p2 [1;1]. Recall that F�ju is compactly supported,
and therefore �ju2C1\S 0. In particular,

k�jukLp :=

(
(
R
Rd j�ju(x)jpdx)1/p; p<1;

ess supx2Rd j�ju(x)j; p=1;

is well defined (but possibly infinite). Actually k�jukL1= supx2Rd j�ju(x)j because �ju
is continuous and therefore the essential supremum is the supremum.

Definition 3.12. For �2R and p; q 2 [1;1] the Besov space Bp;q� is defined as

Bp;q
� =

�
u2S 0: kukBp;q� = k(2j� k�jukLp)j>−1k`jq<1

	
:

Bp;q
� is a Banach space for all �; p; q.

So p describes the integrability and � describes the regularity (i.e. the decay of the
blocks). The index q provides some fine-tuning and it is not very important: Indeed we
have for q16 q2 and �2R the inclusions

Bp;q1
� �Bp;q2

� �Bp;q1
�0

whenever �0<� (Exercise: if this is not clear to you, check that k�k`q26 k�k`q1 for q16 q2;
see also Sheet 2).

The Gaussian noises that we will consider have the same regularity index � in any
Besov space Bp;q� , which, as we will see, is a consequence of the comparability of moments
for Gaussian random variables. Therefore, we mainly work in the easiest setting p= q=1,
for which we introduce a special notation:

C �=B1;1
� ; k�k�= k�kB1;1

� :

Exercise 3.1. Let � denote the Dirac delta, �(') = '(0). Show that � 2Bp;1
−d(1−1/p) for

all p 2 [1;1]. So when dealing with equations involving the Dirac delta (say as initial
condition), it may be advantageous to work in Besov spaces with finite integrability index.
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Exercise 3.2. Show that kuk�.kuk� for �6 �, that kukL1.kuk� for �>0, that kuk�.
kukL1 for �6 0, and that k�6jukL1.2−j�kuk� for �<0 and k�>jukL1. 2−j�kuk� for
�> 0. We will often use these inequalities without explicitly mentioning it.

If � 2R+ nN0, then one can show that C � is the space of bounded b�c times con-
tinuously differentiable functions, with bounded partial derivatives, and whose partial
derivatives of order b�c are (�−b�c)-Hölder continuous, with norm equivalent to

kuk�'kukCb�=
X

j�j6b�c
k@�uk1+

X
j�j=b�c

sup
x=/ y

j@�u(x)− @�u(y)j
jx− y j�−b�c

:

But for k 2N0 the space C k is strictly larger than Cb
k. In fact C 0 is even larger than L1.

We will see the equivalence for � 2 (0; 1) as an exercise below, but before that we need
the following Bernstein inequality, which is very useful when dealing with functions with
compactly supported Fourier transform.

Lemma 3.13. (Bernstein type inequality) Let B �Rd be a ball, let k 2N0, and let
16 p6 q61. There exists a constant C > 0 which depends only on k; B; p; q, such that
for all �> 0 and for all u2Lp with supp(Fu)��B we have

max
�2Nd:j�j=k

k@�ukLq6C�
k+d(

1

p
− 1

q
)kukLp:

Proof. Let  2Cc1 with  �1 on B and write  �(x)= (�−1x). Young's inequality gives

k@�ukLq= k@�F−1( �û)kLq= k(@�F−1( �)) �ukLq6 k@�F−1( �)kLrkukLp;

where 1+ 1

q
=

1

p
+

1

r
. Now it suffices to note that (if r <1)

k@�F−1( �)kLr=
�Z

Rd
j@�(�dF−1 (�x))jrdx

�
1/r

=

�
�(j�j+d)r

Z
Rd
j(@�F−1 )(�x)jrdx

�
1/r

=

�
�(j�j+d)r−d

Z
Rd
j@�F−1 (x)jrdx

�
1/r

=�
j�j+d(1−1

r
)k@�F−1 kLr:

The claim follows by plugging in the equality 1− 1

r
=

1

p
− 1

q
. The case r=1 is similar and

slightly easier. �

� Complete the proof by treating the case r=1.

Corollary 3.14. For �2R, �2N0d, and u2C �, we have

k@�uk�−j�j. kuk�:

Proof. We have by the Bernstein type inequality:

k�j(@
�u)kL1=kKj � (@�u)kL1= k@�(Kj �u)kL1= k@��jukL1

.2j j�jk�jukL1. 2−j(�−j�j)kuk�:

�
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We can also use the Bernstein type inequality to see the claimed equivalence of C �

and Cb
�, at least in the case �2 (0; 1) (the case �> 1 is similar but more technical). The

next exercise is extremely instructive, because it is based on many arguments we will often
encounter later (convergent and divergent geometric series, smuggling in constant terms
into integrals against Kj, treating small and large scales separately).

Exercise 3.3. Let �2 (0;1). Then C �=Cb
� is the space of bounded �-Hölder continuous

functions, and

kuk�'kukCb�:

Another simple application of the Bernstein type inequality is the Besov embedding
theorem:

Theorem 3.15. (Besov embedding) Let 16 p16 p261 and 16 q16 q261, and let
�2R. Then for all u2S 0

kuk
Bp2;q2

�−d
�
1

p1
− 1

p2

�. kukBp1;q1� :

� Question: Give the proof yourself. It is only 2 lines.

The next lemma, a characterization of Besov regularity for functions that can be decom-
posed into pieces which are localized in Fourier space, will also be immensely useful. Recall
that an annulus is a set A= fx 2Rd: a6 jxj6 bg for some 0<a< b, and a ball is a set
B= fx2Rd: jxj6 bg.

Lemma 3.16.

i. Let A �Rd be an annulus, let � 2 R, and let (uj)j>0 be a sequence of smooth
functions with supp(Fuj)� 2jA and such that kujkL1. 2−j� for all j. Then

u=
X
j>0

uj 2C � and kuk�. sup
j>0

f2j�kujkL1g:

ii. Let B�Rd be a ball, let �> 0, and let (uj)j>−1 be a sequence of smooth functions
with supp(Fuj)� 2jB and such that kujkL1. 2−j� for all j. Then

u=
X
j>−1

uj 2C � and kuk�. sup
j>−1

f2j�kujkL1g:

Proof.

i. If Fuj is supported in 2jA, then �i uj=/ 0 only if 2i' 2j and therefore

k�i ukL16
X

j:2j'2i
k�iujkL1. sup

k>−1
f2k�kukkL1g

X
j:2j'2i

2−j�

' sup
k>−1

f2k�kukkL1g 2−i�:

ii. If Fuj is supported in 2jB, then �iuj=/ 0 only if 2i. 2j. Therefore,

k�iukL16
X

j:2j&2i
k�iujkL16 sup

k>−1
f2k�kukkL1g

X
j:2j&2i

2−j�

' sup
k>−1

f2k�kukkL1g 2−i�;

where in the last step we used that �> 0. �
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A similar result also holds for Besov spaces Bp;q� with general p; q 2 [1;1]. As a first
application, one can use this lemma to show that while the norm k�kBp;q� depends on the
specific partition of unity used to define it, the spaceBp;q� does not and every other partition
of unity induces an equivalent norm.
� Use the previous lemma to prove that if (�~j)j>−1 is another dyadic partition of unity,

and �~ ju=F−1(�~jFu) and kukB~p;q� = k(2j� k�~ jukLp)j>−1k`jq, then kukB~p;q� 'kukBp;q� .

3.3 The paraproduct and the resonant product
Now that we know how to measure the regularity of distributions, let us come back to the
problem of multiplying distributions. We will follow Bony [8] who introduced paraproducts
which provide a useful tool to decompose the multiplication into simpler problems. The
usefulness of the paraproduct comes from the following simple observation:

Lemma 3.17. There exists an annulus A such that for all j> 1 and all i6 j − 2

supp(F (�iu�jv))� 2jA; u; v 2S 0:

Moreover, there exists a ball B such that for all i; j>−1 with ji− j j6 1

supp(F (�iu�jv))� 2jB:

Proof. This is quite simple: If i> 0, then

supp(F (�iu�jv))= supp(F�iu �F�ju)� supp(F�iu)+ supp(F�ju)

�2iA~+2jA~=2j(2i−jA~+A~)

for an annulus A~. By our assumptions on the dyadic partition of unity we can choose A~

such that 2−kA~\A~= ; for all k> 2 and therefore 2i−jA~+A~�A for a new annulus A and
all i6 j − 2. The argument for i=−1 is similar.

If on the other hand ji− j j6 1, then all we can say is that supp(F (�iu�jv))� 2jB
for a ball B. �

For the following heuristic discussion we assume that u and Fu are functions. Recall
that if u is such that Fu(z) =/ 0 only for jz j ' �, then u is essentially a superposition of
e2�iz�x for jz j '�. So on spatial scales r��−1, u is nearly constant:

ju(x+ r)− u(x)j.�r� 1:

On spatial scales r��−1, u looks highly oscillatory, and its average over a region of size
r nearly vanishes: Let's consider d=1 for simplicity, then��������1r

Z
x

x+r

e2�i�ydy

��������= 1
r

����������e2�i�(x+r)− e2�i�x2�i�

����������6 2
r�
� 1:

We say that u �lives on the spatial scale 2−j�.
Therefore, Lemma 3.17 shows that multiplying �jv, a function that lives on the spatial

scale 2−j, with �6j−2u, we obtain a new function �6j−2u�jv which still lives on the
spatial scale 2−j. The multiplication does not create any effects on larger or smaller scales.
If on the other hand ji − j j 6 1, then �iu and �jv live on the spatial scale 2−j, but
multiplying the two together can create effects on the scale 1, i.e. small scale contributions
work together to create an effect on large scales. Therefore, the large scale contributions
of
P
ji−j j61�iu�jv might diverge, and we interpret this as a resonance phenomenon.
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Example 3.18. Below we see a slowly oscillating function u (red curve) and a fast sine
curve v (blue curve). The product uv is shown under the two curves. We see that the local
fluctuations of uv are due to v, and that u v is essentially oscillating with the same speed
as v.

Figure 3.1. u oscillates slowly. Figure 3.2. v is a fast sine curve.

Figure 3.3. uv still lives on the same scale as v.

Formally we can decompose the product uv of two distributions as

uv=
X

i;j>−1
�iu�j v=u<v+u=v+u� v:

Here u<v is the part of the double sum with i6 j− 2, u=v is the part with i> j+2, and
u� v is the �diagonal� part, where ji− j j6 1. More precisely, we define

u<v= v=u=
X
j>−1

�6j−2u�j v and u� v=
X

i;j:ji−j j61
�i u�j v:

We call u<v and u=v paraproducts, and u� v the resonant product.
Bony's crucial observation is that u<v (and thus u=v) is always a well-defined distrib-

ution. Heuristically, u<v behaves at large frequencies (i.e. small spatial scales) like v and
thus retains the same regularity, and u provides only a frequency modulation of v. This
can also be seen in Example 3.18 above, where the product uv is actually equal to the
paraproduct u<v because u has no rapidly oscillating components. The only difficulty
in constructing uv for arbitrary distributions lies in handling the diagonal term u � v.
The following key estimates provide the analytically precise formulation of the preceding
heuristic discussion:

Theorem 3.19. (Paraproduct estimates) For all � 2R and u; v 2S 0 we have

ku<vk�. kukL1kvk� ; (3.1)

and for �< 0 furthermore

ku<vk�+�. kuk�kvk�: (3.2)

If �+ � > 0 we have

ku� vk�+�. kuk�kvk�: (3.3)

Proof. By Lemma 3.17 there exists an annulus A such that supp(F (�6j−2u�jv))� 2jA,
and for u2L1 we have

k�6j−2u�j vkL16 k�6j−2ukL1k�jvkL1. kukL1 2−j�kvk�:
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Inequality (3.1) now follows from Lemma 3.16. The proof of (3.2) and (3.3) works in the
same way, except that for estimating u� v we need �+ � > 0 because now the terms of
the series are supported in balls and not in annuli. �

The ill�posedness of u� v for �+ �6 0 can be interpreted as a resonance effect since
u � v contains exactly those part of the double series where u and v are in the same
frequency range. As discussed above, the paraproduct u<v can be interpreted as frequency
modulation of v.

In combination with the estimates from Exercise 3.2 above we deduce the following
simple corollary:

Corollary 3.20. Let �+ � > 0. Then the product (u; v) 7!uv of Schwartz functions can
be extended to a bounded bilinear operator from C ��C � to C �^�. While u<v, u=v, and
u� v depend on our specific dyadic partition of unity, the product uv does not.

The condition �+ � > 0 is sharp:
Question: Find a counterexample to show that for �+ � < 0 there exists no continuous

extension of the product to C ��C �. Hint: Think of u(x)=n−�~einx for �~>�.

Example 3.21. Let �; � 2R and consider the functions un(x) = n−�~einx on R, and
vn(x)=n

−�~e−inx. It is easy to see that kunk�! 0 and kvnk�! 0 for all �<�~ and � < �~.
Nonetheless

unvn�n−(�~+�
~)

diverges to 1 if �~ + �~< 0, and stays constant for �~+ �~= 0. To obtain a counterxample
for �+ � =0 we could consider a superposition u=

P
n n

−�e2�iC2
nx for C > 0 such that

�ju=n
−1/2e2�iC2

jx, and similarly for v.

Example 3.22. Let d=1 and u2C � and v 2C � with �+ � > 1. Then @tv 2C �−1 by
Corollary 3.14, and since �+ � − 1> 0 the product u@tv is well defined. We could also
construct this product by differentiating the Young integral:

u@tv := @t

Z
0

t

usdys;

where the derivative is taken in the sense of distributions. Conversely, integration is a linear
map and thus we can make sense of

R
0

�
(u@tv)dt and this gives an alternative construction

of the Young integral.

Example 3.23. Let (Bt)t2[0;T ] be a Brownian motion and extend B j(−1;0]�0 and
B j[T ;1)�BT . Then B 2 C � for all � < 1/2 almost surely, and as we saw above this
implies @tB 2C �−1. Therefore, the sum of the regularities is 2�− 1< 0 and the product
B@tB is ill-defined. This manifests itself in the probabilistic phenomenon that there are
different reasonable interpretations for the integral

R
0

t
BsdBs=

R
0

t
(Bs@sBs)ds, for example

Itô, Stratonovich, or backward Itô, roughly speaking because different approximations
lead to different limits.

In d= 1 there is actually a certain stiffness, because if (Bn) is a sequence of smooth
paths that converge to B in C �, then we always have

Bn@tB
n=

1
2
@t((B

n)2)! 1
2
@t(B

2);
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i.e. there appears to be a canonical interpretation for the product B@tB, which corresponds
to the Stratonovich integral

R
0

t
Bs � dBs. However, nobody is forcing us to approximate

B with smooth functions, and if we take piecewise constant approximations and computeR
0

t
Bs
ndBs

n as a discrete sum, then the limit is the Itô integral
R
0

t
BsdBs.

� Show that for f 2 C " and the Dirac delta � the product �f is well defined and a
continuous function of f , despite the fact that �2C −d. Do you have any intuition why?

Remark 3.24. So far we only considered tempered distributions on Rd, but the same
works also on the torus Td=(R/Z)d. In that case we simply have S (Td)=C1(Td), and
S 0(Td) consists of all linear maps u:C1(Td)!C such that ju(')j6CPj�j6k k@

�'k1
for some C; k > 0.

The Fourier transform FTdu(k) = û(k) := u(e−2�ik�(�)) is defined pointwise for all k 2
Zd and all u 2S 0(Td), with inverse Fourier transform FTd

−1�(x) =
P

k2Zd e
2�ik�x�(k). A

sequence (�(k))k2Zd is the Fourier transform of some u2S 0(Td) if and only if j�(k)j grows
at most polynomially in k.

The Littlewood-Paley blocks are then defined in exactly the same way, and all the
results of this section continue to hold. The proofs are mostly the same, only that we
have to find a replacement for some scaling arguments: For example it is not true that
(FTd

−1�0(2
−j�))=2jd(FTd

−1�0)(2
j�).

Usually we can apply the Poisson summation formula to overcome this difficulty: For
'2S (Rd) we have

FTd
−1'(x) :=

X
k2Zd

e2�ik�x'(k)=
X
k2Zd

F−1'(x+ k): (3.4)

See e.g. [25] for details. We will not work out the details here, and if necessary we simply
apply the results of this section on Td without commenting on it.

4 First examples of pathwise SPDEs
Here we discuss how to use our new tools to solve some interesting SPDEs. We work on
the torus Td, and as mentioned before, all results from Section 3 remain valid on Td.

Convention. From now on we slightly re-define the space C �: We define it as the closure
of C1(Td) with respect to k�k�. This is a strict subspace of B1;1� , so all results from
Section 3 remain valid. Some aspects of this new space are nicer, for example it is separable
while B1;1� is not (generally L1-based function spaces tend not to be separable). An
alternative characterization of our new C � is

C �=
n
u2S 0: lim

j!1
2j�k�jukL1=0

o
:

So to show that u2S 0 is in the new C � it suffices to show that kuk�0<1 for some �0>�.

4.1 Regularity of the linearized �d
4 equation

Equipped with these tools, we now aim to solve the �d
4 equation �:R+�Td!R,

@t�=��− �3+ �+ �; (4.1)

where � is a space-time white noise on R+�Td (we now use the notation � rather than
@tW because Itô integration will not play a big role any more and rather we understand �
as a space-time distribution).
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Originally we were interested in the equation on Rd instead of Td, but as will under-
stand later, in infinite volume there are considerable technical problems additionally to
the regularity problems that already appear in finite volume. After we understand how to
deal with the regularity problems, we could return to the infinite volume problem. But we
will not do this here and instead refer to [38].

Let (Pt)t>0 be the semigroup generated by �, i.e.

Ptu= p(t; �) �u
for the heat kernel

p(t; x)=
X
k2Zd

e2�ik�xe−j2�k j
2t=

X
k2Zd

(4�t)−d/2exp
�
−jx+ k j

2

4t

�
;

where the second equality follows from the Poisson summation formula (3.4). Recall that
the definition of a mild solution to (4.1) is

�(t)=Pt�0+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(−�(s)3+ �(s)+ �(s))ds

=Pt�0+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(−�(s)3+ �(s))ds+

Z
0

t

Pt−s�(s)ds:

We do not expect any substantial cancellations between the different terms on the right
hand side, so � should have at best the same regularity as

Z(t)=

Z
0

t

Pt−s�(s)ds:

So to see in which function space we can hope to solve the equation for �, let us compute
the regularity of Z. For that purpose we use the following type of Kolmogorov continuity
criterion, where we write for a Banach space X and T > 0,  2 [0; 1]:

kukCTX := sup
t2[0;T ]

ku(t)kX+ sup
06s<t6T

ku(t)−u(s)kX
jt− sj :

Note that for =0 this is equivalent to the supremum norm, and in that case we also write
CTX :=CT

0X.

Proposition 4.1. Let (u(t))t2[0;T ] be a stochastic process with values in S 0(Td) and
assume that for all j>−1, for all 06 s< t6T, and for all x2Td

E[j�ju(0; x)jp]1/p+
E[j�ju(t; x)−�ju(s; x)jp]1/p

jt− sj 6K2−j�; (4.2)

where  > 1/p. Then (there exists a modification such that) for all  02 (0;  − 1

p
) and all

�0<�

E
h
kuk

CT
 0C �0−d/p

p
i
1/p.E

h
kuk

CT
 0Bp;p

�0
p

i
1/p.K: (4.3)

Proof. The first inequality in (4.3) is simply the Besov embedding theorem. To see the
second inequality, note that

E
h
ku(t)−u(s)k

Bp;p
�0

p
i
=
X
j>−1

2j�
0p

Z
Td
E[j�ju(t; x)−�ju(s; x)jp]dx

6
X
j>−1

2j�
0p

Z
Td
Kpjt− sjp2−j�pdx.Kpjt− sjp;
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where we used that �0<� and that Td has finite volume. Similarly E[ku(0)k
Bp;p
�0

p ].Kp,

and since  − 1/p > 0 we can apply Kolmogorov's continuity criterion (for Banach space
valued processes) and obtain for  0<  − 1/p

E
h
kuk

CT
 0Bp;p

�0
p

i
1/p.K:

�

Remark 4.2. The proof crucially used that
R
Td
1dx <1. On Rd a uniform bound as

in (4.2) would only show that u has trajectories in a weighted Besov space, and this would
lead to the technical difficulties mentioned above.

As an application, we get the regularity of Z:

Proposition 4.3. We have for all  < 1/2 and all �< 1− d/2 and all p> 1:

E
�
kZk

CT
0C �

p + kZkCTC �−1
p �

<1:

Proof. By Lemma 4.1 it suffices to show for all � 2 [0; 1], for all p 2 [1;1), and for all
x2Td and 06 s< t6T

E[j�jZ(t; x)−�jZ(s; x)jp]1/p. 2j (d/2−1+�)jt− sj�/2: (4.4)

Indeed, if we apply this inequality with �=1 we get E
�
kZkCTC �−1

p �
<1, and if we apply

it with �' 0 (but positive) and p large enough so that p�> 1 we get E[kZkCT"C �
p ]<1 for

some "> 0 and thus E
�
kZk

CT
0C �

p �
<1.

So let us derive (4.4). Since�jZ(t)−�jZ(s) is a Gaussian random variable (it is a linear
functional of the Gaussian process �), we have with cp=E[jX jp] for a N (0; 1) variable X,
and using the orthogonality of the integrals

R
0

s and
R
s

t,

E[j�jZ(t; x)−�jZ(s; x)jp]2/p= cp
2/p

E[j�jZ(t; x)−�jZ(s; x)j2]

'E
���������Z

s

tZ
Td
(Kj � p(t− r))(x− z)�(r; z)dzdr

��������2�
+E

���������Z
0

sZ
Td
(Kj � (p(t− r)− p(s− r)))(x− z)�(r; z)dzdr

��������2�
=

Z
s

tZ
Td
j(Kj � p(t− r))(x− z)j2dzdr+

Z
0

sZ
Td
j(Kj � (p(t− r)− p(s− r)))(x− z)j2dzdr

=

Z
s

tX
k2Zd

j�j(k)j2e−2j2�kj
2(t−r)dr+

Z
0

sX
k2Zd

j�j(k)j2e−2j2�k j
2(s−r)(e−j2�k j

2(t−s)− 1)2dr

.
X
k2Zd

j�j(k)j2[min fjt− sj; jk j−2g+min fjk j−2; jk j−2jk j2jt− sjg]

.2jdminfjt− sj; 2−2jg;

because �j(k)=/ 0 for O(2jd) values of k. Now (4.4) follows by interpolation. �

These computations are essentially sharp and a slight modification of the proof shows
that E[kZ(t)k

Bp;p
1−d/2

p ] =1 for all p2 [1;1) and all t> 0. Therefore, Z is function valued if

and only if d=1, and the regularity gets worse with increasing dimension. This is a first
indication why also the solution theory gets more and more complicated with increasing
dimension.
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Remark 4.4. Let us try to get an intuitive understanding why this is the regularity of
Z: By Exercise 9.1 the white noise in dimension d has regularity −d

2
− ". The space-time

white noise has a d+ 1 dimensional index, so we might be tempted to guess that it has
regularity −d+1

2
−". But time and space are not equal for our problem, recall the parabolic

distance from Remark 1.32! In fact, one time derivative counts two space derivatives.
So from this �parabolic regularity� point of view, we would guess that � has regularity
−d+2

2
− "=−d

2
− 1− ". This can be made rigorous, but we will not need it. In any case,

then convolving � against the heat semigroup should gain two derivatives, so we would
guess that Z has regularity 1− d

2
− ". Which is exactly what we proved.

Question: Where did we use the Gaussianity of Z?

4.2 Schauder estimates
Here we study the regularizing effect of the heat semigroup (Pt)t>0 generated by �. Recall
that Ptu= p(t; �) �u for the heat kernel

p(t; x)=
X
k2Zd

e2�ik�xe−j2�k j
2t=

X
k2Zd

(4�t)−d/2exp
�
−jx+ k j

2

4t

�
;

We start with the following fundamental bound:

Lemma 4.5. We have for all �> 0 and �2R:

kPtuk�+�. (1_ t−
�

2)kuk� (4.5)

and for  2 (0; 2]

kPtu− uk�−. (1^ t


2)kuk�; kPtu−ukL1. (1^ t


2)kuk: (4.6)

Proof. Estimate (4.5) is shown in Exercise 9.2. To see (4.6) we may assume that t6 1
because the estimate for t > 1 is trivial. We use that @tPtu=�u, and therefore

kPtu−uk�−=
Z

0

t

@sPsuds


�−

6
Z
0

t

k�Psu k�− ds

.
(4:5)Z

0

t

s
−(�−)−(�−2)

2 kuk�ds=
Z
0

t

s


2
−1kuk�ds

.t


2kuk�:

The second estimate in (4.6) is roughly speaking the first estimate for �= . Except that
this would only give a bound in C 0, which is worse than the claimed L1 bound. To get
the L1 bound we thus distinguish the small and large blocks: We have the two estimates

k�j(Ptu− u)kL1. 2j(2−)kPtu− uk−2. 2j(2−)tkuk
and

k�j(Ptu−u)kL16 kPt�jukL1+ k�jukL1. k�jukL1. 2−jkuk:

Let 2−j0' t1/2. We apply the first estimate for j6 j0 and the second one for j > j0. Then

kPtu− ukL1.
X
j6j0

2j(2−)tkuk+
X
j>j0

2−jkuk. t


2
−1
tkuk+ t



2kuk' t


2kuk:

�
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Theorem 4.6. (Schauder estimates) Let �2R and let (Pt)t>0 be the semigroup gen-
erated by �. Given f 2CTC � and '2C �+2, let u be the mild solution to

(@t−�)u= f ; u(0)= ':

Then we have for all � 2 [0; 2]

kukCTC �+�. (T _T 1−
�

2)kf kCTC �+ k'k�+2:

Proof. By definition u(t) =Pt'+
R
0

t
Pt−sf(s)ds. We apply (4.5) with �! 0, �!�+2,

and obtain
k(t 7!Pt')kCTC �+2. k'k�+2:

The continuity of t 7!Pt' in t=0 is a bit subtle and here we need the new definition of
C �, more precisely that 2j�k�j'kL1!0 for j!1. We leave that problem as an exercise.

For the space-time convolution we have for � 2 [0; 2)Z
0

t

Pt−sf(s)ds


�+�

6
Z
0

t

kPt−sf(s)k�+�ds.
Z
0

t

(1_ jt− sj−
�

2)kf kCTC �−2ds

.(t_ t1−
�

2)kf kCTC �−2:

For �=2 there is a problem because jt− sj−1 barely fails to be integrable. In that case we
have to be slightly more careful and use two different estimates, one for s close to 0, and
one for s close to t, see Lemma A.9 in [22] for details. �

4.3 The �1
4 equation

We now assume that d=1 and we fix �2 (0; 1/2) and consider a general initial condition
�02C � (not necessarily �0=0). We also replace the drift −�3+ � by −�3 to simplify the
notation, because the linear term does not introduce any additional difficulties. Then the
mild formulation of our equation is

�(t)=Pt�0+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(−�(s)3)ds+Z(t)=
Z
0

t

Pt−s(−�(s)3)ds+Z~(t)

for Z~(t)=Z(t)+Pt�0. Theorem 4.6 applied to Pt�0 shows that Z~ 2CTC � for all T > 0.

Theorem 4.7. Let d=1 and �2 (0; 1/2) and �02C �. There exists a random maximal
existence time T �2 (0;1] and a unique �2CT �C � :=

S
T<T�CTC

� such that

�(t)=Pt�0+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(−�(s)3)ds+Z(t); t2 [0; T �):

If T �<1, then limt"T � k�(t)k�=1.

Proof. We set up a Picard iteration by defining

	:CTC �!CTC �; 	(�)(t)=Z~(t)+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(−�(s)3)ds

We have by the Schauder estimates with �=0 and by the paraproduct estimates (Corol-
lary 3.20, here we need �> 0) for t2 [0; T ] and some K > 0 whose value may change in
each line:

k	(�)kCTC � 6
Schauder

kZ~(t)kCTC �+KT k�3kCTC �

6
Cor. 3.20

kZ~(t)kCTC �+KT k�3kCTC �;
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which shows that 	 maps to CTC �. Set

M = sup
t61

kZ~(t)k�:

If T 2 (0; 1] is small enough, depending on M , then 	 leaves the ball BCTC �(0; 2M) in
CTC � with center 0 and radius 2M invariant. Moreover, since

k�3−  3k�. (k�k�2 + k k�2)k�−  k�;
we get that for a possibly even smaller T >0 the map 	 is a contraction on BCTC �(0;2M).
By the Banach fixed point theorem we thus find a unique solution to (4.3) on the interval
[0; T ], where T depends on Z~ through M and thus may be random. We can iterate the
construction, but since the initial condition is part of Z~, the time interval in the second
iteration step might be strictly smaller. Ultimately we get the existence of a T �2 (0;1]
and a unique solution � 2CTC � for all T < T �, such that in the case T �<1 we have
limt"T � k�(t)k�=1. In other words, [0; T �) is the maximal existence interval, and the
solution blows up at T �, or it exists for all times and T �=1. �

Question: What goes wrong if d> 2?

Remark 4.8.
i. By slightly refining the analysis we could show that the solution � depends contin-

uously on (�0; Z)2C ��CTC �.

ii. Actually we would not expect the solution to blow up, and indeed it does not. But
to see this we would have to use the sign of the nonlinearity: The above analysis
works also for the equation with +�3 instead of −�3, and in that case we expect it
to blow up in finite time.

Remark 4.9.
i. Our arguments break down in d > 1, because then we no longer have � > 0 and

therefore we cannot estimate k�3kCTC �. k�kCTC �
3 (and in fact we do not have an

estimate for �3 at all).

ii. When we applied the Schauder estimates in the proof, we did not use the regular-
izing effect of (Pt) at all and we chose �=0 in Theorem 4.6. If we would instead
take �=2, then we would obtain that

�−Z~ 2CTC �+2:

This observation is the starting point for our solution of the �24 equation.

Question: Which equation should v= �−Z~ solve?

4.4 The �2
4 equation

In d=2 we have Z 2CTC 0− :=
T
">0CTC

−", and therefore even Z(s)3 is ill-defined, let
alone �(s)3. We ignore this problem for now and decompose �=Z + v, a strategy which
goes back Da Prato and Debussche [16]. Then v should solve

(@t−�)v=−�3=−(Z3+3Z2v+3Zv2+ v3); v(0)= �0−Z(0)= �0;

where we used that Z(0)=0. If we ignore that the products Z3 and Z2 are ill defined and if
we simply apply the paraproduct estimates to them anyways, then we get Z2;Z32CTC 0−.

Question: Convince yourself that if we ignore the constraint �+ � > 0 for f � g, then
the product fg= f<g+ f=g+ f � g of f 2C � and g 2C � should have regularity fg 2
C �^�^(�+�).
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So let us continue our computations under the assumption that Z2; Z3 2CTC 0− are
given � this may look like a bold assumption, but Z is a a Gaussian process, and in
probability theory we deal with ill-defined nonlinear operations of Gaussian processes all
the time: Recall the integral

R
B
dB for a Brownian motion. The reason why we can do

more in the stochastic setting is that the analytic paraproduct theory gives only worst case
estimates, while in the stochastic case there are cancellations coming from independence
properties of the noise, so we are not in a worst case situation.

If Z2; Z32CTC 0− are given, the right hand side of the equation for v is well defined
as long as we can estimate v 2CTC 0+=

S
">0CTC

", and in that case this right hand side
is in CTC 0−. But this can easily be achieved with our Schauder estimates.

Theorem 4.10. Let d= 2 and � 2 (1; 2) and �0 2C �. Assume that Z; Z2; Z3 2C(R+;
C �−2) are given. Then there exists a time T �2 (0;1] depending on Z;Z2; Z3 and �0 and
a unique v 2CT�C � :=

S
T<T �CTC

� such that

v(t)=Pt�0+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(−(Z3+3Z2v+3Zv2+ v3)(s))ds; t2 [0; T �):

Moreover, v depends continuously on (�0; Z ; Z
2; Z3).

Proof. Exercise 10.1. �

This works as long as Z2; Z3 are given. To attempt constructing theses products we
use a Fourier truncation and set

Z"(t) :=FTd
−1('"(�)FTdZ(t; �));

where '"(k) = '("k) for a compactly supported bounded and even function ' which is
continuous around 0 and which satisfies '(0) = 1 (think of ' 2 Cc1 with '(0) = 1 or
'=1[−1;1]). If we can show that Z"

k converges in CTC 0− to a limit as "! 0 and that the
limit does not on the specific truncation function ', then we can just define Zk as that limit.

Unfortunately, already Z"
2 diverges:

Lemma 4.11. We have
E[�j(Z"

2)(t; x)] = �j ;−1C"(t);

where � is the Kronecker delta and for t > 0

C"(t)= t+
X
k=/ 0

j'("k)j2
2j2�k j2 (1− e

−2j2�k j2t)=

8>><>>:
O(1); d=1;
O(jlog(")j); d=2;

O("2−d); d> 3:

Proof. We have with FTdp"(t; k)= '"(k)FTdp(t; k)= '"(k)e
−j2�k j2t:

E[�j(Z"
2)(t; x)] =

Z
Td
dyKj(x− y)E[(Z"2)(t; y)]

=

Z
Td

dyKj(x− y)
Z
0

t

ds

Z
Td

dzp"(t− s; y− z)2

=

Z
Td
dyKj(x− y)

Z
0

t

ds
X
k

����'"(k)e−j2�kj2t����2
=

�Z
Td
dyKj(y)

�
�

0@t+X
k=/ 0

j'("k)j2
2j2�k j2 (1− e

−2j2�k j2t)

1A;
from where the claim follows. �
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One can show that if a sequence of fixed degree polynomials of Gaussians converges in
probability, then they also converge in Lp for any p>0. So for d>1, (Z"2)" does not converge
since the expectations (E[�−1Z"2])" diverge. We will cure this problem by renormalizing
Z"
2. For that purpose we need a bit of Gaussian analysis

4.5 Elements of Gaussian analysis
Unlike for k=1 and/or d=1, the construction of Zk for k>1 and d> 1 is nontrivial. Here
we introduce the main tools needed for the construction (renormalization, hypercontrac-
tivity), and sketch the estimates. The presentation is inspired by [37, 40].

Definition 4.12. For x2R and t> 0 we define the Hermite polynomials recursively via

H0(x; t)= 1; Hn(x; t)=xHn−1(x; t)− t@xHn−1(x; t):

The first few Hermite polynomials are

H0(x; t)= 1; H1(x; t)= x; H2(x; t)=x
2− t;

H3(x; t)=x
3− 3tx; H4(x; t)= x

4− 6tx2+3t2:

Recall that Z(t)=
R
0

t
Pt−s�(s)ds, so

Z"(t)=

Z
0

t

Pt−s
" �(s)ds; Pt

"f =FTd
−1('"e

−j2��j2tFTdf):

For n=2 we get with C"(t)=E[Z"(t; x)
2]:

H2(Z"(t; x); C"(t))=Z"(t; x)2−C"(t)=Z"(t; x)2−E[Z"(t; x)2];

and this suggests that H2(Z"(t; x);C"(t)) might be better behaved than Z"(t; x)2. It turns
out that also the higher order Hermite polynomials Hn(Z"(t; x);C"(t)) are better behaved
than Z"(t; x)n. Intuitively, this can be explained by the fact that the Hn(Z"(t; x); C"(t))
are orthogonal projections:

Exercise 4.1. Show that for t > 0

Hn(x; t)= (−t)nex2/(2t)@xne−x
2/(2t): (4.7)

Conclude that the family (Hn(�; t))n2N0 is orthogonal with respect to the centered Gaussian
measure with variance t. Show also that

@xHn=nHn−1; @tHn=−
n(n− 1)

2
Hn−2=−

1
2
@x
2Hn; (4.8)

i.e. that each Hermite polynomial solves the backward heat equation
�
@t+

1

2
@x
2
�
Hn=0.

Question: Compute E[Hn(X; 1)
2] for X�N (0; 1).

Remark 4.13. One can also show that if (X;Y ) are jointly centered Gaussian, then

E[Hm(X;E[X
2])Hn(Y ;E[Y

2])] = �m;nn!E[XY ]
n;

see Lemma 1.1.1 in [42].

With the help of Hermite polynomials we can do efficient computations. However, to
control

�j(Hn(Z"(t; �); C"(t)))(x)=
Z
Kj(x− y)Hn(Z"(t; y); C"(t))dy
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we also need to understand sums of Hermite polynomials. This leads to the so called
Wiener-Ito chaos.

Definition 4.14. Let E :=R+�Td. For n2N we write

Ls
2(En) :=L2(En)/�;

where the equivalence relation f � g holds if for some permutation � of f1; :::; ng:

f(z1; :::; zn)= g(z�(1); :::; z�(n))

as elements of L2(En). We interpret Ls
2(En) as the symmetric functions in L2(En), which

are such that f(z1; :::; zn)= f(z�(1); :::; z�(n)) for any permutation �. Indeed, every equiva-
lence class has exactly one symmetric representative, and for a general f 2L2(En) we can
always write its symmetric representative as

f~(z1; :::; zn) :=
1
n!

X
�2�n

f(z�(1); :::; z�(n));

where �n is the symmetric group on f1; :::; ng. For f 2Ls2(En) we write

kf kLs2(En) := kf
~kL2(En):

Note that for f 2 L2(En) with symmetric representative f~ we have by the triangle
inequality for the L2(En)-norm:

kf~kL2(En)6
1
n!

X
�2�n

kf(z�(1); :::; z�(n))kL2(En)=
1
n!
n!kf kL2(En)= kf kL2(En):

Definition 4.15. For f 2 L2(En) with symmetric representative f~ we define the n-th
Wiener Itô integral as

Wn(f) :=Wn(f~) :=n!

Z
[0;1)�Td

Z
[0;tn]�Td

���
Z
[0;t2]�Td

f~(z1; :::; zn)�(dt1; dx1)����(dtn; dzn):

Lemma 4.16. The Wiener-Itô integral is a (multiple of a) linear isometry:

kWn(f)kL2(
)2 =E[Wn(f)
2] =n!kf kLs2(En)

2 :=n!kf~kL2(En)2 :

Proof. This follows by repeated application of Itô's isometry. �

Definition 4.17. We write Hn� L2(
) for the image of Wn, and we call Hn the n-th
Wiener-Itô chaos. One can show that for �(�) := �(�('): ' 2L2(E)) we have the chaos
decomposition

L2(
; �(�))=
M
n=0

1
Hn:

Our next goal is to relate Wiener-Itô integrals and Hermite polynomials. For that
purpose we need the following simple observation, which shows that Hermite polynomials
are intimately connected to martingales.

Lemma 4.18. Let M be a continuous local martingale with M0=0. Then

Hn(Mt; hM it)=n
Z
0

t

Hn−1(Ms; hM is)dMs:
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Proof. We apply Ito's formula to Hn(Mt; hM it): Since Hn(0;0)=0 and
�
@t+

1

2
@x
2
�
Hn� 0

by (4.8), we get

Hn(Mt; hM it)=
Z
0

t

@xHn(Ms; hM is)dMs+

Z
0

t
�
@t+

1
2
@x
2

�
Hn(Ms; hM is)dhM is

=n

Z
0

t

Hn−1(Ms; hM is)dMs;

where the last step follows from the first identity in (4.8). �

� Question: Define E(M)t :=
P

n=0
1 1

n!
Hn(Mt; hM it). (Formally) show that E(M)t =

e
Mt−1

2
hM it.

To apply this result, we need to find a suitable continuous martingale. But for '2L2(E)
the process Mt

'= �('1[0;t]) is an integral against a Gaussian martingale measure and
therefore a continuous (Gaussian) martingale in the filtration

Ft= �f�('1[0;s]): '2L2(E); s6 tg;

with deterministic quadratic variation

hM'it=
Z
0

tZ
Td
'(r; x)2dxdr; hM';M it=

Z
0

tZ
Td
'(r; x) (r; x)dxdr:

Corollary 4.19. For '2L2(E) we have with '
n(z1; :::; zn) := '(z1)���'(zn):

Wn('

n)=Hn(�('); k'kL2(E)2 ):

Proof. Consider the continuous martingale Mt
'= �(1[0;t]'). Then

Hn(�('); k'kL2(E)2 )=Hn(M1
' ; hM'i1)

=
Lem:4:18

n!

Z
0

1Z
0

tn

���
Z
0

t2

dMt1
'dMt2

'���dMtn
':

We have for all adapted and progressively measurable, square-integrable processes F :Z
0

1
F (t)dMt

'=

Z
[0;1)�Td

'(t; x)F (t)�(dt; dx):

Indeed, for step functions F this is obvious and for general F it follows by an approximation
argument. Therefore,

n!

Z
0

1Z
0

tn

���
Z
0

t2

dMt1
'dMt2

'���dMtn
' =Wn('


n);

and the proof is complete. �

Consequently, for all '2L2(E) the process

Wn('

n1[0;t]


n )=n

Z
0

t

Wn−1
(
'
(n−1)1[0;s]


(n−1)�
dMs

'; t> 0;

is a continuous martingale, and the quadratic covariation of two such martingales is

hWn('

n1[0;�]


n );Wn( 

n1[0;�]


n )it

=n2
Z
E
Wn−1

(
'
n(z; �)1[0;s]


(n−1)�
Wn−1

(
 
n(z; �)1[0;s]


(n−1)�
1[0;t](s)dz;
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where we write z = (s; x)2E. Linear combinations of such '
n are dense in Ls2(En), so
by approximation we deduce that for all ' 2 Ls2(En) the process Wn('1[0;t]


n ), t> 0, is a
martingale with quadratic variation

hWn('1[0;�]

n )it=n2

Z
E
Wn−1

(
'(z; �)1[0;s]


(n−1)�21[0;t](s)dz:
Remark 4.20. To see that L2(
; �(�)) has the chaos decomposition property, it suffices
to apply Corollary 4.19 and to note that the monomial xn can be written as a linear
combination of Hk(x; t) with k6 n. Therefore, any random variable which is orthogonal
to
L

n=0
1 Hn is orthogonal to all polynomials �(')n for all '2L2(E) and all n2N0. See

Theorem 1.1.1 of [42] for details.

To apply the Besov-Kolmogorov type result from Proposition 4.1 we need to control
high moments. This can be done with the help of the following theorem:

Theorem 4.21. (Gaussian hypercontractivity) For all p2 (0;1) there exists a con-
stant Cp> 0 such that for all n2N0 and all '2Ls2(En):

E[jWn(')jp]6Cpn(n!)p/2k'kL2(En)
p =Cp

nE[jWn(')j2]p/2:

Proof. (of Theorem 4.21) For p<2 there is nothing to show, so let p>2. By the Burk-
holder-Davis-Gundy inequality, together with the Minkowski inequality k

R
E
(:::)dzkLp/2(
)6R

E
k:::kLp/2(
)dz, we have

E[jWn(')jp]6E
�
sup
t>0

jWn('1[0;t]

n )jp

�
6CpE

��
n2
Z
E
Wn−1

(
'(z; �)1[0;s]


(n−1)�2dz�p/2�
6Cp

�
n2
Z
E
E
�����Wn−1

(
'(z1; �)1[0;s1]


(n−1)�����p�2/pdz1�p/2
6Cp2

�
n2(n− 1)2

Z
E

Z
E
E
�����Wn−2

(
'(z1; z2; �)1[0;s2]


(n−2)�����p�2/p1s26s1dz2dz1�p/2
6���6Cpn

�
(n!)2

Z
E
:::

Z
E
j'(z1; :::; zn)j21sn6���6s1dzn:::dz1

�
p/2

=Cp
n

�
n!

Z
E
:::

Z
E
j'(z1; :::; zn)j2dzn:::dz1

�
p/2

;

where in the last step we used that ' is symmetric in its n arguments. In that case the
right hand side equals Cpn(n!)p/2k'kL2(En)

p , and this completes the proof. �

Can you do similar things if there is no designated time variable, e.g. for space white
noise on Td?

Remark 4.22. It seems to have been important that there was a designated �time variable�
in the computations above. But in fact we can use similar arguments whenever � is a white
noise on L2(E) and E = I �E 0 for some interval I �R, for example if E =Td we can
interpret this as E' [0;1]�Td−1 and this gives us an �artificial� time variable to work with.

Similar martingale arguments also allow to prove hypercontractivity results in discrete
settings, see for example Lemma 5.1 in [36].
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Theorem 4.23. Let d=2 and define

Z"
:n:(t; x) :=Hn(Z"(t; x); C"(t)); t> 0; x2T2:

Let �< 2,  < 1/2, and T > 0. There exists Z :n:2CTC �−2 \CT
C �−3 such that for all

p2 [1;1)

lim
"!0

E
�
kZ":n:−Z :n:kCT0C �−2

p + kZ":n:−Z :n:kCTC �−3
p �

=0: (4.9)

Proof. (Voluntary, not contained in the videos)
1. We have

Z"(t; x)=

Z
0

tZ
Td
p"(t− s; x− y)�(s; y)dyds= �(1[0;t]p

"(t− �; x− �))

and in Lemma 4.11 we saw that C"(t)= k1[0;t]p"(t− �; x− �)kL22 , so that

Z"
:n:(t; x)=Wn(1[0;t]


n p"(t− �; x− �)
n);

and by construction Wn is a continuous linear map, which means that we can exchange it
with integrals and we obtain

�jZ"
:n:(t; x)=

Z
Td
Kj(x− y)Wn(1[0;t]


n p"(t− �; y− �)
n)dy

=Wn

�Z
Td
Kj(x− y)1[0;t]


n p"(t− �; y− �)
ndy
�
:

So by Theorem 4.21 we have

E[j�jZ"
:n:(t; x)jp]2/p.

Z
En

������������
Z
Td
Kj(x− y)

Y
j=1

n

[1sj6tp
"(t− sj ; y− xj)]dy

������������
2

dzn:::dz1

=

Z
En

Z
Td
Kj(x− y1)Kj(x− y2)

�
Y
j=1

n

[1sj6tp
"(t− sj ; y1− xj)p"(t− sj ; y2−xj)]dy1dy2dzn:::dz1

=

Z
[0;t]n

Z
Td
Kj(x− y1)Kj(x− y2)

Y
j=1

n

p~"(2(t−sj); y2− y1)dy1dy2dsn:::ds1

=

Z
Td
Kj(x− y1)Kj(x− y2)

�Z
0

t

p~"(2s; y2− y1)ds
�n
dy1dy2;

where FTdp~"(t; k) = '"(k)2FTdp(t; k) and we used the semigroup property p(r; �) � p(s;
�)= p(r+ s; �). Now we apply Parseval's identity and obtain

E[j�jZ"
:n:(t; x)jp]2/p

.
X

k1;:::;kn

�j(k1+ ���+ kn)2
Y
j=1

n �Z
0

t

jFTdp~"(2s; kj)j2ds
�

=n!
X

k1;:::;kn

�j(k1+ ���+ kn)2'"(k1)2:::'"(kn)2
Y
j=1

n
 
1kj=0 t+1kj=/ 0

1− e−4j2�kj j
2t

4j2�kj j2

!

.n;t
X

k1;:::;kn

�j(k1+ ���+ kn)2
Y
j=1

n
1

1+ jkj j2
:
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2. Next, we use Lemma 4.24 below and get for all �>0 with n�<2 and with hki= 1+ jk j2
q

X
k1;:::;kn

�j(k1+ ���+ kn)2
Y
j=1

n

hkji−2

.
X
`n−1

X
k1;:::;kn−2

�j(k1+ ���+ kn−2+ `n−1)2
Y
j=1

n−2

hkji−2
X
kn−1

h`n−1− kn−1i−2+�hkn−1i−2+�

.
X
`n−1

X
k1;:::;kn−2

�j(k1+ ���+ kn−2+ `n−1)2
Y
j=1

n−2

hkji−2h`n−1i−2+2�

.:::.
X
`1

�j(`1)
2h`1i−2+n�. 22j2j(−2+n�)=2jn�:

3. Thus, we have shown thatE[j�jZ"
:n:(t;x)jp]1/p.2jn�/2 for all �>0 and p>0. Combining

the above analysis with similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we also get

E[j�jZ"
:n:(t; x)−�jZ"

:n:(s; x)jp]1/p. 2j (n�/2+�)jt− sj�/2

for all �2 [0; 1], and therefore it follows from Lemma 4.1 that we can bound

E
�
kZ":n:kCT0C �−2

p + kZ":n:kCTC �−3
p �

uniformly in ". Since moreover '"0(k)2−'"(k)2!0 as "; "0!0 for all k, and the difference
is uniformly bounded, we see from the dominated convergence theorem that (Z":n:)" is a
Cauchy sequence in Lp(CT

0C �−2\CT
C �−3). Therefore it converges to the limit

Z :n:(t; x)=Wn(1[0;t]

n p(t− �; x− �)
n);

which is of course not defined pointwise in x but only as a distribution. �

Lemma 4.24. Let �; � <d be such that �+ � >d and write hki= 1+ jk j2
q

. ThenX
k 02Zd

hk− k 0i−�hk 0i−�. hkid−�−�:

Proof. See [40], Lemma 4.1. �

Remark 4.25. Most of the proof is independent of the dimension. However, in step 2. we
crucially used that d=2. Convince yourself that in d=3 the same construction works for
Z :2: but not for Z :3:, and in d=4 it does not even work for Z :2:.

For more details on Wiener-Ito chaos and related concepts see [31, 42].

4.6 Revisiting the �2
4 equation

In Section 4.4 we saw that if we were able to construct Z2, Z3 in d=2, then we would be
able to solve the �24 equation by setting �=Z + v, where

(@t−�)v=−(Z3+3Z2v+3Zv2+ v3); v(0)= �0:

However, we just showed that we can only construct the renormalized products

Z :n:(t; x)= lim
"!0

Z"
:n:(t; x);
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where the convergence is in CTC �−2\CT
C �−3 whenever �< 2,  < 1/2, and T > 0. So it

is natural to replace the equation for v with the �renormalized� equation

(@t−�)v=−(Z :3:+3Z :2:v+3Zv2+ v3); v(0)= �0;

which can be solved by the same arguments as in Section 4.4.
Of course, this raises the question whether we still have a useful interpretation for the

new equation. For that purpose we go to the approximations Z":n:. Since the solution v
depends continuously on the data, we have v= lim"!0v", where

(@t−�)v"=−(Z":3:+3Z"
:2:v"+3Z"v"

2+ v"
3)

=−
X
k=0

3 �
3
k

�
Hk(Z"; C")v"

3−k

=
Ex. 11.2

−H3(Z"+ v"; C")

=−(�"3− 3C"�");

where �"=Z"+ v", and we recall that Exercise 11.3 shows that

Hn(x+ y; t)=
X
k=0

n �
n
k

�
Hk(x; t)y

n−k:

Therefore, �=Z + v is given as the limit of �" solving the renormalized equation

(@t−�)�"=−(�"3− 3C"�")+ �";

where �"=FTd
−1('"FTd�).

Combining Exercise 11.2 with a similar analysis as above, we can construct for all n
(locally in time) the limit � of �" solving

(@t−�)�"=−�":n:+ �" :=−Hn(�"; C")+ �";

which we would call the �2
n+1 model.

Remark 4.26. (Voluntary, not contained in the videos) We have some freedom how
to choose the renormalization, because of course also the equation with renormalization
C"+� for �2R converges to a limit. Our renormalization depends on time:

(@t−�)�"(t; x)=−(�"3(t; x)− 3C"(t)�"(t; x))+ �"(t; x);

where

C"(t)= t+
X
k=/ 0

j'("k)j2
2j2�k j2 (1− e

−2j2�kj2t):

It would be more natural to use a time-independent renormalization because the original
equation was time-homogeneous in law and thus we would like also the renormalized equa-

tion to be time-homogeneous in law. For that purpose, note that with c"=
P

k=/ 0

j'("k)j2

2j2�kj2
we have for all t > 0

lim
"!0

(C"(t)− c")= t;

i.e. the difference of C"(t) and the constant c" converges to a finite limit. This suggests
that also the solution �~" to

(@t−�)�~"=−(�~"3− 3c"�~")+ �"

should converge, and indeed it is possible to show that by allowing for a �singularity� near 0.
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4.7 Local subcriticality
We will see in the next section that for the �34 equation the trick of decomposing �=Z+v is
no longer sufficient. But then we will learn new tools (�paracontrolled distributions�) to deal
with the three-dimensional case. These new tools break down in dimension 4, but now the
problem is more serious and at the moment there is no known theory for the �44 equation,
which would be the physically relevant model (see the discussion in the appendix).

Here I want to briefly sketch why dimension 4 is different from lower dimensions. Reg-
ularity structures and paracontrolled distributions take a new point of view on regularity,
and from that new point of view the solution � to the �d

4 equation actually has relatively
good regularity. For example, our solution to the �24 equation can be decomposed as

�=Z +CTC 2−;

meaning that �−Z 2CTC 2−. So � can be interpreted as a perturbation of the Gaussian
Z, and on small scales this perturbation is nearly constant (because it has such good
regularity). If we set the problem up in such a way that the initial condition for the
perturbation is 0 (which we could do by changing the initial condition for Z), then the
perturbation is negligible on small scales.

This can also be seen from a scaling argument: Consider the space-time rescaling oper-
ation S�u(t; x)=u(�2t; �x) and set ��=�d/2−1S��. Then

@t��=�
2+d/2−1S�(��− �3+ �)

=(���−�4−d��3+�1+d/2S��):

Exercise. (Exercise 11.3) Let � be a space-time white noise and set �� := �1+d/2S��,
interpreted rigorously as ��(f)=�1+d/2�(�−2−dS�−1f). Show that �� is a new space-time
white noise.

By the exercise we have

@t��=���−�4−d��3+ ��; (4.10)

and since we are interested in small scales we want to take �� 1. So we see that the
equation should behave very differently depending on whether the dimension is d < 4,
d=4, or d> 5. For d< 4 the nonlinearity formally vanishes as �! 0 (in the language of
Hairer [28] the equation is locally subcritical). For d=4 the equation is formally scaling
invariant (critical). For d> 5 the nonlinearity dominates the small scales (supercritical).
We say that 4 is the critical dimension.

Remark 4.27. Another way of checking whether an equation is (sub-/super-)critical is
based on regularity, and it is often easier to apply: We formally treat the space-time white

noise as an element of C−
d

2
−1 and we are allowed to multiply distributions by applying

the formal regularity estimates for the product which we get by ignoring the constraint
�+ � > 0 for the resonant product; we also gain two derivatives by Schauder estimates.

Then we guess that the solution to the �d
4 equation should have the regularity C1−

d

2 (two

derivatives more than the noise). Therefore, in d> 2 we guess �32C3−
3

2
d. Now we have to

compare this regularity with the regularity of the noise:

(@t−�)�=− �3||{z}}
3− 3

2
d

+ �||{z}}
−d

2
−1

;

and

3− 3
2
d>−d

2
− 1 , 4>d:
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For d=4 the nonlinear term and the noise have the same regularity, so we say that the
equation is critical. For d> 4 the nonlinear term has worse regularity than the noise (and

in particular our ansatz �2C1−
d

2 was not justified) and thus the equation is supercritical.

Remark 4.28. In the locally subcritical case we formally obtain for �! 0 the equation

@t�=��+ �;

whose solution we denote by Z. There is a small subtlety here because actually the white
noise �� should depend on �, but let us ignore this. By this discussion we expect that for
d< 4 and on small scales � should resemble Z, and as a first step we can then make sense
of Z3 (with suitable renormalization). Since the difficulty we have in making sense of �3

comes from its irregularity, and irregularity is a small scale property and on small scales
� is essentially Z, we can thus hope to make sense of �3. Regularity structures and para-
controlled distributions provide different tools for implementing this intution. Regularity
structures are based on controlling increments, while paracontrolled distributions are based
on Fourier descriptions of regularity.

Paracontrolled distributions are less general than regularity structures. Regularity
structures provide a general theory to treat subcritical equations, and by now there exist
deep black box type results that give a (local-in-time) renormalization and existence-
uniqueness theory for large classes of subcritical equations [28, 9, 13, 10].

The following intuitive description might or might not be useful: Paracontrolled dis-
tributions are at the moment restricted to equations where the scaling exponent � in the
factor �� that we pick up in front of the nonlinearity by a scaling argument as above is
bounded from below by some �>�0>0 (with �0 depending on the specific equation), while
in regularity structures it suffices if �>0. On the other hand, paracontrolled distributions
are based on classical tools and function spaces from PDE theory, which might make them
easier to learn and easier to implement in some applications.

Yet another formal explanation is that we may consider regularity structures as gen-
eralized Taylor expansions, and then the restriction of paracontrolled distributions is that
we can only deal with first order expansions while regularity structures allow expansions
of arbitrary order; see however [4, 35] for some progress towards generalizations of para-
controlled distributions.

Question: In which dimension is (@t−�)u=u� (sub-/super-)critical?

5 The �3
4 equation and paracontrolled distributions

5.1 Tree notation
Let us now consider the case d=3. Then Z2CTC −1/2− by Lemma 4.3, so if we assume that
as for �24 we can construct the renormalized powers Z :n: with their canonical regularities,
then we would get Z :2: 2 CTC −1− and Z :3: 2 CTC −3/2−. Therefore, we expect that by
Schauder estimates the solution v to

(@t−�)v=−(Z :3:+3Z :2:v+3Zv2+ v3)

has 2 degrees of regularity more than Z :3:, i.e. v 2CTC 1/2−. But now we have a problem,
because the product Z :2:v is ill-defined for Z :2:2CTC −1− and v 2CTC 1/2− since the sum
of the regularities is well below 0. We try to overcome this problem by cancelling again
the most irregular term on the right hand side. Let us write

Y =

Z
0

t

Pt−s(−Z :3:(s))ds;
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so that (@t−�)Y =−Z :3:, and thus we expect Y 2CTC 1/2−. We set v(2)= �− Z − Y .
Then v=Y + v(2), and therefore

(@t−�)v(2)=−(3Z :2:(Y + v(2))+ 3Z(Y + v(2))2+(Y + v(2))3):

The right hand side contains the product Z :2:(Y + v(2)) of Z :2:2CTC −1− and Y + v(2)2
CTC

1/2−. However, Y is explicit and thus Z :2:Y might be constructed using stochastic
arguments. The problematic part is Z :2:v(2), which will at best have the regularity of
Z :2: 2CTC −1−. So by Schauder estimates we expect v(2)2CTC 1−, and this means that
the product Z :2:v(2) is ill-defined.

Unfortunately, this problem is more substantial than before, and we cannot solve it by
expanding v(2) further, say by setting v(2)=U + v(3) for some U : In that case we would
have the product Z :2:v(3) in the equation for v(3), and by the same arguments as above we
then expect v(3)2CTC 1− so that the product Z :2:v(3) is ill-defined.

The solution is to use a more sophisticated expansion of v(2), based on paraproducts.
But before that, let us introduce more efficient notation: Already for the considerations
above we needed Z; Z :n:; Y , and soon we would need even more letters. To make the
variable names more transparent and compact, we use trees to denote the polynomials of
� that appear in the expansion of �. We use a dot � to represent an instance of �, and a
line n to denote the convolution with the heat kernel. If two trees are multiplied with each
other, we simply join them. So for example

Z = ; Z2= ; Z3= ; Y =− ; YZ =− :

Sometimes we will also write
2
etc., if this seems simpler than writing out the full tree. For

now we do not worry about the fact that many of these trees can at best be defined by using
stochastic arguments, and that even this needs a proof and probably some renormalization.
Instead, we work under the assumption that each tree in our expansion is given with its
canonical regularity.

Remark 5.1. At this point a very attentive reader might recall from Remark 4.25 that our
construction of Z :3: fails in d=3. This will not be a problem because we only encounter

in the expansions below, and while is not an element of any CTC � space (continuous
function of time with values in a space of distributions), it is a space-time distribution and
we can construct its convolution against the heat kernel.

Question: Write out .

5.2 The main commutator estimate
Let us write

L = @t−�:

With our new notation, the expansion for u := v(2)= �− + can be rewritten as

Lu=−
�
3
�
− +u

�
+3

�
− +u

�
2
+
�
− +u

�
3
�

=−3
�
u−

�
+�0+ �1u+ �2u

2− u3;

where we wrote

�0 :=−3 �
2
+

3
; �1 := 6 −3 2

; �2 :=−3 +3 :
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Let us use the underbrace X||{z}}
�

to express that we expect X 2CTC �. Then

Lu=−3( u||{z}}
1−

− ||{z}}
1

2
−

)||{z}}
−1−

+ �0||{z}}
−1

2
−

+ �1||{z}}
−1

2
−

u||{z}}
1−

+ �2||{z}}
−1

2
−

u2||{z}}
1−

− u3||{z}}
1−

;

which, as discussed before, means that
�
u−

�
is ill defined. Note however that if �2;

�1; �0 are given with their canonical regularities, then this is the only ill defined product.

The idea is now to decompose
�
u −

�
further with the help of paraproducts:

Ignoring the fact that the resonant product is ill defined, we would expect to have the
regularities �

u−
�

=
�
u−

�
<||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }

−1−

+
�
u−

�
=||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }

−1

2
−

+
�
u−

�
�|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }

−1

2
−

;

and therefore

Lu=−3
�
u−

�
< +CTC

−1/2−;

by which we mean that Lu+3
�
u−

�
< 2CTC −1/2−. In other words, we expect that

Lu is given by a paraproduct plus a more regular remainder. We will see below that the
convolution with the heat kernel in a certain sense commutes with the paraproduct (modulo
a more regular remainder term), and this leads to the paracontrolled ansatz

�= − +u; u= u0< +u]; u0=−3
�
u−

�
2CTC 1/2−;

u2CTC 1−; u]2CTC 3/2−:

This is somewhat similar to the notion of a controlled path in rough path theory, recall
Definition 2.22: We consider u with a very specific structure which is adapted to the
problem at hand.

Why should this specific decomposition be useful? Well, now we can expand the ill-
defined resonant product further as

u� =(u0< )|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }
1−

� ||{z}}
−1−

+ u]||{z}}
3

2
−

� ||{z}}
−1−

;

and the second term on the right hand side is well defined. Therefore, it remains to
understand the resonant product (u0< )� .

Recall that we saw in Example 3.18 that the paraproduct u0< is a �frequency mod-

ulation� of and it looks like on small scales. But the difficulty we have with defining
(u0< )� comes from the fact that small scale contributions of u0< and might
create diverging resonances in the product. So if we understand how the small scale con-

tributions of interact with those of and that no diverging resonances arise in the
product, then we might also hope that u0< has no diverging resonances with . This
can be made precise with the help of the following commutator estimate, the main technical
result in paracontrolled distributions. Here we write C1=

T
�>0C �.

Lemma 5.2. (Commutator estimate, Lemma 2.4 of [22]) Let �2 (0; 1) and let �;
 2R be such that �+ �+  > 0 and �+  < 0. Then the trilinear operator C:C1!C1,

C(f ; g; h)= ((f<g)�h)− f(g�h);
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satisfies

kC(f ; g; h)k�+�+. kf k�kgk�khk: (5.1)

Therefore, it has a unique extension to a bounded trilinear operator from C ��C ��C  to
C �+�+.

Remark 5.3.

i. It would be aesthetically more pleasing to have the same estimate for

(f<g)�h− f<(g�h); (5.2)

but unfortunately this is not true.

ii. The constraint � +  < 0 is not very important: If � +  > 0, then we can easily
control C using the estimates for paraproduct and resonant product. If �+ =0,
we have to �give up a bit of regularity� and slightly lower � or .

Question: Using Lemma 5.2, convince yourself heuristically that the operator in (5.2)
does not satisfy the desired estimate.

To prove Lemma 5.2 we need the following auxiliary result:

Lemma 5.4. Let �2 (0; 1) and � 2R and let f 2C � and g 2C �. Then for all j>−1

k�j(f<g)− f�jgkL1. 2−j(�+�)kf k�kgk�:

Proof. We give the proof on Rd. On Td it would be slightly more complicated as there
is no exact scaling relation Kj(x) = 2jdK0(2jx), but we could use Poisson summation to
overcome this problem.

Recall that f<g=Pi�<i−1f�ig and that F (�<i−1f�ig) is supported on an annulus
2iA. Therefore,

�j(f<g)− f�jg=
X

i:2i'2j
(�j(�<i−1f�ig)− f�j�ig)

=
X

i:2i'2j
(�j(�<i−1f�ig)−�<i−1f�j�ig)−

X
i:2i'2j

�>i−1f�j�ig:

Since �> 0, the second term on the right hand side is easily estimated by X
i:2i'2j

�>i−1f�j�ig


L1

.
X

i:2i'2j
2−i�kf k�2−i�kgk�' 2−j(�+�)kf k�kgk�:

For the remaining term we write the action of �j as a convolution:

j(�j(�<i−1f�ig)−�<i−1f�j�ig)(x)j

=

��������Z Kj(x− y)(�<i−1f(y)−�<i−1f(x))�ig(y)dy

��������
.

TaylorZ
jKj(x− y)jmax

j�j=1
k@��<i−1f kL1jx− y jk�igkL1dy

'2i(1−�−�)max
j�j=1

k@�f k�−1kgk�
Z
jKj(x− y)jjx− y jdy

.2i(1−�−�)kf k�kgk�
Z
jKj(y)jjy jdy;
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where we used that 1−�> 0 and thus
P

j<i−1 2
j(1−�)' 2i(1−�). If j=−1, this estimate

is sufficient. For j> 0 we haveZ
jKj(y)jjy jdy=

Z
j2jdK0(2

jy)j2−j j2jy jdy=2−j
Z
jK0(y)j � jy jdy' 2−j ;

from where our claim follows. �

Proof. (of Lemma 5.2)

� Decomposition C =C1+C2:
Since f ; g;h2S , all the series are absolutely summable and we can exchange the

order of summation at will. By the spectral support properties of the paraproduct,
there exists N 2N such that�i(�kf<g)=0 for k>N . This allows us to decompose

C(f ; g; h)=
X

ji−j j61
[�i(f<g)− f�ig]�jh

=
X

ji−j j61
[�i(�.if<g)−�.if�ig]�jh+

X
ji−j j61

�&if�ig�jh

:=C1(f ; g; h)+C2(f ; g; h);

where C1 and C2 are defined by the equality, and where

�.if :=�6i+Nf ; �&if := f −�.if:
� Bound for C1:

For fixed i, the term

Ai :=
X
j

1ji−j j61[�i(�.if<g)−�.if�ig]�jh

has spectral support in a ball 2iB. Therefore, the regularity of C1=
P

iAi can
be controlled using Lemma 3.16 if we derive a suitable L1-bound for Ai. Since
�2 (0; 1), Lemma 5.4 yieldsXj 1ji−j j61[�i(�.if<g)−�.if�ig]�jh


L1

.
X
j

1ji−j j612
−i(�+�)k�.if k�kgk�2−jkhk

.2−i(�+�+)kf k�kgk�khk;

so since �+ � +  > 0 the claimed regularity for C1(f ; g; h) indeed follows from
Lemma 3.16.

� Bound for C2:
We write

C2(f ; g; h)=
X

ji−j j61
�&if�ig�jh=

X
k

 X
ji−j j61

1i.k�kf�ig�jh

!
;

and the term inside the brackets has spectral supprt in a ball 2kB. Moreover, since
�+  < 0, X

ji−j j61
1i.k�kf�ig�jh


L1

.2−k�kf k�
X
i.k

2−i(�+)kgk�khk

.2−k(�+�+)kf k�kgk�khk ;
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and now we use once more that �+ �+  > 0 and apply Lemma 3.16 to conclude
the proof of the estimate for C(f ; g; h).

� Existence/uniqueness of the extension:
Recall that we redefined C � as the closure of C1 with respect to the k�k� norm.

So C1 is dense and the existence and uniqueness of the continuous extension follows
from the fact that any uniformly continuous map on a dense subset can be uniquely
extended to a continuous map on the full space. �

So if � satisfies the paracontrolled ansatz, our commutator estimate suggests to define�
u0<

�
� :=C( u0||{z}}

1

2
−

; ||{z}}
1−

; ||{z}}
−1−

)+ u0||{z}}
1

2
−

�
�

�
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }

0−

:

The sum of the regularities of the arguments of C is strictly positive, and therefore C(u0;
; ) is well defined and in CTC 1/2− by Lemma 5.2. For the remaining term the resonant

product � is still not defined, but if we make it part of the data, call it , and assume

it has its canonical regularity 2CTC 0−, then u0 is well defined and in CTC 0−.
In the following we make this rigorous by defining a suitable Banach space of paracon-

trolled distributions in which we can set up a fixed point iteration to solve the �34 equation.
To simplify the presentation we consider a linearized equation which, from the regularity
analysis point of view, contains nearly all the difficulties of the �3

4 equation.
Question: Why do we need �< 1 in the commutator estimate?

5.3 A linearized �3
4 equation

Consider now the linearized equation

(@t−�)v= v�:

Since in this equation we only have to deal with two noise terms, we abandon the tree
notation and write � instead of . But as discussed above, for dealing with the full �34

equation it is convenient to use tree notation.
In the previous discussion we considered function spaces of the type CTC �, thus we only

quantified the space regularity. It turns out that now we also need to make more precise
assumptions on the time regularity. For that purpose we define the following function
spaces:

Definition 5.5. For �2 (0; 2] and T > 0 we set

LT
� :=CT

�/2
L1\CTC �;

equipped with the norm kukLT
�= kuk

CT
�/2+ kukCTC �. We also write

L �=Cloc
�/2

(R+; L
1)\C(R+;C �);

with the obvious definition of the space of locally Hölder continuous functions Cloc
�/2

(R+;
L1).
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We fix �2 (2
3
; 1), and we assume that � 2C(R+;C �−2). We define

I�(t)=
Z
0

t

Pt−s�(s)ds; t> 0;

which, as we will see below, satisfies kI�kLT
�. (1_ T )k�kCTC �−2 for all T > 0. We also

assume that I�� �2C(R+;C 2�−2) is given with its natural regularity (note that 2�−2<
0). We write

T �=C(R+;C �−2)�C(R+;C 2�−2)

and

Z=(�;I�� �)

for a generic element of T �, as well as for T > 0

kZkTT� := k�kCTC �−2+ kI�� �kCTC 2�−2:

We also need a modified version of the paraproduct:

Definition 5.6. We define the modified paraproduct as

u�� v(t)=
Z
0

t

Pt−s(u(s)<Lv(s))ds+Pt(u(0)<v(0));

whenever this is well defined.

Remark 5.7. This definition is due to Bailleul, Bernicot and Frey [5], although they did
not include the term Pt(u(0)<v(0)), which we will need to compare u�� v and u<v. The
beauty of their definition is that we trivially have L (u�� v) = u<Lv. This will be very
convenient for deriving paracontrolled Schauder estimates.

You should compare the following definition with Definition 2.22 of a controlled path.
What are the similarities and what are the differences?

Definition 5.8. Let � 2 (2−�
2
; �] and T > 0. A function v 2LT

� is paracontrolled by

Z2T � if there exists v 02LT
�, such that v]2LT

2�, where

v] := v− v 0��I�:
In that case we write

v 2DT
�(Z) or (v; v 0)2DT

�(Z);

and we define

kvkDT
� := kvkLT

�+ kv 0kLT
�+ kv]kLT

2�;

DT
�(Z) is a Banach space. If there is no ambiguity about v 0, we also write v 2DT

�(Z), or
v 2DT

� if there is no ambiguity about Z.
If Z~ 2T � and if v~2DT

�(Z~), then we also define

kv− v~kDT
�= kv− v~kLT

�+ kv 0− v~0kLT
�+ kv]− v~]kLT

2�:

Note that kv − v~kDT
� is only formal notation, this is not a norm since v and v~ do not

even live in the same space.
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Question: Find an example where v is paracontrolled by Z but v 0 is not unique, i.e.
there exist v 0=/ v~0 such that that (v; v 0); (v; v~0)2DT

�. You may use that for  2 (0; 2]�t 7! Z
0

t

Pt−sf(s)ds

�
LT


.(T _ 1)kf kCTC −2:

Hint: what if � is actually in CTC 2�−2 and not just in LT
�?

Our next aim is to make sense of the product v� for v2DT
�. We use the paracontrolled

structure and set

v� := v<�+ v=�+ v]||{z}}
2�

� �||{z}}
�−2

+(v 0��I�)� �;

and since 2�+�−2>0 by assumption on � (�> 2−�
2

), the resonant product v]� � is well
defined. If instead of the modified paraproduct v 0��I� we had v 0<I�, then we could set

(v 0<I�)� �=C( v 0||{z}}
�

; I�||{z}}
�

; �||{z}}
�−2

)+ v 0||{z}}
�

(I�� �)||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }
2�−2

;

and using that � + 2� − 2> 2� + � − 2> 0, the right hand side would be well defined.
Therefore, we should compare the modified paraproduct with the �usual� paraproduct and
hopefully we can show that the difference is more regular. For that purpose we need the
following auxiliary estimate. Recall that

'(D)u=F−1('Fu)=F−1' �u:

Lemma 5.9. (Improved version of [46], Lemma 5.3.20) Let �<1, �2R, and �>−1.
Then we have uniformly in "> 0 for u2C � and v 2C �:

k'("D)(u<v)−u<('("D)v)k�+�+�
. "−�

�
kxF−1'kB1;1�+1+ kF

−1'kB1;1�
�
kuk�kvk�:

Proof. (Voluntary, not part of the lecture videos) Let us write '̂"=F−1('("�)).
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.4, and we argue again on Rd because here we can
use scaling.

1. By Lemma 3.16 it suffices to control for all j the L1 norm of

'̂" � (�<j−1u�jv)(x)−�<j−1u<'̂" � v(x)
=

Z
'̂"(x− y)(�<j−1u(y)−�<j−1u(x))�jv(y)dy:

2. For "2j > 1 we use that �<j−1u�jv and �j are both spectrally supported in an
annulus 2jA, and thus we can find  2Cc1 with  jA=1 and replace '̂" by '̂" �  ̂2−j,
where

 ̂2−j=F−1( (2−j�)):

As in Lemma 5.4 we get, using that �< 1,��������Z '̂" �  ̂2−j(x− y)(�<j−1u(y)−�<j−1u(x))�jv(y)dy

��������
.
Z
j'̂" �  ̂2−j(y)j � jy jdy2j(1−�−�)kuk�kvk� ;
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so it suffices to bound the integral on the right hand side. For that purpose note
first that

y'̂" �  ̂2−j(y)=yF−1('("�) (2−j�))(y)
="F−1((r')("�) (2−j�))(y)+2−jF−1('("�)(r )(2−j�))(y)
="1−dF−1((r') ("−12−j�))("−1y)
+2−j"−dF−1('(r )("−12−j�))("−1y);

and thereforeZ
jy'̂" �  ̂2−j(y)jdy="kF−1(r' ("−12−j�))kL1+2−jkF−1('(r )("−12−j�))kL1:

The first term on the right hand side can be estimated by

kF−1(r' ("−12−j�))kL16
X

i:2i�"2j
k�iF−1(r') �F−1 ("−12−j�)kL1

6
X

i:2i�"2j
k�iF−1(r')kL1kF−1 kL1

.
X

i:2i�"2j
k�i(xF−1')kL1

'("2j)−�−1kxF−1'kB1;1�+1;

and by the same argument

kF−1('(r )("−12−j�))kL1. ("2j)−�kF−1'kB1;1� ;

so overall

k'̂" � (�<j−1u�jv)−�<j−1u<'" � vkL1
.
�
"("2j)−�−1kxF−1'kB1;1�+1+2−j("2j)−�kF−1'kB1;1�

�
2j(1−�−�)kuk�kvk�

."−�2−j(�+�+�)
�
kxF−1'kB1;1�+1+ kF

−1'kB1;1�
�
kuk�kvk�;

which is the desired bound if "2j> 1.
3. For "2j< 1 we do not make use of the function  . Then we obtain��������Z '̂"(�<j−1u(y)−�<j−1u(x))�jv(y)dy

��������
.
Z
j'̂"(y)j � jy jdy2j(1−�−�)kuk�kvk�

="

Z
jF−1(y)y jdy2j(1−�−�)kuk�kvk�

="2j2−j(�+�)kxF−1'kL1kuk�kvk�
.("2j)−�2−j(�+�)kxF−1'kB1;1�+1kuk�kvk� ;

where in the last step we used that �>−1 and thus "2j6 ("2j)−� and kxF−1'kL1.
kxF−1'kB1;1�+1. �

We will apply this with '(x)= e−j2�xj
2
and "= t1/2, so that '("D)u=Ptu.

Corollary 5.10. Let �2 (0; 1) and � 2R. We have for u and v such that the right hand
side is finite:

ku�� v− u<vkCTC �+�. (1_T )kukLT
�(kv(0)k�+ kLvkCTC �−2):
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Proof. We write

v(t)=

Z
0

t

Pt−sLv(s)ds+Ptv(0)

and decompose

u�� v(t)− u<v(t)

=

Z
0

t

Pt−s(u(s)<Lv(s))ds+Pt(u(0)<v(0))

−u(t)<
�Z

0

t

Pt−sLv(s)ds+Ptv(0)

�
=

Z
0

t

Pt−s((u(s)−u(t))<Lv(s))ds+

Z
0

t

[Pt−s(u(t)<Lv(s))− u(t)<Pt−sLv(s)]ds

+Pt((u(0)−u(t))<v(0))+ [Pt(u(t)<v(0))− u(t)<Ptv(0)]
:=A1+A2+A3+A4:

Now we simply estimate each Ai separately and we apply the commutator estimate for
paraproduct and Pt (Lemma 5.9), the estimate kPtf k+�. (1_ t−�/2)kf k, and the time
regularity of u along the way: For example we get with �0<�

kA1k� 0+�.
Z
0

t

kPt−s((u(s)− u(t))<Lv(s))k�0+�ds

.
(4:5)Z

0

t

(1_ (t− s)−(2+�0)/2)k(u(s)−u(t))<Lv(s)k�−2ds

.
Z
0

t

(1_ (t− s)−1−�0/2)ku(s)−u(t)kL1kLvkCTC �−2ds

.
Z
0

t

(1_ (t− s)−1−�0/2)(1^ jt− sj�/2)kukLT
�kLvkCTC �−2ds

.(T _T (�−�0)/2)kukLT
�kLvkCTC �−2:

As indicated in the proof of Theorem 4.6, we can refine the analysis to avoid the loss of
regularity and get the same result for �0=�.

For A2 we have

kA2k�0+�6
Z
0

t

kPt−s(u(t)<Lv(s))−u(t)<Pt−sLv(s)k�0+�ds

.
Lem. 5.9Z

0

t

(1_ (t− s)−(2−(�−� 0))/2)ku(t)k�kLv(s)k�−2ds

.(T _T (�−�0)/2)kukLT
�kLvkCTC �−2;

and again we can improve the estimate to handle also �0=�. �

Question: Derive the bound for A3.

Definition 5.11. For v 2DT
�(Z) we define

v� :=v<�+ v=�+ v]� �+(v 0��I�− v 0<I�)� �
+C(v 0; I�; �)+ v 0(I�� �):

Lemma 5.12. For �2 (2
3
; 1), � 2 (2−�

2
; �], Z2T � and v 2DT

�(Z) we have

kv�kCTC �−2+ kv�− v<�kCTC �+�−26MT kvkDT
�;
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where MT > 0 is a polynomial function of kZkTT�. Moreover, if v~2DT
�Z~ , then

kv�− v~�~kCTC �+�−26MT

(
kZ−Z~kTT�+ kv− v~kDT

�

�
;

where now MT > 0 is a polynomial function of kZkTT�, kZ~kTT�, kvkDT
�(Z)

, kv~kDT
�(Z~)

, and
only of kZkTT� if Z=Z~ .

Proof. We simply have to estimate each term in the definition of v�:

kv<�kCTC �−2 .
�>0

kvkCTC �k�kCTC �−2;

kv=�kCTC �+�−2 .
�−2<0

kvkCTC �k�kCTC �−2;

kv]� �kCTC �+2�−2 .
�+2�−2>0

kv]kCTC 2�k�kCTC �−2;

k(v 0��I�− v 0<I�)� �kCTC 2�+�−2 .
�<1

kv 0kLT
�(kI�(0)k�+ kLI�kCTC �−2)k�kCTC �−2

=kv 0kLT
�k�kCTC �−2

2 ;

kC(v 0;I�; �)kCTC 2�+�−2 .
�+2�−2>0

kv 0kCTC �kI�kCTC �k�kCTC �−2;

kv 0(I�� �)kCTC 2�−2 .
�+2�−2>0

kv 0kCTC �kI�� �kCTC 2�−2;

The term with the lowest regularity is v<� 2 CTC �−2, and if we subtract it from the
product the remaining terms all have at least regularity �+ � − 2. Therefore, the first
claimed estimate follows.

The estimate for the difference of the two products follows from the same arguments
by using the bi- or tri-linearity of all the operators. �

To recap, we defined a Banach space of paracontrolled functions DT
� that can be decom-

posed into a paraproduct plus a more regular remainder term, and we showed that for
such functions the right hand side of our equation is well defined and again given as a
paraproduct plus a more regular remainder term. The last ingredient we need to set up a
paracontrolled Picard iteration is a paracontrolled Schauder estimate. By the definition of
the modified paraproduct this is quite easy, but as a preparatory step we need to extend
our Schauder estimates from Theorem 4.6 to parabolic spaces:

Theorem 5.13. Let  2 (0; 2]. We have for all  02 (0; ]:

k(t 7!Pt')kLT
.k'k ;�t 7! Z

0

t

Pt−sf(s)ds

�
LT

 0
.T

− 0
2 (T _ 1)kf kCTC −2:

Proof. (Voluntary, not part of the lecture videos) The space regularity is controlled
in Theorem 4.6. Therefore, we only have to control the time regularity.

1. Recall from (4.6) that for  2 (0; 2]

k(Pt− id)ukL1. (1^ t


2)kuk:
This gives

kPt'−Ps'kL1= k(Pt−s− id)Ps'kL1. (1^ jt− sj/2)k'k ;
and thus

k(t 7!Pt')kCTL1. k'k:
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2. For the space-time convolution, it suffices to show the bound�t 7! Z
0

t

Pt−sf(s)ds

�
CT
/2

L1
. (1_T )kf kCTC �: (5.3)

Indeed, the estimate for the CT
 0/2

L1 norm then follows from jt − sj(− 0)/2 6
T (−

0)/2 for s; t2 [0; T ]. The bound in (5.3) is shown as follows:Z
0

t

Pt−rf(r)dr−
Z
0

s

Ps−rf(r)dr


L1
6
Z

s

t

Pt−rf(r)dr


L1

+

(Pt−s− id)
Z
0

s

Ps−rf(r)dr


L1
;

and the second term on the right hand side is controlled by (4.6) together with the
Schauder estimates from Theorem 4.6:(Pt−s− id)

Z
0

s

Ps−rf(r)dr


L1

.
(4:6)

jt− sj/2
Z

0

s

Ps−rf(r)dr




.
Thm. 4.6

jt− sj/2(T _ 1)kf kCTC −2:

To deal with the remaining term, we assume first that jt− sj6 1. In that case we
decompose it into high and low frequencies and we obtain for j0>−1 such that

2−j0' jt− sj1/2:Z
s

t

Pt−rf(r)dr


L1

6
X
j6j0

Z
s

t

kPt−r�jf(r)kL1dr+
�>j0

Z
s

t

Pt−rf(r)dr


L1

.
X
j6j0

jt− sj2−j(−2)kf kCTC −2+2−j0
Z

s

t

Pt−rf(r)dr




.
Thm. 4.6

(jt− sj2−j0(−2)+2−j0(jt− sj _ 1))kf kCTC −2

'jt− sj/2kf kCTC �:

If jt− sj> 1, we simply boundZ
s

t

Pt−rf(r)dr


L1
. (1_ jt− sj)kf kCTC −2. jt− sj/2(T _ 1)kf kCTC −2:

�

Proposition 5.14. (�Paracontrolled Schauder estimate�) Let � 2 (2
3
; 1) and � 2

(
2−�
2
; �]. Then we have for all v; v 0 such that the right hand side is finite:

kv− v 0��I�kLT
2�. kv(0)k2�+T (�−�)/2(1_T )kLv− v 0<�kCTC �+�−2:

Proof. We have by definition of the modified paraproduct

L (v− v 0��I�)=Lv− v 0<�; (v− v 0��I�)(0)= v(0);

so the claim follows from the Schauder estimates in parabolic spaces, Theorem 5.13. �

Question: Let (X ; d) be a complete metric space and let 	:X !X be such that for
some k2N the map 	k=	 � ��� �	|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }

k times

is a contraction. Show that 	 has a unique fixed point.
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Finally, we can set up a Picard iteration in a space of paracontrolled distributions:

Theorem 5.15. Let T > 0, �2 (2
3
; 1), � 2 (2−�

2
; �), Z2 T �, and v02C 2�. Then for all

T > 0 there exists a unique v 2DT
�(Z) such that

v(t)=Ptv0+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(v�)(s)ds; t2 [0; T ]:

Moreover, v depends continuously on (v0;Z).

Proof. Throughout the proof, MT denotes a changing constant which depends polyno-
mially on kZkTT� and which is increasing in T , but which is independent of v0. We show
below that the map

	:DT
�!DT

� ; 	(v; v 0; v]):=(	v; (	v)0; (	v)]):=(w;w 0; w]);

where

w(t) : =Ptv0+

Z
0

t

Pt−s(v(s)�(s))ds; t2 [0; T ]

w 0 : =v;

w] : =w−w 0��I�;

is well defined and that for T > 0 sufficiently small (depending only on kZkTT� but not on
v0), 	2=	�	 is a contraction. Then we show that this implies that 	 has a unique fixed
point. In that way we obtain a unique solution on a small time interval, and as in the proof
of Theorem 4.10 we can then extend the solution to [T ; 2T ], [2T ; 3T ], and so on.

1. We have by the estimate for the paracontrolled product in Lemma 5.12

kLw− v<�kCTC �+�−2= kv�− v<�kCTC �+�−26MT kvkDT
�:

Thus, the paracontrolled Schauder estimates from Proposition 5.14 give

kw]kLT
2�6MT

(
kv0k2�+T (�−�)/2kvkDT

�

�
: (5.4)

Note that kv0k2� does not come with a small factor, but this term drops out if we
compare 	v−	v~.

2. Again by Lemma 5.12

kLwkCTC �−2= kv�kCTC �−26MT kvkDT
�;

so the Schauder estimates in parabolic spaces from Theorem 5.13 give

kwkLT
�6MT

(
kv0k2�+T (�−�)/2kvkDT

�

�
: (5.5)

3. The estimates (5.4) and (5.5) both come with a factor T (�−�)/2, so for small T ,
with the maximal size of T depending depending on MT but not on v0, we get

k	v−	v~kLT
�+ k(	v)]− (	v~)]kLT

2�6 1
2
kv− v~kDT

�:

4. It remains to bound the derivative w 0= v: We have

kw 0kLT
�= kvkLT

�; (5.6)

so w 0 has the right regularity. But unlike for w and w], we do not gain a small factor
and thus 	 is not a contraction.
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5. Therefore, we consider 	2=	�	 instead. We first apply (5.4) and then (5.4), (5.5),
(5.6) to obtain

k(	2v)]− (	2v~)]kLT
2�6T (�−�)/2MT k(	v;	v 0;	v])− (	v~;	v~0;	v~])kDT

�

6T (�−�)/2MT kv− v~kDT
�;

and similarly we get from (5.5) and then (5.4), (5.5), (5.6):

k(	2v)− (	2v~)kLT
�6T (�−�)/2MT kv− v~kDT

�:

For the derivative, we now get by applying (5.6) and then (5.5):

k(	2v)0− (	2v~)0kLT
�=k	v−	v~kLT

�

6T (�−�)/2MT kv− v~kDT
�;

which proves the contraction property of 	2 (for small T > 0).

6. By Banach's fixed point theorem, 	2 has a unique fixed point, and it only remains
to show that also 	 has a unique fixed point. Uniqueness is clear, because any fixed
point for 	 is one for 	2 as well. So it suffices to show that the fixed point v of 	2

is also a fixed point of 	. Let us write w :=	v. Then

	w=	2v= v;

and thus

	2w=	(	w)=	v=w:

Hence, w is a fixed point of 	2, and by uniqueness we have w= v, i.e. 	v= v. �

Remark 5.16. This concludes the lecture taught at FU Berlin in summer 2020. The
following material is included for interested readers, but it is not relevant for the course.

After we solved the linearized equation, solving the full �34 equation is not much more
difficult, although the notation gets more tedious, see the next subsection. Since the �34

equation is non-linear, we can only solve it on a small time interval. To construct it for all
times, we need to make use of the negative sign of the nonlinearity, which played no role
in our estimations so far. In that way we can obtain very strong estimates for the solution
which are way better than estimates for linear equations, see for example [39].

Section 6 solves the two-dimensional parabolic Anderson model for Dirac delta initial
conditions, presents the relation with the Anderson Hamiltonian, and studies its long time
behavior on the torus.

Section 7 presents a link between paracontrolled distributions and Hairer's regularity
structures.

Section 8 presents some results on nonlinear stochastic wave equations.

5.4 The full �3
4 equation

To study the full �34 equation we first need to define a space of extended data where all
analytically ill-defined trees live. To simplify the renormalization, we replace the operator
� in the equation by A=�− 1. This has the advantage that now the semigroup (etA=
e−tPt)t>0 is integrable over all of R+. Of course, we can recover the original equation by
considering (@t−A)�=−�3+ �+ � instead, but as discussed before the linear term +�
on the right hand side poses no additional difficulty for our small scale solution theory and
therefore we simply omit it. On the other hand this term might have a strong effect on the
long time behavior of the solution, but at least for now we do not care about that.
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In the following we write for a Banach space X

CRX =C(R; X) and Cpg(X)= fu2CRX:9k 2Ns:t: ku(t)kX. 1+ jtjkg;

equipped with the distance

d(u; v)CRX=
X
n=1

1

2−n(kuj[−n;n]−v j[−n;n]kC([−n;n];X)^ 1)

under which CRX is complete (of course the subspace CpgX of polynomially growing
functions is not closed). By adapting the proof of Schauder 4.6 is not hard to see that for
u2CpgC � we have

t 7!
Z
−1

t

e(t−s)Au(s)ds2CpgC �+2:

Definition 5.17. Let �2 (1/3; 1/2) and let

T ��CRC �−1�CRC 2�−2�CRC 2��CRC ��CRC 2�−1�CRC �−1�CRC 2�−1;

be the closure of the image of the map

�:CpgL
1�R�R

!CRC �−1�CRC 2�−2�CRC 2��CRC ��CRC 2�−1�CRC �−1�CRC 2�−1;

�(Z; c1; c2)=
�
; ; ; ; ; ;

�
;

where

(t)=Z(t);

(t)=( (t)2− c1);

(t)=

Z
−1

t

e(t−s)A (s)ds;

(t)=

Z
−1

t

e(t−s)A( (s)3− 3c1 (s))ds;

(t)= (t)� (t);

(t)= (t)� (t)− 6c2 (t);

(t)=

�Z
−1

t

e(t−s)A (s)ds

�
� (t)− 2c2:

We write T =
S
�2(1/3;1/2) T

�. We also write kZkTT� kZ−Z~kTT� for the canonical norm

on the product space T �j[0;T ] of functions in T � restricted to the time interval [0; T ].

Remark 5.18. We did not use the canonical regularities that we would guess from para-
product and Schauder estimates. It would be more natural to take

2CRC 3�−1; 2CRC 4�−2; 2CRC 5�−3; 2CRC 4�−2:

But since we are interested in the case �= 1/2− " and to simplify the presentation we
formally identify 2�+ k�=1+ k� whenever k > 0.

Our aim is now to solve the �34 equation for given data Z2 T . For that purpose we
define a Banach space of distributions, depending on � , in which we can use paracontrolled
arguments to make sense of the equation and in which we can set up a Picard iteration:
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Definition 5.19. Let �2 (1/3; 1/2), � 2 (1/3; �], T > 0, and Z2T �. We say that

(�; v 0; v])2CTC �−1�CTC ��CTC �+1

is paracontrolled by Z and write (�; v 0; v])2DT
�Z if

�= − +v; v= v 0�� +v]:

If there is no ambiguity about v 0 and v], we also write v 2DT
�Z or �2DT

�Z.

Definition 5.20. For (�; v 0; v])2DT
�Z we define the space-time distribution

−�:3: :=−(@t−A) −3
�
v−

�
+�0+ �1v+ �2v

2− v3

where the coefficients �0; �1; �22CRC �−1 are defined as

�0 :=−3 �
2
+

3
:=−3

�
< 2

+ = 2
+ �

�
�

�
+2C

�
; ;

�
+

�
+

3
;

�1 :=6 −3
2
:=6 +6 < +6 = −3

2
;

�2 :=−3 +3 ;

and where

(v+ ) :=(v+ )< +(v+ )= +v]� +(v 0�� −v 0< )�

+C(v 0; ; )+ v 0 + :

The following lemma gives a more intuitive representation of �:3: in the case of regular
data Z:

Lemma 5.21. If Z=�(Z; c1; c2) for Z 2CpgL
1, then

−�:3:=−�3+3(c1+ c2)�:

Proof. If c1= c2=0, then this immediately follows from the considerations at the begin-
ning of this section, so we only have to keep track where c1 and c2 appear. This can be done
in a lengthy but straightforward computation, noting that now all products are well defined
and we can combine all the paraproducts and commutators etc. to form usual products. �

While (@t−A) is not necessarily a function of time with values in a space of distri-
butions, the renormalized cube �:3: is indeed a function of time once we subtract its most
singular contribution:

Lemma 5.22. Let � 2 (1/3; 1/2), � 2 (1/3; �], T > 0, and Z;Z~ 2 T � as well as (�; v 0;
v])2DT

�Z and (�~; v~0; v~])2DT
�Z~ . Then�:3:− (@t−A) 
CTC 2�−2

+
�:3:− (@t−A) −3

�
v−

�
<


CTC �−1

6P (kZkTT�)(1+ kv 0kCTC �
3 + kv]kCTC �+1

3 )

for a polynomial P, and also�:3:− (@t−A) −
�
�~:3:− (@t−A)

~ �
CTC 2�−2

+
�:3:− (@t−A) −3

�
v−

�
< −

�
�~:3:− (@t−A)

~
− 3
�
v~−

~ �< ~
�

CTC �−1

6MT(kZ−Z~kTT�+ kv 0− v~0kCTC �+ kv]− v~]kCTC �+1);
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where for another polynomial P

MT =P (kZkTT�; kZ~kTT�; kv 0kCTC �+1; kv]kCTC �; kv~0kCTC �; kv~]kCTC �+1):

Proof. This easily follows by combining the Definition 5.20 of �:3: with the paraproduct
estimates from Theorem 3.19 and the commutator estimate from Lemma 5.2. �

Now consider the equation
(@t−A)�=−�:3:+ �;

where we wrote
� := (@t−A) ;

which is a space-time distribution. We are looking for paracontrolled solutions, so we should
decompose �= − +v, and the equation for v is

(@t−A)v=−�:3:+(@t−A) ; v(0)= �0− (0)+ (0);

which we can control with Lemma 5.22. From here we can set up a Picard iteration and
solve the equation uniquely on a small time interval, just as in the case of the linear equation
of Section 5.3. Unlike in the linear case, now the length of the time interval on which we
obtain a contraction depends on the initial condition, and therefore we only obtain local
existence up to an explosion time. To show that the explosion time is infinite, we have to
use the sign of the nonlinearity −�:3: and apply more refined estimates, see [39].

6 Parabolic Anderson model & Anderson Hamiltonian

6.1 The parabolic Anderson model
Let now � be a space white noise on T2, i.e. a centered Gaussian process with values in
S 0 such that for all ';  2C1(T2) we have E[�(')�( )]= h';  iL2(T2). We want to study
the parabolic Anderson model (PAM)

Lu=(@t−�)u=u�;

which is a continuum model for a branching population in a random potential: We con-
sider independent diffusing particles on T2 that in the point x branch with rate �(x)+=
max f�(x); 0g and get killed with rate �(x)−=max f−�(x); 0g. Of course �(x) does not
make any sense because � is only a distribution, and also the solution u is not integer
valued; but we can derive u as a continuum limit of a discrete model behaving as described
above [36].

Exercise 6.1. Show that if � is a space white noise on Td, then

E[k�k−d/2−�
p ]<1

for all �; p> 0.
Hint: Compare with Lemma 4.3.

Thus we have � 2C −1−� for all �> 0, which is the same regularity that we had for the
tree in the linearized �34 equation. In other words, the parabolic Anderson model is a
simplified linearized �3

4 equation and we can solve it by using the same arguments as in
Section 5.3. Since � does not depend on time we can now work with �extended data� that
does not depend on time either: Let �2 (2/3; 1) so that � 2C �−2, and consider

X =(1−�)−1� 2C �:
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Then

LX =−�X =(1−�)X −X = �−X = �+C �:

Exercise 6.2. Let �:R2!R be an even, compactly supported function which is contin-
uous in 0 and which satisfies �(0)=1. Define

�" :=F−1(�("�)F�); X" := (1−�)−1�"=F−1(�("�)FX);

as well as

c" :=E[X"(0)�"(0)]:

Show that for all x2T2

c"=E[X"(x)�"(x)] =E[X"� �"(x)]=O(jlog"j)

and that there exists X�� such that for all p2 [1;1)

lim
"!0

E[k�"− �k�−2
p + kX"−Xk�

p + kX��− (X"� �"− c")k2�−2
p ] = 0:

Hint: Use the tools from Section 4.5.

From here it is not difficult to slightly adapt the arguments from Section 5.3 to show
that for all � 2 (2/3; �] and for all u0 with u0 − u0<X 2 C �+� there exists a unique
paracontrolled solution u= u��X + u] with u2LT

� and u]2L �+� to

Lu=u� :=u<�+u=�+u]� �+(u��X −u<X)� �+C(u;X; �)+ u(X��)

with initial condition u(0)=u0. Note that unlike before we do not have L (u��X)=u<�,
but instead

L (u��X)=u<LX =u<� −u<X;

but the term u<X has positive regularity and therefore
R
0

t
Pt−s(u<X)ds2LT

�+�.
Moreover, since X��= lim" (X

"� �"− c"), we have u= lim"u
", where

Lu"= u"(�"− c"):

(It is a good exercise to convince yourself of this! Where does the c" enter the equation?)
Our aim is now to analyze this equation in a bit more detail. We will first extend the

solution theory to much more general initial conditions, then we will present a strong
maximum principle, then we will study the Anderson Hamiltonian, i.e. the infinitesimal
generator of the solution semigroup, and finally we will combine all these tools to obtain a
quite precise understanding of the long time behavior of the (periodic) parabolic Anderson
model.

6.2 General Besov spaces and more general initial conditions
As before, the condition on the initial condition is quite unnatural. A canonical initial
condition for our population would be the Dirac delta, which would model the start from
a unit mass at 0, and then we could explore how this mass diffuses through the system.
By Exercise 3.1 we have �2Bp;1

−2(1−1/p) for all p2 [1;1) (since we redefined the space C 

as the closure of the smooth functions we only have � 2C −2−� for �> 0).
Our estimate kPt'k�+. (1+ t−/2)k'k� can be easily generalized to

kPt'kBp;q�+. (1+ t
−/2)k'k

Bp;q
� :
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To obtain an integrable singularity at t=0 we need  < 2, so since the initial condition for
the paracontrolled remainder would be u](0)= �− �<X 2C −2−� we could at best obtain

u](t)=Ptu
](0)|||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }

C −2�

+

Z
0

t

Pt−sLu](s)ds||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }
??

2C −2�:

Of course, this is way too irregular to make sense of u](t)� �. If on the other hand we
could work in the space B1;1, then we would have u](0)2B1;10 and then Ptu](0)2B1;12−�,
which gives us some hope to make sense of u](t)� �, because �+2−�> 0.

This is the purpose of the current subsection: We develop the solution theory for
paracontrolled distributions in general Besov spaces, and we finally give details on how to
include singularities at t=0 which allow us to take less regular initial conditions. We start
by defining the following function spaces:

Definition 6.1. Let p2 [1;1] and �2R, � 2 (0; 2),  2 [0; 1). Then we define

Cp
� :=Bp;1

� ; Lp;T
� :=CT

�/2
Lp\CTCp

� ;

both equipped with their canonical norm, as well as

MT
Cp

� := ff 2C([0; T ];S 0): t 7! t'(t)2CTCp�g;
Lp;T

;� := f'2C([0; T ];S 0): t 7! t'(t)2Lp;T
� g;

with canonical norms

k'kMT
Cp

� := k(t 7! t'(t))kCTCp
�; k'kLp;T

;� := k(t 7! t'(t))kLp;T
� :

Now we need to translate the ingredients for paracontrolled distributions to this new
functional setting. Most of this was worked out by Prömel and Trabs in [47] in more
generality than we need it here, and the following lemma is a collection of weaker versions
of their results:

Lemma 6.2. ([47], Lemma 2.1) Let p 2 [1;1] and let � 2R and u; v 2S 0. Then we
have for all �> 0

ku<vkCp
�.min

n
kukLpkvk� ; kukL1kvkCp

�

o
;

and for �< 0 furthermore

ku<vkCp
�+�.min

n
kukCp

�kvk� ; kuk�kvkCp
�

o
:

If �+ � > 0 we have

ku� vkCp
�+�.min

n
kukCp

�kvk� ; kuk�kvkCp
�

o
:

If �2 (0; 1) and  2R is such that �+  < 0 but �+ �+  > 0, then

kC(u; v; w)kCp
�+�+. kukCp

�kvk�kwk:

We also need Schauder estimates in Lp;T
;� spaces:
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Lemma 6.3. ([26], Lemma 6.6) Let �2 (0; 2) and  2 [0; 1), as well as p2 [1;1] and
T > 0. Then we have

k(t 7!Ptu)kLp;T
;�.kukCp

�−2;�t 7! Z
0

t

Pt−su(s)ds

�
Lp;T

;�
.(1+T )kukMT

Cp
�−2:

Adapting the proof of this lemma to deal with the modified paraproduct leads to the
following generalization of Corollary 5.10

Lemma 6.4. Let �2 (0; 1), � 2R, and  2 [0; 1), as well as p2 [1;1] and T > 0. Then

ku��w−u<wkMT
Cp

�+�. (1+T )kukLp;T
;�(kw(0)k�+ kLwkCTC �−2):

And finally we need an interpolation estimate:

Lemma 6.5. ([26], Lemma 6.8) Let �2 (0; 2),  2 (0; 1), and �2 [0; �^ 2), as well as
p2 [1;1] and T > 0. Then

kuk
Lp;T

−�/2;�−�. kukLp;T
;�:

We now fix p2 [1;1] consider an initial condition u02Cp
0. As before we let �2 (2/3;1)

and � 2 (2/3; �] We define paracontrolled distributions in our new setting as follows:

Definition 6.6. We say (u; u0; u]) is paracontrolled, u2Dp;T
� , if

u=u0��X +u]

with

u2Lp;T
�/2;� ; u02Lp;T

�/2;� ; u]2Lp;T
(�+�)/2;�+�:

Now consider u2Dp;T
� , and note that by the interpolation estimate we have Dp;T

� �Dp;T
� .

Thus we get from the estimates by Prömel and Trabs, using that 2�+ � > 2,

u�= u=�||{z}}
MT

�/2Cp
2�−2

+ u<�||{z}}
MT

�/2Cp
�−2

+ u]� �||||||||||||||||{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
MT

(�+�)/2Cp
2�+�−2

+(u0��X − u0<X)� �||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }
MT

�/2Cp
2�+�−2

+ C(u0; X ; �)||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }
MT

�/2Cp
2�+�−2

+ u0(X��)||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |{z}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} }
MT

�/2Cp
2�−2

:

Therefore,

u�−u<� 2MT
(�+�)/2Cp

2�−2;

and then

kLu]kMT
�Cp

2�−26 ku<XkMT
�Cp

2�−2+ ku�− u<�kMT
�Cp

2�−2.T (�−�)/2;

which gives us the small factor for the contraction. We also have

t 7!Ptu
](0)=Pt(u0− u0��X)2MT

�Cp
2�;

and thus we can control u]2Lp;T
�;2�. Moreover,

kuk
Lp;T

�/2;�. ku]kLp;T
�;2�+T (�−�)/2kL (u��X)k

MT
�/2Cp

�−2+ ku0<XkCp
0;
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and

L (u��X)= u<�||{z}}
MT

�/2
Cp
�−2

− u<X|||||||{z}}}}}}}
MT

�/2Cp
�

:

We can now apply the same strategy as in Section 5.3 to obtain the following result:

Theorem 6.7. Let p 2 [1;1], let (�; X ; X��) 2 C �−2� C �� C 2�−2, and let u0 2 Cp
0.

Then for all T > 0 there exists a unique u2DT
� such that

Lu= u�; u(0)=u0:

Moreover, u depends continuously on (u0; � ;X ;X��), and for all t> 0 we have u(t)2C �.

Proof. Everything is clear by now, only the last point u(t)2C � merits some discussion.
By construction, have u(s)2Cp

� for all s > 0. So by Besov embedding (Lemma 3.15) we

have for p1> p with �− 2
�
1

p
− 1

p1

�
=0:

u(t/2)2Cp1
�−2

�
1

p
− 1

p1

�
=Cp1

0 :

From here we can bootstrap to increase the integrability to the L1 scale: We now use
u(t/2) as new initial condition for the equation on [t/2; 2t/3], so at u(2t/3) we get an

even better integrability Cp2
0 with p2>p1 such that �−2

�
1

p1
− 1

p2

�
=0. This bootstrapping

ends after finally many steps, when we arrive at the L1 scale. �

6.3 A strong maximum principle
We saw in the previous section that u(t)2C � is a continuous function for all t> 0, even if
the initial condition is only a Dirac delta � 2C1

0. In particular, it makes sense to speak of
the sign of u(t; x). By approximation it is not hard to see that whenever u0 is a positive
measure in Cp

0 for some p2 [1;1], then u(t; x)>0 for all t>0 and x2T2. Here we present
a nice argument due to Cannizzaro, Friz, Gassiat [11], inspired by Mueller [41], which
shows that in fact the solution becomes instantly strictly positive, as long as u0 can be
approximated by positive functions.

We start with a simple observation about the heat kernel:

Lemma 6.8. ([11], (5.3)) Let pt the Gaussian density on Rd with variance 2t. For all
�> 0 there exists t�> 0 such that whenever u> 0 satisfies u> 1 on the ball B(x; �), then
for all t2 [0; t�]

pt �u(y)>
1
4
; y 2B(x; �+ t�):

Proof. Without loss of generality we take x=0. For any y2B(x;�) there exists a unique
jz j6 1 with y= z � (�+ t�). So if Z is a standard Gaussian variable, then

pt �u(y)>Pt1B(0;�)(y)=P(jy+ 2t
p

Z j6�)

=P

�
Z 2B

�
y

2t
p ;

�

2t
p

��
=P

 
Z 2B

 
z

 
�

2t
p +

t
2

r
�

!
;
�

2t
p

!!
;
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and for t! 0 we have

lim
t!0

inf
jz j61

P

 
Z 2B

 
z

 
�

2t
p +

t
2

r
�

!
;
�

2t
p

!!

=lim
t!0

inf
jz j61

P

 
Z 2B

 
jz je1

 
�

2t
p +

t
2

r
�

!
;
�

2t
p

!!

=lim
t!0

P

 
Z 2B

 
e1

 
�

2t
p +

t
2

r
�

!
;
�

2t
p

!!
=P(Z1> 0)=

1
2
:

This proves the claim. �

Theorem 6.9. (Strong maximum principle, [11], Theorem 5.1) Let u02Cp
0 be a

positive measure. Assume furthermore that u0=/ 0. Then

u(t; x)> 0; t > 0; x2T2:

Proof. By the previous discussion we know that u(s)2C � for all strictly positive times
s>0. Moreover, from a convolution argument the positive measure u0 can be approximated
by a sequence of positive functions u0n, and therefore u(s) > 0 by approximation, and
for sufficiently small s > 0 we have u(s) =/ 0 by continuity. By considering u(s) as a new
initial condition, we may assume without loss of generality that u0 is a positive continuous
function with u0=/ 0. Moreover, it turns out to be easier to interpret u as a periodic function
on R2.

Then there exists a ball B(x;�)�R2 on which u0>" for some ">0. Since the equation
for u is linear, "−1u solves the same equation but with initial condition "−1u0. Since
"−1u> 0 if and only if u> 0, we may forget about the multiplication with "−1, and thus
we assume without loss of generality that

u0> 1 on B(x; �)�R2:

We can decompose

u(s)=Psu0+

Z
0

s

Ps−r(u(r)�)dr :=Psu0+w(s):

By adapting the proof of Theorem 6.7 to initial conditions in C � (for which we get a
smaller blow-up factor ) we see that w 2CT

�/2
L1. Let now t > 0. Since w(0) = 0, there

exists C > 0 such that for all s2 [0; t]

kw(s)kL16Cs�/2:
Moreover,

Psu0=
X
k2Z2

ps(�+ k) �u0> ps �1B(x;�);

so that by Lemma 6.8 we get for all �> 0 and s< t�

Psu0>
1
4

on B(x; �+ s�). So if s2 (0; t�) is small enough such that

Cs�/2<
1

8
;

we get

u(s; y)> 1
8
; y 2B(x; �+ s�):
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Using the linearity of the equation, we can repeat the argument on [s; 2s] and obtain
u(2s; y)> 1/64 for y 2B(x; �+2s�), and so on, until we arrive at

u(t; y)> 0; y 2B(x; �+ t�):

Since �> 0 was arbitrary, this completes the proof. �
This argument is very flexible, essentially we only used that the equation is linear.

In particular, it extends to all linear equations that can be solved with paracontrolled
distributions or regularity structures.

6.4 The Anderson Hamiltonian
The parabolic Anderson model can be written as

@tu=�u+u�=(�+ �)u :=H u;

where H is the Anderson Hamiltonian,

H =�+ �

(or, taking renormalization into account, H =�+ � −1). So we formally have u(t) =
etH u0, and we hope to obtain information about the behavior of u from H .

To do this, we first have to construct H . In principle, we can define H u for all
paracontrolled (with slightly different definition than before) u of the form

u= u0<X +u];

where X =(1−�)−1� 2C �, u; u02Cp
�, u]2Cp

2� for �2 (2/3; 1), because then we have

H u=�(u0<X)+�u]+ u=�+u<�+u]� �+C(u0; X; �)+ u0(X��):

The problem is that while the right hand side is well defined, it is still only in Cp
2�−2 and

thus only a distribution and not a function. Also, we would like to construct H as a self-
adjoint operator on a Hilbert space, so that we can use spectral theory.

The first problem could be overcome very easily by restricting our attention to a sub-
space of the paracontrolled distributions: If we write Tt for the map that sends u0 to u(t),
where u is the solution of the PAM, then for all u02Cp

0 both Tsu0 and the integral
R
0

t
Tsu0ds

are paracontrolled, and

H

Z
0

t

Tsu0ds=

Z
0

t

H Tsu0ds=

Z
0

t

@sTsu0ds=Ttu0− u0;

so if u0 is �nice enough� (depending on the space on which we want to define H ), thenR
0

t
Tsu0ds is in the domain of H . Since also t−1

R
0

t
Tsu0ds converges to u0, we would obtain

that the domain is dense. The problem with this approach is that it seems not so easy to
obtain information about the spectrum of H from that construction.

Therefore, we take a different approach which goes back to Allez and Chouk [2]: For
�> 0 we consider the resolvent equation

(�−H )u= v

for v 2L2�C2
0. We can rewrite this equation as a paracontrolled PDE as follows:

(�−�)u= u�+ v , u=(�−�)−1(u�+ v)

As there is no time variable, we do not need the modified paraproduct and for large �
the equation is actually easier to solve than the parabolic Anderson model. The space of
paracontrolled distributions for this problem is with � 2 (2/3; �)

(u; u0; u])2C2
��C2

��C2
�+�: u]= u− u0<X:
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We obtain a small factor for the contraction property by choosing � large (which we fix
from now on). The solution u is then in C2

��B2;2
� 0 for all � 02 (0; �).

Exercise 6.3. For  2R we define the L2 Sobolev space

H=

(
u2S 0(Td): kukH

2 :=
X
k2Zd

jû(k)j2(1+ jk j2)<1
)
:

i. Show that H=B2;2
 with equivalent norms.

ii. Show that H0=L2.

iii. Show that bounded sets in H are relatively compact in H 0 whenever  >  0.

By the exercise we see that the operator

R�:L
23 v 7! (�−H )−1v= u2L2

is compact (i.e. it maps bounded sets to relatively compact sets). Moreover, it is self-
adjoint: Assume for the moment that � is a bounded function, then �−H =�−�− � is
self-adjoint because multiplication operators are trivially self-adjoint and � is self-adjoint
as well, and therefore

hR�v; wiL2= hR�v; (�−H )R�wiL2= h(�−H )R�v;R�wiL2= hv;R�wiL2:

By approximation, this carries over to our situation.
So R� is a compact self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space L2(T2), and by the

spectral theorem for compact operators there exists an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions
(en)n2N and real valued eigenvalues (�n)n2N such that j�1j> j�2j> ��� with j�nj! 0 and

R�en=�nen; n2N:

We just need one more information about the �n:

Lemma 6.10. We have �n> 0 for all n2N.

Proof. By definition of R�= (� −H )−1 we have R�v =/ 0 for all v =/ 0, and therefore
j�nj> 0 for all n. Thus it suffices to show that �n> 0, which follows immediately once we
show that R� is a positive operator, i.e. that

hR�v; viL2> 0
for all v 2L2. Indeed, then

�n=�nhen; eniL2= hR�en; eniL2> 0:

To see that R� is positive, we use the representation

R�v=

Z
0

1
e−�tTtvdt:

Indeed, we have for S > 0

(�−H )

Z
0

S

e−�tTtvdt=

Z
0

S

−@t(e−�tTtv)dt= v− e−�STSv;

and since the PAM is linear we have kTSvkL26KeKSkvkL2 for someK>0. Without loss of
generality we assume that �>K (in fact we already had to take �>K in the construction
of R�), and then we can send S!1 to get

(�−H )

Z
0

1
e−�tTtvdt= v;
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which proves the representation for R�. So now it suffices to show that Tt is a positive
operator for all t. But

hTtv; viL2= hTt/2Tt/2v; viL2= hTt/2v; Tt/2viL2= kTt/2vkL22 > 0;

where we used the semigroup property of (Tt), and that Tt is self-adjoint for all t: If � is a
bounded function, this follows for example from the Feynman-Kac formula, because we may
interpret v as a periodic function on R2 and then obtain with a two-dimensional Brownian
motionZ

T2
Ttv(x)w(x)dx=

Z
T2
E

�
v(x+Bt)exp

�Z
0

t

�(x+Bs)ds

��
w(x)dx

=E

�Z
T2
v(x+Bt)exp

�Z
0

t

�(x+Bs)ds

�
w(x)dx

�
=E

�Z
T2

v(x)exp
�Z

0

t

�(x+Bs−Bt)ds
�
w(x−Bt)dx

�
=E

�Z
T2
v(x)exp

�Z
0

t

�(x− (Bt−Bt−s))ds
�
w(x− (Bt−Bt−t))dx

�
=E

�Z
T2
v(x)exp

�Z
0

t

�(x+Bs)ds

�
w(x+Bt)dx

�
=

Z
T2
v(x)Ttw(x)dx;

where we used that s 7!−(Bt−Bt−s), s2 [0; t], is a Brownian motion. By approximation,
Tt is also self-adjoint in the white noise case. �

Consequently, the eigenvalues �n are not only decreasing in absolute value, they are
actually decreasing. We claim that the en are also eigenfunctions for H . Indeed,

(�−H )en=�n
−1(�−H )�nen=�n

−1(�−H )R�en=�n
−1en;

and thus
H en=(�−�n−1)en :=�nen

Since the �n are decreasing, also the �n are decreasing, and since �n!0 we have �n!−1
for n!1. We thus obtained a spectral decomposition

H v=
X
n=1

1

�nhen; viL2en;

which is valid whenever v is in the domain of H .

6.5 Long time behavior of the periodic parabolic Anderson model
We formally have Tt= etH , and with spectral calculus we can make this rigorous:

Ttu=
X
n=1

1

et�nhen; uiL2en:

For u such that hu;eniL2=/ 0 only for finitely many n this representation follows immediately
from the fact that both Ttu and

P
n=1
1 et�nhen; uiL2en solve the equation @tv=H v, and

then it extends to general u by approximation.

Lemma 6.11. The operator H has a spectral gap, i.e. �1>�2. Moreover, e1(x)> 0 for
all x2T2.
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Proof. Consider the cone

K= fv 2L2: v> 0g�L2:

We say v>w (resp. v�w) if v −w is in K (resp. in the interior K� of K), or in other
words if v−w>0 (resp. v−w>0) almost everywhere. Then Tt is a compact linear operator
that is strongly positive, i.e. such that

Ttv� 0

whenever v> 0; indeed, this follows from the strong maximum principle Theorem 6.9.
By (a consequence of) the Krein-Rutman theorem, see Theorem 19.3 in [17], we have

�1>�2 and e1� 0. Since e1=�1
−1R�e1 we know that e1 is paracontrolled, i.e. there exist

e1=e1
0<X+ e1

] with e10 2C2
� and e1

]2C2
�+�. The paraproduct estimates together with the

Besov embedding theorem thus show that e12C " for some ">0 and thus e1 is a continuous
function and e1(x)> 0 for all x. �

We now collected all ingredients needed to describe the long time behavior of the PAM:

Theorem 6.12. There exists �> 0 such that for all u2L2 with u> 0 and u=/ 0

lim
t!1

 Ttu

et�1hu; e1iL2e1
− 1

L1

=0

Consequently, we have for u0> 0 with u0=/ 0

lim
t!1

 TtuTtu0 − hu; e1iL2hu0; e1iL2


L1

=0;

i.e. the ratio of two solutions for different initial conditions becomes constant for large
times.

Proof. First note that hu; e1iL2> 0 since e1(x)> 0 for all x, and therefore the division by
et�1hu; e1iL2e1 is allowed. We also have e1(x)> "> 0 for all x, because e1 is continuous and
T2 is compact and thus e1 attains its minimum. Thus

Ttu

et�1hu; e1iL2e1
=1+

1

hu; e1iL2e1

X
n=2

1

et(�n−�1)hu; eniL2en:

From here it is trivial to show that Ttu

et�1hu; e1iL2e1
− 1 converges to zero in L2, but we have

to work a bit more the get the convergence in L1. We have for � > 0 and t > ��������� Ttu(x)

et�1hu; e1iL2e1(x)
− 1
��������

6
 1

hu; e1iL2e1


L1

X
n=2

1

et(�n−�1)jhu; eniL2jjen(x)j

6jhu; e1iL2"j−1
 X
n=2

1

e2�(�n−�1)jen(x)j2
!
1/2
 X
n=2

1

e2(t−�)(�n−�1)jhu; eniL2j2
!
1/2

.
 X
n=1

1

e2��njen(x)j2
!
1/2

e2(t−� )(�2−�1)
X
n=2

1

jhu; eniL2j2

.
 X
n=1

1

e2��njen(x)j2
!
1/2

e2(t−� )(�2−�1)kukL22 :
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Now we use that �1 > �2 by Lemma 6.11, so the claim follows once we show thatP
n=1
1 e2��njen(x)j2<1: But if �" is a smooth approximation of the Dirac delta, thenX

n=1

1
e2��njen(x)j26liminf

"!0

X
n=1

1
e2��nhen; �"(x− �)iL2hen; �"(x− �)iL2

=

Z
u�

"(x−�)(2� ; y)�"(y)dy;

where u�
"(x−�) is the solution to PAM with initial condition �". By our previous results

u�
"(x−�)(2� ; �) converges uniformly to u�(x−�) and thus we get

X
n=1

1

e2��njen(x)j26u�(x−�)(2� ; x)<1:

To derive the limiting behavior of Ttu/Ttu0, note that

Ttu
Ttu0

=
Ttu

et�1hu; e1iL2e1
� et�1hu0; e1iL2e1

Ttu0
� hu; e1iL2hu0; e1iL2

;

and now note that if kfn− 1kL1! 0, then also k1/fn− 1kL1! 0, from where we deduce
the second claimed convergence. �

Consequently, the initial condition does not influence the limiting shape of the solution
to the PAM at all and only contributes through the scalar factor hu; e1i.

We can also solve the PAM on R2, and there the situation is much more complicated.
Then the spectrum of the operator H is unbounded from above, and it does not generate
a continuous contraction semigroup. While we can still solve the PAM on R2, the solution
at time t lives in a larger space than at time 0, with more permissive weights capturing
the growth/decay at infinity; see [30] or [36] for details.

6.6 Some related linear equations

The spectral point of view provides us with easy solution theories for some other linear
equations, for example the stochastic Schroedinger equation

i@tu=�u+u�=H �

with i= −1
p

, or the stochastic wave equation

@ttu=(H −�)�

for �>�1. In the first case we can set

u(t)=
X
n=1

1

eit�nhu; eniL2en;

and in the second case we consider the equation as a system,

@tu=v

@tv=(H −�)u;

so that we can set

Kt(u0; v0);
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where

Kt=

 
cos(t(�−H )1/2) (�−H )−1/2sin(t(�−H )1/2)

−(�−H )1/2sin(t(�−H )1/2) cos(t(�−H )1/2)

!
:

Based on this point of view we can then introduce nonlinear perturbations to the equations,
for example by considering the mild formulation based on (eitH )t resp. (Kt)t, see [20] for
details.

7 Relation with regularity structures

Hairer's regularity structures [28] provide another approach towards dealing with singular
SPDEs, and they are based on closely related ideas, although they use very different
technical tools. They are based on generalizations of the Taylor expansion and of increment
characterizations of regularity. Here we discuss some links between paracontrolled distrib-
utions and regularity structures, essentially how the different descriptions of regularity are
compatible.

My aim is not to give an introduction to regularity structures, this section addresses
mainly readers with some previous exposure and in the beginning we only collect the main
notions from [28] without any motivation or intuitive explanation. For nice introductions
to regularity structures see for example [29, 14].

Definition 7.1. A regularity structure is a triple T = (A; T ; G), where A�R without
accumulation point except possibly at 1, where

T =
M
�2A

T�

and each T� is a Banach space, and where G is a group of bounded linear operators on T
such that for all Γ2G and all � 2T�

Γ� − � 2
M
�<�

T� ; Γ2G; � 2T�:

We call T the model space and G the structure group.

A regularity structure is a purely abstract construct that provides a framework in which
we can set up new notions of regularity and new function spaces. These function spaces
depend on concrete realizations of regularity structures, that are encoded in models.

For ':Rd!R we define

'x
� :=�−d'(�−1(� − x)); �> 0; x2Rd:

For �2A and � 2T we write Q�� for the projection of � onto T�, and

k� k� := kQ�� k

Definition 7.2. Let T =(A; T ;G) be a regularity structure and d2N. A model for T on
Rd consists of maps

�:Rd!L(T ;S 0(Rd)); Γ:Rd�Rd!G;

such the algebraic relations

�xΓxy=�y; ΓxyΓyz=Γxz
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hold, and such that with r >−� for all �2A the following analytic relation holds: There
exists C > 0 such that

j�x�('x�)j6C��k� k�; kΓx;y� k�6C jx− y j�−�k� k�;

for all '2Cbr with k'kCbr6 1, for all �2 (0; 1], for all x; y 2Rd and for all �; � 2A.

Models provide the framework in which to model regularity, and given a model we can
define new function spaces:

Definition 7.3. Let T =(A; T ;G) be a regularity structure with model (�;Γ). For  > 0
the space of modelled distributions D  consists of the maps f :Rd!

L
�<T��T such that

kfx−Γxyfyk�6C jx− y j−�; kfxk�6C

for all �<  and x; y 2Rd, where C > 0. We write kf kD for the smallest such constant.

Modelled distributions take values in the abstract Banach space T . But we can associate
to each modelled distribution an element of S 0(Rd):

Theorem 7.4. ([28], Theorem 3.10) Let  > 0. Then there exists a bounded linear
operator

R:D !C �0;

where �0=min�2A , such that for some C > 0

jRf('x
�)−�xfx('x�)j6C� (7.1)

for all ' 2 Cbr with k'kCbr 6 1, for all � 2 (0; 1], and for all x 2Rd. Here r is as in
Definition 7.2. Moreover, Rf is the unique element of S 0 that satisfies ( 7.1).

We now want to link the theory of regularity structures with paracontrolled distribu-
tions. More precisely, we give descriptions of modelled distributions based on paraproducts.
The material here is from Section 6 of [22] and from [35].

Definition 7.5. For f :Rd!T we define

P (f ;�)(x) :=
X
j>1

ZZ
K<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)�yfy(z)dydz

and

P (f ;Γ)(x) :=
X
j>1

ZZ
K<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)Γzyfydydz

whenever these are well defined. Note that P (f ;�) takes values in S 0(Rd), while P (f ;Γ)
takes values in T.

We can extend our Besov spaces C � easily to distributions with values in a Banach
space X, by writing

kukC �(X)= sup
j>−1

2j�kKj �ukL1(X) :=sup
j>−1

2j�k�jukL1(X)

Lemma 7.6. Let  > 0 and f 2D . Then for all �< 

kQ�(f −P (f ;Γ))kC −�(T�). kf kD;
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and also

kRf −P (f ;�)k. kf k:

Proof. First observe the trivial estimate

kQ��60f kC (T�). kf kL1(T�)6 kf kD:

Moreover, since
R
K<j−1(x)dx=1 for all j> 1:

Q�(f −�60f −P (f ;Γ))(x)

=
X
j>1

ZZ
K<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)Q�(fz−Γzyfy)dydz:

By Lemma 3.17 it suffices to bound each addend of the series, and using that f 2D  we
have ��������ZZ K<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)Q�(fz−Γzyfy)dydz

��������
6
ZZ

jK<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)j � jz − y j−�kf kDdydz

.kf kD

ZZ
jK<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)j � (jz −xj−�+ jx− y j−�)dydz

.kf kD2−j(−�);

which shows that kQ�(f −P (f ;Γ))kC −�(T�). kf kD.
The second bound holds by very similar arguments:

k�60Rf k. kRf k�0. kf kD

by definition of �60 and the reconstruction operator, and

(�>0R −P (f ;�))(x)=
X
j>1

ZZ
K<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)(Rf(z)−�yfy(z))dydz:

Again it suffices to bound each addend individually, and��������ZZ K<j−1(x− y)Kj(x− z)(Rf(z)−�yfy(z))dydz
��������

=

��������Z K<j−1(x− y)
(
Rf
(
Kx
2−j
�
−�yfy

(
Kx
2−j
��
dy

��������
6
��������Z K<j−1(x− y)

(
Rf
(
Kx
2−j
�
−�xfx

(
Kx
2−j
��
dy

��������
+

��������Z K<j−1(x− y)�x(fx−Γxyfy)
(
Kx
2−j
�
dy

��������
.
��������Z K<j−1(x− y)2−jkf kDdy

��������+X
�<

��������Z K<j−1(x− y)2−j�jx− y j−�kf kDdy

��������
.2−jkf kD ;

which completes the proof. �

Note that Rf itself is much more irregular than C , in general we only get Rf 2C �0.
So the lemma gives a decomposition of Rf into a paraproduct and a smooth remainder.

To do: paracontrolled distributions are modelled.
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8 A nonlinear stochastic wave equation

8.1 Dimension 2
Here we follow Gubinelli, Koch and Oh [24] and study the equation

@tt
2u=�u+ u2+ �

on R+�T2, where � is a space-time white noise. While at first sight this looks very similar
to the �2

3 equation, it behaves were differently because the wave equation has much worse
regularizing properties than the heat heat equation.

We can bring the equation to first order in time by rewriting it as a system, u=(u; v),
with

@tu=v

@tv=�v+u
2+ �;

or

@t

�
u
v

�
=A

�
u
v

�
+

 
0

u2+ �

!
;

where

A=

�
0 1
� 0

�
:

Then we have with jrj := (−�)1/2

etA=

 
cos(tjrj) jrj−1sin(tjrj)

−jrjsin(tjrj) cos(tjrj)

!
; (8.1)

where cos(tjrj) and sin(tjrj) are defined in terms of spectral calculus, or explicitly through
the Fourier transform:

cos(tjrj)u=
X
k2Z2

cos(tj2�k j)û(k)e2�ik�x:

We can verify this representation for etA by differentiating the matrix in (8.1) and by
showing that the derivative equals AetA.

In particular, the variation of constants formula gives�
u(t)
v(t)

�
= etA

�
u0
v0

�
+

Z
0

t

e(t−s)A

 
0

u(s)2+ �(s)

!
ds;

and since we are mainly interested in u:

u(t)=S(t)(u0; v0)+
Z
0

tsin((t− s)jrj)
jrj (u(s)2+ �(s))ds;

where

S(t)(u0; v0) := cos(tjrj)u0+
sin(tjrj)
jrj v0:

Here we see an important difference compared to the heat equation: While Pt=et�=e−tjrj
2

is infinitely regularizing (with a blow-up for t!0), the same is not true for sin(tjrj)/jrj,
which only seems to gain one derivative.

Let us proceed anyways, and apply the tools that we developed for dealing with the �24

equation: We make the Ansatz

u=Z +w;
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where

Z(t)=

Z
0

tsin((t− s)jrj)
jrj �(s)ds:

To simplify notation, we also write

If(t) :=
Z
0

tsin((t− s)jrj)
jrj f(s)ds;

so that for example Z = I�. Then

w=S(u0; v0)+I(w2+2wZ +Z2):

Of course, there will be problems with defining Z2 because of the irregularity of Z. We
can derive the regularity of Z along the lines of Lemma 4.3, and this gives

Z 2CTC −�

almost surely for all � > 0. This may be surprising, because it is the same regularity
that we got for the convolution of � with the better behaved heat kernel, but at least
an estimate in the Sobolev scale is actually very easy to obtain: We have for a family of
complex valued standard Brownian motions (Bk)k2Z (i.e. both real and imaginary part
of Bk are independent standard Brownian motions) such that E[Bt

kBs
`] = 2�k;−`s^ t the

representation

Z(t; x)=
X
k2Z2

e2�ik�x
Z
0

tsin((t− s)j2�k j)
j2�k j dBs

k;

and thus

E[kZ(t)kH�
2 ] =

X
k2Z2

(1+ jk j2)�2
Z
0

tsin((t− s)j2�k j)2
j2�k j2 ds.

X
k2Z2

(1+ jk j2)�−1;

which is finite as soon as �< 0. Since alsoZ
0

t

e−2(t−s)j2�k j
2
ds=O(jk j−2);

this explains to some extent why we see the same regularity as for the heat equation. See
Proposition 2.1 of [24] for the precise derivation of the regularity of Z, where it is also
shown that for all n

Z :n: := lim
"!0

Z"
:n: := lim

"!0
Hn(Z"; var(Z"));

for a suitable mollification Z" of Z, satisfies Z :n:2CTC −� for all n and all �> 0. Hence,
we modify the equation for w to take the renormalization into account and try to solve

w=S(u0; v0)+ I(w2+2wZ +Z :2:):

For that purpose we have to understand the regularizing properties of I better, which are
provided by the Strichartz estimates for I. To formulate them, we need a definition:

Definition 8.1. ([24], Lemma 3.1) Let s2 (0; 1). A pair (q; r)2 (2;1]� [2;1) is s-
admissible if

1
q
+
2
r
=1− s and 26 r6

8<: 6
3− 4s; s<

3
4

1; else
:
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A pair (q~; r~) 2 [1; 2)� (1; 2] is dual s-admissible if the conjugate exponents (q~0; r~0) are
(1− s)-admissible, or equivalently if

1
q~
+
2
r~
= 3− s; and max

�
1+;

6
7− 4s

�
6 r~6 2

2− s;

where r~> 1+ means r~> 1.

We also need suitable function spaces to work in. Unfortunately, the operator I only
has good regularization properties in L2-Sobolev spaces. Therefore, we set

Hs :=Hs�Hs−1; s2R:

We also write

LT
pX =Lp([0; T ];X)

for a Banach space X

Lemma 8.2. ([24], Lemma 3.2) Let s2 (0; 1) and let (q; r) be s-admissible and (q~; r~)
be dual s-admissible. Then we have for

u=S(u0; v0)+If

and T 2 (0; 1] the following Strichartz estimates:

k(u; @tu)kLT1Hs+ kukLTqLr. k(u0; v0)kHs+min
�
kf kLTq~Lr~; kf kLT1Hs−1

	
:

In other words, we gain one derivative on the Sobolev scale H� for u, but we can also
gain integrability instead.

Now let us try to set up a Picard iteration for w in LT1Hs with s2 (0;1). Then we have
to control the right hand side of the equation, which is done in the following lemma:

Lemma 8.3. We have for s2 (0; 1) and �2 (0; s^ (1− s))

kw2+2wZ +Z :2:kLT1Hs−1. kwkLT1Hs
2 + kwkLT1HskZkLT1C −�+ kZ :2:kLT1C −�:

Proof. We decompose

w2=w�w+2w<w
and estimate for �2 (0; s) via Besov embedding (and using that d=2)

kw�wkLT1Hs−1. kw�wkLT1C2
s−1+�. kw�wkLT1C1

s+�. kwk
LT
1C2

(s+�)/2
2 . kwkLT1Hs

2 ;

as well as

kw<wkLT1Hs−1.kw<wkLT1C2
s−1+�

.kwkLT1C1
−1+�kwkLT1C2

s

.kwkLT1C2
�kwkLT1C2

s

.kwkLT1Hs
2 :

Next, we let �2 (0; (1− s)^ s) and get

kwZkLT1Hs−1. kwZkLT1C2
−�. kwkLT1C2

skZkLT1C −�. kwkLT1HskZkLT1C −�:

And finally

kZ :2:kLT1Hs−1. kZ :2:kLT1C −�:

�
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Combining this with the Strichartz estimate, we can set up a Picard iteration for (u;@tu)
in CTHs and get existence and uniqueness of solutions for small T > 0.

It may seem surprising that we stated the Strichartz estimates in such a complicated
way, when the regularization effect in Hs was all we needed. But that is very much due
to the fact that here we only considered the nonlinearity u2. If we replace u2 by uk for
k > 2, then things become more complicated because we lose more integrability, and then
we need to start keeping track also of the integrability. Moreover, we pick up additional
constraints for the regularity s of the initial condition.

8.2 Dimension 3
Now let us try to see what could be done for the same wave equation

@tt
2u=�u+ u2+ �

in d=3, i.e. u:R+�T3!R. Here we follow Gubinelli, Koch and Oh [23]. As before, we
start with the ansatz

u= +w;

where we use tree notation now and

=I�:

The same simple computation we did above to derive the regularity of Z also works in this
setting, and it suggests (correctly) that 2CTC −1/2−. The next term in the expansion is

=I( :2:);

and if we apply the usual heuristic for guessing the regularity, we get :2:2CTC −1− and
then, since I should gain one derivative because of the factor jrj−1, we guess

=I( :2:)2CTC 0−:

But unlike in the parabolic setting, this guess is in fact suboptimal, and we can show that

2CTC 1/2−;

i.e. it is �half a derivative� better than expected. But to see this we have to estimate
directly and cannot first construct :2: and then apply Strichartz estimates. See [23],
Proposition 1.6.

We thus make the ansatz

u= + +w

and obtain the following equation for w:

w=S(u0; v0)+I((w+ )2+2(w+ ) ):

Since 2CTC −1/2−, we expect w at best to have regularity 1/2− , so that w is not well
defined. To proceed, we use the paracontrolled ansatz, although in a slightly different
formulation that goes back to Mourrat and Weber [39]. Namely, we make the Ansatz

w=w1+w2

with

w1=I(2(w1+w2+ )< )

w2=S(u0; v0)+ I((w1+w2+ )2+2(w+ )� +2(w+ )= ):
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By the usual power counting we would guess the regularities w12CTB?
1/2− and w22CTB?1−,

where B? denotes a suitable Besov space that will be determined later. We also see that
we would expect having to control

� 2CTC 0−;

and indeed this is possible. Now it looks like we are in good shape to put our usual
paracontrolled machinery in place, provided that (u0; v0) are regular enough and we control
(I )� . However, there is one major problem: When solving parabolic paracontrolled
equations, we essentially used that the heat semigroup commutes with the paraproduct up
to a smoother remainder (this was hidden in Corollary 5.10), and this is no longer true for
the operator I. We can however control the resonant product with stochastic computations,
i.e. show that

f 7! I(I(f< )� )

is a bounded random operator between suitable Sobolev spaces. From here the analysis is
similar to what we have seen before.

Appendix A Regularity for Walsh type SPDEs

Proof. (of Lemma 1.28) Z is the stochastic integral of W against the deterministic
function p, and therefore it is Gaussian (if we replace p by a deterministic bounded ele-
mentary function then this follows from the Gaussianity of W , and it extends to p by a
limiting argument). Since Z is centered Gaussian, the q-th moment is bounded by the q/2-
th power of the second moment and we get

E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t; x)jq]1/q.E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t+ s; x)j2]1/2

+E[jZ(t+ s; x)−Z(t; x)j2]1/2:

In the nonlinear case with nontrivial f ; g we would use the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy
inequality instead of Gaussianity. The first term on the right hand side is

E[jZ(t+ s; x+ y)−Z(t+ s; x)j2]

=E

��Z
[0;t+s]�Rd

(p(t+ s− r; x+ y− z)− p(t+ s− r; x− z))W (dr; dz)

�
2
�

=

Z
0

t+sZ
Rd�Rd

(p(r;x+ y−z1)− p(r;x−z1))(p(r;x+ y−z2)− p(r;x−z2))K(dz1; dz2)dr;

where in the last line we used the substitution t+ s− r! r for the time integral.
Next, we observe that for c> 1

jp(r; x+ y− z1)− p(r; x− z1)j=
��������Z

0

1

rp(r; (x− z1)+�y)�yd�
��������

=

��������Z
0

1(x− z1)+�y
2r

p(r; (x− z1)+�y)�yd�
��������

.r−1/2jy j
Z
0

1

p(cr; (x− z1)+�y)d�;

where we used that for all m> 0 (and here we take m=1/2)�
jz j2
r

�m
p(r; z)= (4�r)−d/2

�
jz j2
r

�m
e
− jzj

2

4r . cd/2(4�cr)−d/2e−
1

c

jzj2
4r ' p(cr; z): (A.1)
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On the other hand we also have the trivial bound

jp(r; x+ y− z1)− p(r; x− z1)j6 p(r; x+ y− z1)+ p(r; x− z1);

and therefore by interpolation with �2 [0; 1]:

jp(r; x+ y− z1)− p(r; x− z1)j
=jp(r; x+ y− z1)− p(r; x− z1)j�jp(r; x+ y− z1)− p(r; x− z1)j1−�

.(r−1/2jy j)�
�Z

0

1

p(cr; (x− z1)+�y)d�
��
(p(r; x+ y− z1)+ p(r; x− z1))1−�

.(r−1/2jy j)�
�Z

0

1

p(cr; (x− z1)+�y)d�+ p(r; x+ y− z1)+ p(r; x− z1)
�
;

where the last step follows from Young's inequality for products, ab6 1

p
ap+

1

m
bm, where

p;m> 1 are such that 1

p
+

1

m
=1, and which we applied with p= 1

�
. We apply this bound

with �= � and obtain with some more fiddling and using that K 2K�Z
0

t+sZ
Rd�Rd

(p(r; x+ y− z1)− p(r; x− z1))(p(r; x+ y− z2)− p(r; x− z2))K(dz1; dz2)dr

.
Z
0

t+s

(r−1/2jy j)2�r−�dr. jy j2�;

where we used that −� −�>−1 and therefore the pole r−�−� is integrable in r=0.
Similarly, we have for the time difference (substituting t+ s− r!r in the first integral

and t− r! r in the second integral

E[jZ(t+ s; x)−Z(t; x)j2]

=

Z
0

sZ
Rd�Rd

p(r; x− z1)p(r; x− z2)K(dz1; dz2)dr

+

Z
0

tZ
Rd�Rd

(p(r+s;x−z1)− p(r;x−z1))(p(r+s;x−z2)− p(r;x−z2))K(dz1; dz2)dr:

The first term is bounded by��������Z
0

sZ
Rd�Rd

p(r; x− z1)p(r; x− z2)K(dz1; dz2)dr
��������. Z

0

s

r−�dr. s1−�6T 1−�−�s�. s�:

For the second term we bound for c> 1

jp(r+ s; z)− p(r; z)j=
��������Z
0

1

@rp(r+�s; z)sd�

��������
=

Z
0

1
�

jz j2
4(r+�s)2

− d
2
(4�(r+�s))−1

�
p(r+�s; z)sd�

.
Z
0

1 s
r+�s

p(c(r+�s); z)d�

6s
r

Z
0

1

p(c(r+�s); z)d�;

where we applied (A.1) with m=1. By another interpolation argument this yieldsZ
0

tZ
Rd�Rd

(p(r+ s; x− z1)− p(r; x− z1))(p(r+ s; x− z2)− p(r; x− z2))K(dz1; dz2)dr

.
Z
0

t� s
r

�
�
r−�dr. s�:
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This yields the claim. �

Appendix B Motivation for the �d
4 model

Consider a domain O�Rd and the potential

V (�)=

Z
O
jr�(x)j2dx+

Z
O

�
1
2
�(x)4− �(x)2

�
dx:

We are interested in the measure

�(d�)=
1
Z
exp(−V (�))

Y
x2O

d�(x); (B.1)

where
Q
x2O d�(x) should be interpreted as the �Lebesgue measure� on the space of real-

valued functions on O (which of course does not exist). This measure is called the �d
4

measure (4 because of the power �(x)4 in the potential, d because of the dimension of the
base space), and it is important in quantum field theory, see for example [19].

It is also a sort of continuum version of the Ising model: Recall that the Ising model
on the finite lattice ��Zd is the measure on f−1; 1g� given by the density

1
Z
exp
 X
i;j:ji−j j=1

�i�j

!Y
i2�

d�i=
1
Z
exp

 
−1
2

X
i;j:ji−j j=1

(�i−�j)2
!Y
i2�

d�i;

where now
Q
i2� d�i is the counting measure on f−1; 1g�; the value of Z will change

throughout this discussion, it is always taken as the positive constant for which the total
mass of the measure becomes 1. This is a model for a ferromagnet, and the spin �i is
the magnetization at point i (positive or negative). The Ising model has the tendency of
favoring configurations �2f−1;1g� for which neighboring spins are aligned, i.e. for which
�i=�j if ji− j j=1. On the other hand, the counting measure introduces randomness.

In our case the potential V is also small for � with small gradient (i.e. for whichR
jr�(x)j2dx is small), and the �Lebesgue measure� introduces randomness. But now there

is the additional contribution
R
O

�
1

2
�(x)4− �(x)2

�
dx to the potential, which can be moti-

vated as follows: For the Ising model the spins �i only take the values �1, while the
functions � take arbitrary values in R and shifting � by a constant does not change the

value of
R
jr�(x)j2dx. So the term

R
O

�
1

2
�(x)4− �(x)2

�
dx in a way anchors � around the

values �1. Indeed, the double well potential is minimized exactly in the points �1:
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Figure B.1.
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Of course, this whole discussion is purely formal because the Lebesgue measureQ
x2O d�(x) does not exist. To attempt making it rigorous, we could note that, at least

if we ignore boundary terms from the integration by parts (this is for example ok if O=

Td=(R/Z)d is the torus or if O=Rd and we consider functions with sufficient decay at1)

exp
�
−
Z
jr�(x)j2dx

�
= exp

�Z
�(x)��(x)dx

�
= exp

�
−
Z
�(x)(−�)�(x)dx

�
:

The operator −� is symmetric and positive, so this expression looks very much like a
Gaussian density: If C is a symmetric and strictly positive definite matrix on Rn, then the
measure

�(dx)=
1
Z
exp(−hx;Cxi)

Y
i

dxi;

where h�; �i is the inner product on Rn, is centered Gaussian with covariance 1

2
C−1, i.e. for

all a; b we have Z
hx; aihx; bi�(dx)= 1

2
ha; C−1 bi:

So in our case we would expect

�(d�)=
1
Z
exp
�
−
Z
jr�(x)j2dx

�Y
x2O

d�(x)

to be a centered Gaussian measure with covarianceZ
h�; f ih�; gi�(d�)= 1

2
hf ; (−�)−1gi= 1

2
h(−�)−1/2f ; (−�)−1/2gi;

where now h�; �i is the inner product on L2(O). Modulo technicalities (it is for example
not always possible to invert −�, and it may be better to consider 1−� instead), such a
measure exists, and it is called the Gaussian free field .

This brings us a good step closer towards making sense of the �d
4 measure that we

formally defined in (B.1). A �rigorous candidate� seems to be

�(d�)=
1
Z
exp
�
−
Z �

1
2
�(x)4− �(x)2

�
dx

�
�(d�):

And indeed this measure is well defined if d=1. Unfortunately, for d> 1 the measure �
is only supported on generalized functions (Schwartz distributions), and �(Lp(O))=0 for
all p2 [1;1].

Exercise. (Suggested by Scott Smith) Consider the �massive Gaussian free field on
Rd�, i.e. the centered Gaussian process (�('))'2S with covariance

E[�(')�( )]=
1
2
h'; (m−�)−1 iL2(Rd);

for mass m> 0. The covariance is well defined, and therefore � exists. Show that if (�n)�
Cc
1 is an approximation of the identity with supp(�n)�B(0;1/n), then E[�(�n(x−�))2]!

1 if and only if d > 1. This shows that the formal expression �(x) = �(�(x− �)) for the
Dirac delta does not exist (a sequence of Gaussian random variables with diverging variance
cannot even converge in distribution).

Solution. We can represent

(m−�)−1f(x)=
Z
0

1
e−mt

Z
Rd
p(t; x− y)f(y)dydt
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for the centered Gaussian density with covariance 2tId, i.e.

p(t; x)= (4�t)−d/2exp
�
−jxj

2

4t

�
:

Thus we get

h�n(x− �); ((m−�)−1�n(x− �))i

=

Z
Rd

�n(x− z)
Z
0

1
e−mt

Z
Rd

p(t; x− z − y)�n(y)dydtdz

=

Z
Rd
�n(z)

Z
0

1
e−mt

Z
Rd
p(t; z− y)�n(y)dydtdz:

We can restrict the integration to jz j; jy j6 1/n because otherwise �n vanishes. But then
jz− y j6 2/n and thus

p(t; z − y)& t−d/2exp
�
− 4

4tn2

�
;

i.e.

h�n(x− �); ((m−�)−1�n(x− �))i&
Z
Rd
�n(z)

Z
0

1
e−mt

Z
Rd
t−d/2exp

�
− 1

tn2

�
�n(y)dydtdz

=

Z
0

1
e−mtt−d/2exp

�
− 1
tn2

�
dt

>
Z
n−2

1
e−mtt−d/2exp(−1)dt&

Z
n−2

1

t−d/2dt;

which diverges as n!1 if d> 2.
On the other hand, for d=1 the uniform bound p(t; x). t−1/2 shows that the variance

converges.

Since � is only supported on distributions, it is unclear how to interpret the expressionZ �
1
2
�(x)4− �(x)2

�
dx

for typical �2 supp(�), and we are still stuck with the construction of �. This problem can
be overcome for d<4 with the help of renormalization group techniques from quantum field
theory [19], and one has to suitably renormalize the potential 1

2
�(x)4−�(x)2 by subtracting

infinite counterterms. Let us stress that d is the dimension of space-time so we would like
to take d=4 for physical applications. Unfortunately this case is just out of reach of the
existing theories!

Here we will follow a different route towards constructing �: We will construct a Markov
process with invariant measure �. To understand how to do that, let us consider a smooth
potential function V :Rn!R, such thatZ

exp(−V (x))
Y
i=1

n

dxi<1;

for example V (x)=x2. Then �(dx)= 1

Z
exp(V (x))

Q
idxi defines a probability measure, and

it is a classical result that the following n-dimensional SDE, sometimes called overdamped
Langevin dynamics, has � as a reversible measure:

dXt=−
1
2
rV (Xt)dt+ dWt:
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To formally show this, observe that the generator of X is L=−1

2
rV �r+ 1

2
� and L is self-

adjoint in L2(�) (this is not a proof of our claim, but at least it explains intuitively why
� should be reversible for X). In coordinates and formal notation we can also write

@tX(t; i)=−
1
2
@iV (X(t; �))+ �(t; i);

where we set �(f)=
P

i

R
R+
f(t; i)dWt

i and thus we can interpret � is a �space-time white

noise on R+�f1; :::; ng�, i.e. a centered Gaussian process indexed by L2(R+�f1; :::; ng)
(with product measure of Lebesgue measure and counting measure) such that

E[�(f)�(g)]= hf ; gi=
X
i=1

n Z
R+

f(t; i)g(t; i)dt:

This provides a way of constructing �: simply let the dynamics of X run and apply the
ergodic theorem (this still requires ergodicity of X, which we take for granted here) to getZ

f(x)�(dx)= lim
T!1

1
T

Z
0

T

f(Xs)ds:

If we apply the same philosophy to the �d
4 measure, we would formally get a dynamic

process that satisfies

@t�(t; x)=−
1
2
�xV (�(t; �))+ �(t; x)=��(t; x)− �(t; x)3+ �(t; x)+ �(t; x); (B.2)

where � is now a space-time white noise on R+�O, i.e. � is centered Gaussian and

E[�(f)�(g)]= hf ; gi=
Z
R+�O

f(t; x)g(t; x)dtdx

for all f ; g 2 L2(R+�O). The functional derivative �xV (�) is a bit subtle and can be
computed by taking first the functional derivative in the direction of some function  , and
then formally setting  = �(x− �) for the Dirac delta in x.

The equation (B.2) is called the �d
4 equation, or the stochastic quantization equation for

the �d
4measure [45]. We should not expect a free lunch though, and we cannot overcome the

essential difficulties in the construction of the �d
4 measure by simply writing the problem

in the language of stochastic differential equations. In fact (B.2) is still badly ill posed,
because the solution �(t; �) is at fixed times t only a distribution in the space variable,
and therefore we have again a problem with the nonlinearity, this time given by �3. In
fact, at least for d=3 the solution theory for the �34 equation (B.2) is much younger than
the construction of the �d

4 measure, and it was one of the first big successes of Hairer's
regularity structures [28] respectively paracontrolled distributions [22, 12]; the �24 equation
had been previously solved with Dirichlet forms [1] or with the �Da Prato-Debussche
method� [16].

Bibliography: The discussion is partially inspired by the nice survey papers [14, 40].
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